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Conference of  august, 11th  2001 
 
Good evening, I am going to talk about diamond water. Who are the persons here who already 
have diamond water, who already use it? Well, many of you thank you. 
During this conference, I will first explain the story, how all this happened to me. Besides it is 
not over yet, since there will be other discoveries, other things that will come later on, and I 
am going to show you that it is not necessary to come out of Oxford University to do 
interesting things within this new awareness. 
 
My name is Joël Ducatillon. I am French. I have Maria here by my side, who is Spanish and 
who helps me a lot with this work. She is a very cooperative feminine support that allows me 
to keep balanced in this research. 
 
About thirty years ago my first job was to be a musician, professional pianist. I was not like 
Chopin, I was a jazz pianist and it was my job. At that time already, my focus was not on 
social success or on a script like: house, retreat, social insurances. This never interested me. 
The main question that always upset me and that led me to all of this was: Who am I and why 
am I here? Am I only a piece of meat that is wandering about on a stone wandering about in 
the Cosmos? Here are the questions that I was asking myself from time to time, that were 
upsetting me and were making me unhappy. 
 
Later on, I received naturopathic training, because I was feeling that on the medical level 
here, things were incomplete. Then I settled down in the north of France as a naturopath in the 
area of Lille. There I learnt a lot with the people who were coming to see me. I learnt little by 
little, during 7 years and thousands of sessions, that disease was something extraordinary as a 
teacher and as a present. Following this my awareness improved with the coming maturity 
and I started to be more involved in energies, magnetism, geobiology etc… while reading 
many books as those of Anne & Daniel Meurois-Gevaudan, Dialogue avec l’Ange, and in 
1990, one day, a very special kind of energy started to flow through my self. And here I 
perceived, while feeling this energy that I was finding my family again, the one that had 
abandoned me on earth. 
 
Following this, I lost my terrestrial family, I lost my job, my apartment, well I ended up 
totally deprived and I stayed in a sort of no-man’s land for two or three years. I lived for a 
while in Switzerland, a bit here and there, still without a home, without money and you can 
see that I am still here and alive. It reminded me of a word of King David who used to say: “I 
never saw the just abandoned or prosperity begging for its bread” (Ps 37:25). If each of us 
was on his own path, you could go to South Africa with only one toothbrush, there is no 
problem you would have a shelter, food and clean clothes and even a bathtub to wash 
yourself. 
 
In 1994, I started to have three dreams, which really gave a little impulse to this research. I 
knew that I could no longer heal people as I used to do with the previous state of 
consciousness. Besides it was not interesting me anymore, it was very heavy to keep doing it 
and anyway there no more clients. But the “new” was not there yet. Therefore I had a period 
of time that was a bit distressing, difficult I must say and which purified me deeply regarding 
my needs of comfort, financial security, my needs to have a partner, to have kids, all these 
scenarios to which we have been programmed since thousands of years-we will say why later 
on. So I had three dreams that I will explain, and these three dreams allowed me to start on 
this unknown path that led to this water, and later on to Pyramidal Memories Transmutation. 



During the first dream in 1994, I was told: You are going to create a system, which will be 
called DNA 850, and this system will open doors.  
Approximately fifteen days later, I have another dream and I am shown a revolving door, like 
the one you have in supermarket’s entrances. There were people standing in line and putting a 
card into a machine like a cash dispenser, the door was turning letting one person go and 
behind the door there was a T-bar taking them up to the top of a white mountain. 
 
The interpretation of this dream is that the coded card (the bank card was a coded card) was 
allowing to unload cellular memories, so that the persons could be lifted up towards the 
consciousness of their higher self with much less worries, difficulties and tests. 
 
During the third dream, I was shown a visit card, with a silvery background, on which was 
written in gold: Steel, Storm, Staelhe. And I am told: This is the name of your research. Well, 
you know what Steel means in English. Steel is composed of iron and carbon. Now you know 
that our physical body, our DNA, the atom of the physical flesh is made of carbon. There are 
some stars, some planets where human races are made of silica. But us here, we are made of 
carbon, which number is 666. It reminds you of something, isn’t it? It is the number of the 
beast into which we are incarnate. We are enhanced mammalians, or angels somehow 
diminished… 
 
Now you also know the meaning of the word Storm, so it is the energy of the spiral as for the 
DNA. Now concerning the word Staelhe, I understood only two years later that it means 
stellar energy. Now don’t ask me more about it since I don’t know yet. It might be related to 
the Orion Constellation, but I cannot say anything for certain, it is a hypothesis. 
 
With these three dreams, what did I do? Please do not believe that I am a super sharp 
“channel”. I am not a hyper gifted academic. I went to school until the age of 16. But in this 
research who did I receive guidance from? Well, from people like you who told me: “you 
should read such and such book”, or “look there”, “listen to what you hear as you take the 
bus”, and so I got messages through the mouth of everyone, and indeed I managed getting 
books about quantum physics, which speak about Planck’s steadiness and all those things of 
which I only know the ABC, but it is enough I don’t need to become “intellectually fat”. I 
only took what I needed to do what I had to do, here and now. 
 
A very dear friend of mine invited me to share his flat, which allowed me to find space, time 
and silence, since it is a kind of research that does not happen intellectually. It happens 
through successive sorts of deliveries. In other words, each time there was something to be 
found, I had to transform something inside my self before being able to find it. But before 
finding out what I needed to transform it was sometimes taking two or three months. 
 
It was as if some memories had to be transformed to become transparent so that I could reach 
this knowledge that I have since the time of Atlandide, since this research had already been 
made at that time. 
 
Of course, as I went through this type of deliveries, immediately something comes in a very 
sudden way, and from then on I have the clue that allows me to go further with this research. I 
also know that it is guided, that there are beings in spaceships in the next world, beings in 
connection with the Christ who help and guide me. But they never did the work in my place. 
In other words, I am given a small indication, and then I work. And I prefer things to be this 



way anyway. I prefer to do this than being a celestial parrot, a parrot that transmits heavenly 
things on earth. 
 
Those beings who work, I do not know all of them. I believe that it is an entire team of 
people, and Mere and Shri Aurobindo are amongst them. Besides, you are here today let’s say 
“blessed” by the energy of Mere. Because we should not forget that at the beginning of the 
century, these beings were the first talking about cellular decoding, supramental, 
supraconsciousness and of the new race, which is going to populate this earth in the new era. 
And we are as the embryos, the foetuses of this new race. From the mammalian man we are 
going to become the Christ like man. We are in this teenage period, difficult to go through, 
because we have one foot in the ancient system and one foot into the new one, and it is pretty 
uncomfortable. Shri Aurobindo and Mere were both educated in totally atheist families, which 
prevented them from falling into emotional mysticism that we find with a lot of people who 
are on a path, a style that I don’t criticize nonetheless but that can turn into a trap because it 
seems that it is as new wine put into old wine skins, in other words knew knowledge put into 
old working structures coming from our religious past. It is just to go through this but not to 
stay in it. It is necessary to go much further, since as far as I am concerned – and perhaps 
diamond water leads people to this – God is everywhere, in each atom, in each electron, in all 
the matter that exists, we are ourselves a part of God and God is a part of us. 
 
So this story of separation leads to experiment an emotional mysticism in compensation for 
the malaise lived on earth. It is interesting to have this experience but not to remain there. It is 
necessary to go further in order to transform the flesh itself, the bones and the marrow into 
light, within this new kind of awareness. Some people don’t agree with me, but this is what I 
live and I don’t pretend to be right. 
So you accept it or not, you take it or not, everything is alright. 
 
Following this research, in 1996was created a first system, which was a Plexiglas cylinder, in 
which there was a spiral of energy. I used to call it the washing machine. We used to put it 
into a room full of kids who were screaming and it was enough to ask aloud: “I have the 
intention that this room becomes more peaceful, more serene” and in ten seconds it was over. 
Dogs were sitting, kids would stop crying, and you could feel the energy pattering, coming 
down along the body. 
 
It is only a year or a year and a half later that was created a little glass thing, that I am 
showing you here, a little glass tube as simple as this, totally casual that is made by a glass 
blower. This thing is a sort of artificial DNA of light. Clear-sighted people can see in it spirals 
of light and there are geometries that come to print into it, as in DNA. Of course, for it to be 
printed, I had to do a work process at the level of the air that is contained into it, as well as a 
work on geometry and mathematics. There are approximately 900 codes in each tube, which 
implies a great work of encoding. 
 
When this system was created, I started to understand the dream with the coded cards. Then I 
had the idea to play with numbers and to find answers. Numbers are the rhythms of the 
space/time. Of course, the space/time is an illusion and numbers as well. But they are still 
necessary for us now. So you can see in the cubes dodecahedrons, triangles, tetrahedrons, and 
icosahedrons, rhythmic images of the space/time, which manifest themselves in the dimension 
in which we live, and you can also see that these numbers are not here by chance. On top of it 
behind the number is the sound. 
 



As I am a musician, it was perfect. Since this energy was passing through me since 10 or 11 
years, it was perfect as well. I was finding suites of numbers that I was transposing into music 
that I was playing with the synthesiser, while being well centred. Consequently, stellar 
energies as well as other energies that I didn’t know were getting recorded into the glass. But 
therefore I first had had to put the tube into an oscillating circuit. 
 
Have you ever heard of the oscillating circuits of Lakowski? Lakowski had made experiences 
with copper circles, steel circles etc…that you could put around plants and he could note that 
diseases were healed, and the plants would grow stronger. The CERN (European Centre for 
Nuclear Research) laboratory in Geneva uses a particles accelerator, which is by chance a 
steel cable, which circumference is of 27 kilometres. The number 27 is 3 X 3 X 3. It is the 
number of the quantum leap. 
 
I am going to try to stay simple. What is a quantum leap? When you are climbing stairs and 
all of a sudden there is no wall, no stairs anymore, no lift to get to the next floor, and once you 
have reached the top of the stairs you suddenly find yourself at the first step of the next floor, 
well then you have made a consciousness quantum leap, a quantum leap in matter as well. 
 
After having made this oscillating circle, which circumference is of 27 cm, it is enough to 
verbally pronounce a mantra in front of the circle in suspension, with the glass tube at the 
centre of the same circle; and once this mantra has been done, I notice that a light thread is 
going out of the external circle, then going in towards the centre of the tube and then going 
out again, perhaps a few hundreds of time per second and this creates a sort of break at the 
level of the air that is inside the tube. Some 40 % of the air in the tube then transforms into 
krypton. Krypton is a heavy gas that you can also find inside light bulbs as neon, argon or 
Freon, and it is a gas that holds sounds in memory. 
 
Of course, later there will certainly be physicists who will make experiences on this by 
magnetic resonance etc… My duty is not to prove what I am doing but to transmit. I have no 
scientific base at all, no proof of what I am telling you, and I don’t need to be right, so nobody 
will be able to say that I am wrong!  
 
Once these tubes were made, I did not know that it will be to make water, but still I had some 
messages and some signs. I was told “It will perhaps be water…”, and in October 1999 was 
created the first “diamond water”. There were already at least 700 codes inside my tubes, but 
at that time it was not multipliable: you had to put some drops inside some water, have an 
intention, and drink it. It was already working quite well. 
 
I was then invited in November in Paris to explain this research in front of a group of people 
who were all Jews who were studying Cabbala. I wondered why I was invited there, why life 
was taking me there, and I understood that I had to use Hebraic language’s codes. I did 
understand all this fifteen days later, once back home. I bought a book about Hebraic letters 
“LeRoyaume de la splendeur” by Marie Ellia. After reading it I started to go through 
calculations about these letters. 144 codes came out of it, 12 X 12, which were added to my 
systems. Then you put one of these tubes into water for about 12 hours, and then you get a 
glass of diamond water that you can multiply and share with everybody. 
 
Here is the global story of diamond water. Later on I will let you ask questions, since of 
course as I speak like this I forget many things, and you are the ones who will remind me of 
them. So it is only in April 2000, that this water became multipliable, thanks to these Hebraic 



codes. I would like to tell you now why those Hebraic codes were used. At the time of 
Atlantide, thirty or forty thousands of years ago, all of us have suffered a DNA alteration. You 
might have heard, it is well known by now, that before we used to have 12 DNA threads – 
some say 36- well now we only have 2 left. It seems that to have only 2 DNA threads left 
made us plunge into a consciousness system of good and evil. And it is very easy, for those 
who want to play a little with us, to manipulate us through the reins of good and evil, as we 
lead a horse-drawn coach. 
 
It seems that a lot amongst us, and in any case myself, have innocently, naïvely, unwontedly 
or voluntarily contributed to this alteration, because at this time, even though we had an 
advanced technology, based on crystals, based on inter-spatial exchanges, inter-cultural 
exchanges etc…, we were very naïve : “Everyone is nice and gentle!” And it is not by chance 
if I am now guided in this research, because I have in some ways, contributed to this. 
 
So it seems that in this life time, and since a good number of lives, I have been prepared to 
make systems, ways, so that the human beings who we are may have a favourable genetic 
predisposition for the events that are going to occur before 2012, and that have already 
started. Why?  Because to become Christ, the flesh has to become Christ like, it is really all 
the flesh that has to transform from head to toes. If the genetics are not ready the flesh will 
burn. It is very clear to me, it is my vision of reality, I don’t pretend it is true. 
 
I was told in a dream that I have to bring back all those who got lost in the Negev desert, it is 
the role I have to play as a transmitter. The Negev desert is located in the south of Israel. That 
is where Abraham was buried. The Negev desert represents the beings in connection with IS 
RA EL, which name comes from ISIS, survivor of the Atlantide, RA, survivor of the 
Atlantide and ELOHIM. So the question is to bring back all those who, due the data-
processing virus that was implanted into their DNA, had had their feminine sexuality totally 
stuck at the stage of mammalian consciousness, at the level of the reptilian system. 
 
The big problem which explains that we did remain somehow primate – I say somehow to 
sound nice – is that the feminine sexuality for men as well as for women was implanted. In 
other words it means that a sort of virus was put into it, because all the colonizers who want 
the Earth to become a good planet for slavery know very well that the day when our feminine 
sexuality will be fully fulfilled, we will be able to go into antimatter, we will master 
teletransportation, we will be able to materialize the bread that we eat; they know that we will 
not feel attraction anymore, therefore no repulsion either, no suffering, no misfortune, and so 
we will be powerful. 
 
Those who got lost in the Negev desert, it is all of us. And it is because of this reptilian energy 
that we pretend to own a human being because it seems that he or she is our son, husband or 
wife, our parent, our brother or our sister. When the more “m” you use, “my this”, “my that”, 
the furthest we are from the truth, because in fact on Earth there is only one being, one sole 
Human with more than 6 billions of cells, and perhaps the double or the triple who are not 
incarnate, who constitute the bodies of energy of this humanity, where the dead live who are 
not dead at all. 
 
I believe that this research was made to open the consciousness at this level there. The very 
first persons to receive diamond water were those who attended the conference of Plagnac in 
Dordogne, where Ann and Daniel Meurois-Gevaudan activated the consciousnesses so much. 
At that time, I still used to sell it, I was selling little bottles and then people would multiply it. 



Thanks to this money I was able to go to Canada, to Quebec and propagate it, and then from 
the 1st of June it became totally free. 
 
We can say now that in approximately 60 countries, groups of people use it, or isolate 
individuals do. There are some up to Tahiti, New-Zealand, Australia, United-States; a hospital 
uses it in Mexico for the sick; there is diamond water in Turkey, in Poland quite a lot, in 
Romania, in Hungary, in Bulgaria, In Russia, in Japan, in China, in Africa, in Abidjan, in Cap 
Verde, in India, in Amazonia…See, it did spread out without me doing anything. I stay here, 
sitting in my bedroom doing my researches, and people pass it around, give it to each other 
and share it. Besides those who do not have it yet will be able to come to get some here; and I 
advise you to share it with others. Sometimes some people say: “ Yes, but I prefer to get it 
directly from you rather than from my neighbour or my friend, because I know that he is not 
well sometimes and there could be bad energies into it.” Well here I can guarantee you that it 
is not possible because this water is on the Fifth Dimension level. We are going to talk about 
it. 
 
This water is not going to heal you, to make you feel better, to fulfil selfish needs for comfort, 
health or happiness. This water acts as a mirror, it is your mirror. If there is a lot of love in 
your heart – and in all hearts there is love – but it is hidden, veiled by screens and you don’t 
express it, even in this case, the water will not do anything, it will have no effect. When those 
who are found of dowsing will want to measure the water with a Lecher antenna, the 
measures will be: 0.  
They will find nothing at all. In fact, what they will have found in the water is themselves. 
Because when we are inside the third dimension, there is good and evil, there are two objects 
that are facing each other. We can say 1 + 1 = 2. In the forth dimension, when you have two 
objects, these two objects have a relation together, that those who have enough lucidity can 
see. So 1 + 1 = 3. But in the other dimensions, that I don’t know too well, it goes further: The 
two objects have a relation from inside to inside, from outside to outside, each with the plane 
where he is, outside, with the depth, with what’s above. So 1 + 1 = the infinite. There 
mathematics no longer makes sense. 
 
I am telling you this because within the fifth dimension, good and evil are a little bit like the 
“plus” and the “minus” threads of an electric bulb, that find themselves trapped into a bulb 
where there is no air left, therefore no mental program left, and the light is carried from one to 
the other without them to touch each other. If they do touch each other there is a short circuit 
on the meter: It is war in Kosovo; it is Jerusalem and the Arabs. Why? Because they are 
touching each other: they don’t let God in between them two. They fill this space with their 
memories of the karmic past, and their emotional reactions are loaded with all this. It gives 
continuity instead of producing closeness, and because of this it breaks, this is what war is 
about. This is also disease in our body. But as soon as you let life proceed, that animates 
flowers, mousse, microbes, mosquitoes, bees, little cats and babies, automatically the light 
comes and it is this the fifth dimension. From this moment on, the plus and the minus become 
the engine and the food for this light. 
 
Do you know why there is so much trouble in this world, since thousands of years? It is 
because we are trying to do well. Here we are: The more we will try to do well, the more we 
will attract evil. If we want to make 10 kilos of good, we will attract 10 kilos of evil. If we 
want to make 20 kilos of it - because we think that it is still too bad - we will obtain 10 kilos 
of evil on top. And it will be an escalation until everything collapses. Now we are reaching 



the collapse of this system. It still has 10 or 12 years before falling down; we are in the middle 
of it. We are into Apocalypse, into Revelation: everything is getting revealed. 
 
I am going to give you some examples. There are two or three cases like this one, of a person 
who has memories from another life time, where she used to practice black magic, things 
connected with dark energy. I am not saying that it is wrong: this person had to go through 
this. And this person cannot drink diamond water. As soon as she puts the glass next to her 
mouth, either she is feeling sick, or the glass breaks, or she becomes sick. It is very possible 
that if she accepts that she has this dark memory inside herself, then she will be able to drink 
it. But as long as she will not accept it will not work. 
 
It also happened one day that a person received the visit of a dark and terrifying entity. And 
the next day, as she went to get her bottle of diamond water to drink it, it smelt like sludge. 
This person then did a work of acceptation; she became aware that if she had attracted a being 
of such quality, it was because she had something to do with it. As soon as she had done this 
acceptation work, the water started to smell like roses; there was a total change. 
 
Another experience was made with a person who has aids, in Turin, in Italy, about 3 or 4 
months ago. A lady tells me: “Sitting outside of a Café, I met a transsexual. I talked to this 
person who told me that she had aids, she was condemned to die. I told her: If you want I 
have some water at home that might help you. I will prepare some for you, I will expect your 
phone call and you will come to get it.” They exchanged their telephone numbers, and this 
lady waited for 2 days, one week, 3 weeks, and no news. She tried to get in touch with this 
transsexual and there was no answer at all so she thought that something was happening. I met 
this lady in Turin about two months after this event, and she still had the bottle in her kitchen, 
thinking that the day she will turn up she will give it to her. And she asked me: “How is it 
possible that there is a layer of 1 centimetre of plaster at the bottom of the bottle?” 
 
You see this kind of things, in the beginning I didn’t understand. In fact, it seems that the fact 
that this transsexual who had aids had accepted to drink this water might have accelerated her 
death. But you know when someone dies of this type of disease on the other side the person is 
still not healed.  
His or her aura is rotten, full of holes, and automatically this bottle is working to heal the 
person who is on the other side of the veil. 
 
You have to know that some people will tell you “this water is negative”, well let them talk, it 
is their truth. But you can also tell them that if they acknowledge inside themselves the 
negativity that the water is showing them, as a Master, as a mirror, from this moment on 
everything is going to change. I have seen some dowsers and people who were measuring 
with a Lecher antenna, who are very surprised that each time as they measure it, it is never the 
same. And I say “It is normal, because you are changing, and that is what the water is 
showing you.”  
 
One day, a man of great value, of great erudition which I don’t doubt, asked me if he could 
measure the water. There were bottles of diamond water and also vegetal diamond water. This 
last one is made for plants, vegetables, trees. This vegetal water is the same as the other, 
except that I have added, with this system that is a bit bigger, 48 codes for the roots, the 
leaves, the flowers, the seeds, as I was asked to do. 
 



I told him, “Yes sir, but please be careful because it is you that you are going to measure.” He 
looked at me in a way as if he thought “What is he telling me, this young man here?” This 
man is almost 80 years or so I believe and I said: OK. He did measure the vegetal water and 
told me: “Wahoo…it is incredible, my antenna is not high enough, it is so strong!” Then he 
measured the other one and said: “This one for me is casual water, as bad as tab water.” 
 
You can see this type of paradox. I told him very diplomatically that it was because he didn’t 
need this type of water, and the water had shown him this. What did the water show him? It 
showed this man, and this is said without any judgement, that the entire path he was on to 
promote natural health – which was wonderful and necessary, particularly at the time when he 
had started, during the years 40/50 – hadn’t really activated his inner evolution. You see? The 
water showed him this. Now I don’t know what is going on or not. In my opinion he surely 
doesn’t take it, but this is also his truth. 
 
Sometimes, you will see, some very old people will not want to take it, because intuitively, 
even if they are open to a research of whom they are and towards what they are going, the 
water has estimated that it is not worth for them to transform their flesh, because anyway they 
are going to die and incarnate again on the “new Earth”. When for many of us, it is promised, 
in any case if we reach a sufficient vibratory level, to not have to decease and to be removed 
from the Earth during the events to come back to it transformed. The apostle Paul speaks 
about it, many have spoken about it, and I believe that diamond water is a way for this 
transformation. 
 
This diamond water is now distributed in many countries; it was put into many sees, lakes and 
rivers, and I can guaranty that when you go to a lake where some diamond water was put, the 
one who has a bit of “feeling” asks the question, and he will feel the energy coming down 
straight away: This water is here. For instance, if you put flowers from a shop into diamond 
water, which were grown with chemical products, as it is mainly done by now, they are not 
going to last very long because they are not alive. But if you put a flower from your garden, 
which was healed naturally and with love, it is going to last much longer. You can even put 
branches of raspberry, they are going to bud, flower and give fruits in your vase, in your 
house. 
 
See, Life is something that destroys and transforms all that is not alive, in any case the form 
of that is not alive. Here, you have to understand well, and to not trust appearances. For 
instance, if a child does drink diamond water and then has a big angina 15 days later, people 
will say: “Since he drinks diamond water he has flues, spots etc…” But it is great, he is 
cleansing his system, he is transforming, because the vitality of the glands and the nervous 
system is increasing. Some people say: “Since he takes diamond water, he does not want to do 
this job anymore, he wants to change, how it is possible?” It is because his soul has much 
more impact on his cellular automation, which used to push him to robotize because of his 
fears, because of a lack of money, because of the way others look at it.  
 
It is suggested that this water is drunk by everybody, but mostly by young people, particularly 
by young women susceptible to become pregnant, because at birth, when the mother has 
drunk diamond water, the baby gets out of the womb as if he was going out of a movie place. 
In other words, the heart doesn’t race, the baby doesn’t panic and he is happy to get out; you 
don’t have this panic to get into a physical body and to be completely contorted. Why is it so? 
Because the DNA has already changed. 
 



What is DNA? Presently it is two threads, which once unfolded are two metres high. On one 
thread, there is only 10 %, about 20 centimetres that encode 4 bases: A C G T (Adenine, 
Cytosine, Guanine, and Thymine). These for bases can be arranged according to various 
orders, which can give words of 20, 50, 100, or 400 letters. These words are messages. These 
words are radiated towards a very small DNA mirror (RNA), which is mobile and receives the 
message. It sends this in a factory-cell – called a ribosome – and this ribosome will use this 
message to create a gene. 
 
What is a gene? It is a chip. So, in our bodies, our cells are floppy disks, and our physical 
body, psycho-emotional is a computer made of six thousand billions cells – I don’t know how 
they did to count, but it is what they say – where there are millions and millions of program 
disks, which are going to give orders to the brain’s cells, to the heart’s cells, to the liver’s cells 
etc… Do you realise the complexity, and in the same time the simplicity? It has a marvellous 
side to it. Nicolas Tesla was already saying this: “We are computers, free energy machines, 
and the souls incarnate through these machines made by Mother Earth to expanse God’s 
body through the unknown”  
 
Why did I say this? Because the 90 % of the DNA thread that encode nothing, until now the 
scientists used to say that is was “junk DNA”, which means DNA without value. In other 
words, the Creator would have made fantasies; he would have put billions of threads on top 
that are totally useless. In fact, why did they tell us this? Because this is precisely where we 
find the most crucial point. It is in this “intronic” part, which encodes nothing that we can find 
the fractal geometries that will change the way data bases will be set in the encoding part. 
 
These fractal geometries were nonetheless acknowledged by the scientists and sometimes 
articles were published in magazines sold in libraries. It is through these geometries that the 
soul, inside, can transmit genetically its karmic burden, its memories, which are going to print 
into the cells. And it is through this that the guides, the higher self, the angels as well - 
whatever the specie or the consciousness level is – communicate with the vibratory bodies 
and transmit the messages through a geometric language. 
 
What I believe is that the entities that are not from our dense material world, and which are 
into antimatter could we say, do not correspond with a language made of words, comas, 
participles and adverbs, but with a geometric language. In other words, we put an entire 
knowledge into a geometric shape, we pulse it towards the other, and at the speed of light the 
other receives the knowledge that is going to adapt to his own consciousness. In this case, 
there is no risk of repetition of the other’s knowledge, do you understand? So there is no risk 
of teacher/disciple relationship. The other integrates with his consciousness his own self 
knowledge and not the other’s one. In other words, he is not the dog that will eat the crumbs 
that are thrown to him. We have lived this and we did take advantage of it. 
 
As I came to this region of Revel (Haute-Garonne, France), I did work on my self, Maria as 
well, because we realised that there are ancient memories here, which I also have in me, of 
sectarianism between the Catholic and Protestant teachings. Besides, it caused me quite a lot 
of pain on the afternoon when I arrived there. And here, in Montesquieu-Volvestre, I can feel 
in the ground memories of great austerity, rigidity, asceticism, but which gives on the 
opposite the possibility of really great sexual, food debauchery, etc… It is possible to feel this 
very clearly in this ground 
 



You who live in this region, in taking diamond water and transforming, even without knowing 
it, these still present memories, you enter in resonance with what we call the morphogenetic 
fields, in other words with the trellis that is in resonance with all the other human beings, who 
are not on the same path, who are the baker, the farmer, the postman, the kids, the elders and 
automatically you help the transformation of this terrestrial memory. 
 
You see, behind diamond water there is all this, and much more. Since the beginning of this 
year 2001, diamond water received new codes. You have to know that when I put new codes, 
even if you have water at your place since a year or more, the new codes are transmitted to the 
water at your place. It is useless to come back to get new water from me, there is no problem. 
Besides, it happens quite often that sensitive persons call me to say: “You know Joël, the taste 
of the water has changed, it has a taste of copper – or a sweeter taste, or a fresher taste – what 
did you do?” Then I tell them that I have put 10 or 15 new codes the day before. And the day 
after people feel it, because in this dimension there, there is no need to change the water, the 
new codes add up automatically, in the encoders as well as the water. 
 
So it also happens with the waters that have been put into lakes or rivers, and which keep on 
multiplying infinitely. There is an example that you will be able to see on the web site, for 
those who want to look at it or can do so, of a man who has put 1,5 litre of diamond water into 
a 400 000 litres tank in a nuclear power station. This water is polluted with silver 110, cobalt 
60, caesium, and cadmium etc… all the heavy metals that are extremely dangerous. He stirred 
it after putting diamond water, and seven days later he made a spectrometric analysis. I 
believe that it consists in sending waves into the water, and according to the answer we have 
on the graphic, it is possible to see which metals and pollutant are present inside this water. 
He was very surprised because in seven days, 10 % of the heavy metals had totally vanished. 
And I am pretty sure that if we could make another analysis one or two months later, unless 
the polluted water is constantly added into the tank, there would be nothing left, the water 
would be pure. 
 
So there is definitely a cleaning up process. In the beginning, diamond water was not meant 
for this, but I believe that as we increase the vibratory rate of water, but also of your internal 
waters, your blood, your lymph, your extra-cellular liquids, your intra-cellular liquids, 
automatically we decrease the damage that can be caused by food pollutants, medicinal 
pollutants, gas pollutants etc… Here are some of the effects of this water presently. 
 
Some people ask me sometimes:  Are you able to prove the effect of this water scientifically? 
It is the type of questions to which I generally do not answer. I tell these people: “Test it with 
your animals, as they do not lie.” When you have horses having buckets of water, amongst 
which some are full of diamond water, they rush and push the others to drink in those 
containing diamond water. It is the same with cats and dogs. When they have drunk this 
water, they no longer want to drink outside in the puddles or in the flowerpots. It is the same 
for little fishes in aquariums, as well as for birds. It is for me a proof that this water has 
something different. For me this water is full of love, full of intelligence, and it meets the 
user’s needs, like I was told in a dream. 
 
We are going to talk a bit about the intentions, but before this I would like to tell you 
something. Since January, some codes were put in the water that are more in relation with the 
physical level. In other words, these are codes of vitamins, hormones, minerals, particularly 
the 36 metals of Mendeleïev’s Table. You know the most usual as calcium, potassium, 
fluorine, magnesium, selenium, cadmium etc… If we make a chemical analysis of this water, 



whether it is made with Vittel, Mont Roucous, tab water or rain water, you will not find these 
metals, except those which are already inside the water and that are mentioned on the mineral 
water’s bottle, but they do exist in the form of codes, as a data base. This means that if your 
body is lacking of iron for instance, it is going to dig into the water’s computer and make its 
iron atom with the code that is there. So there you will have an atom of iron, or calcium or a 
B12 or B1 vitamin that is yours, that you have created yourself at your own level of 
consciousness. 
 
We had examples of people suffering of anaemia or decalcification, and who do not need to 
take any medicine or food supplements. After drinking the water for two or three months, 
their analyses are perfect. Well, here again, please be careful. These people are persons who 
had a loving partnership with the water. In the fifth dimension we do not take something to 
get healed. This is the third dimension. In the fifth dimension we become this thing, we love 
it, we are in partnership with it. If you are in the middle of nature for instance, and you cut 
yourself seriously, or if you are bitten by a snake, if you call the elementals of Mother Nature, 
Nature’s little angels, the elves, and if you love them, and if your aura dos not stink too much, 
because of jealousy, greed, swindling patterns that are sometimes totally subconscious, well 
then you can be assured than within ten minutes your wound will be totally healed. I had this 
experience several times, even for other people, for whom I called the elementals of Nature. 
This is the way to approach diamond water. 
 
Now please don’t fall into an excess of sacred, because again it would be making a difference 
between this water and all that is, and this is not just, it is not love anymore. Even casual 
water is sacred as well. Let’s say that diamond water is a little bit more alive; it is certainly 
not a panacea, nor a miraculous find. It is made to increase your discernment regarding the 
itinerary planned along your incarnation. It is here to help you being guided more rapidly in 
your relationships, in your professional choices sometimes, your location choices or the 
decisions to take as far as your situation is concerned, inside or outside, according to where 
you are on your road map – if you are 15, 40 or 70 of course – and according to what has been 
or has not been accomplished. But you have to know something, which is that this water will 
never make you go through things that would be totally unbearable for you, far too hard 
things. At the opposite, it will diminish the tests, facilitate the initiatory passages so that you 
can manage with less suffering and most of all faster. 
 
To these codes of vitamins, minerals etc… were added codes in relation with constellations, I 
don’t really know why, perhaps because amongst us there are souls coming from Orion, from 
the Pleiades, and from everywhere, and which, at the appropriate time – when some crucial 
events will take place – will be reconnected with the family connections that is appropriate for 
them and to which they are related. There were also codes in relation with Plato’s solids, in 
relation with some geometric formulas, and most of all in relation with the Flower of Life (see 
pict.). You have the design of the Flower of Life on these sheets, you can take them. The 
Flower of Life is not the numbers written on this paper, it is a system, a design that you can 
find into the pyramids of Egypt as well as on the Maya pyramids in South America. It is 
Drunvalo “Melchisedech”, author of the book “The ancient secret of the Flower of Life” who 
has revealed this to the world. He went through an entire research on this subject since 15 
years, and he has found that this design contains almost all the existing geometries: The 
dodecahedron, the isocahedron etc…including the designs of the formation of the atom, or 
even of the first cell in a fecundation process. We can find this design in many plants, flowers 
and fruits. 
 



Last year I was given the opportunity to find the numbers of the Flower of Life. You will 
notice that they go from 1 to 37. If you multiply 37 by 18, it gives 666. If you multiply 37 by 
27, the quantum number, you obtain 999, which is the number of the carbon atom raised to 
another consciousness and that we call diamond. Those who want to have fun with a 
calculator will be able to see that they are quite surprising things, particularly the number 19 
that is right in the centre, which is the number of the potential germ of all event that exists 
here and now, in the past and the future. The researches will keep going, and later I will 
explain all this, because I still haven’t well understood. 
 
So 19 is 12 + 7. Have fun with this flower of life, and if you have the opportunity to read 
Drunvalo’s book, even just the first tom, to get a slight idea, you will understand many things. 
If you look a t this design without the added numbers, and if you look at it with a rather 
special vision, you will see that each line crossing makes a Merkabah field, in other words 
two tetrahedrons overlapped in one another. As far as you deprogram your vehicle of all the 
recorded memories, without you being aware of it, a coloured sphere is created, of nine layers 
of colours – it is no longer 7 but nine now – of which two colours that do not exist on earth, 
which are in fact the image and the representation of a double tetrahedron. So, imagine a three 
faces pyramid and another with its top facing down, that overlap into one another, as David’s 
star, as Salomon seal, but in three dimensions, and this double tetrahedron turn at an 
incredible speed on 7 or 14 different axes. And exactly as for a ventilator, you do not see the 
blades anymore, you only see a circle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Flower of Life 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The merkabah is this, as far as I have understood so far of course. In a year’s time, I will 
perhaps say something else. It would allow travelling into dimensions, but also into past and 
future, without needing the “Concorde” plane or any technological method. And I know 
though clear-sighted people who accompany me – including my daughter whom I see from 
time to time and who is very clear-sighted – that this Merkabah is build little by little. Of 
course there are courses and methods to amplify it and develop it. Well, it is not my thing; I 
am too lazy for this! I wait for it to happen by itself. My method is rather Love: to love and 
love and love, the rest will come by itself; I don’t want to make efforts. 



Well, so this flower of life was largely used to put the last codes that are into diamond water. 
Now, even if I do not add new codes, it seems that the more people do drink it, the more its 
frequency increases, its vibration increases, and it allows to work on the entire energy canvas. 
 
 
 
 
      * 
 

*  * 
 
 
 
  I am now going to talk about the trellis, and then you will be able to ask your questions. 
What is a trellis of energy? For instance, if there are in Japan a couple of dragonflies of a 
particular race, the entire earth is filled with their energy frequency, of their energy trellis. A 
trellis is like knitting, like a spider’s web and that make that their presence, their procreation 
and their experience into incarnation influences the entire flora and fauna, and even all the 
humans of the planet. We do not realize it but it goes up to this point. Let’s imagine that other 
dragonflies then appear in other places of the planet, without any procreation, but only seeds 
of light that did congregate and have started to materialize another couple. Nonetheless if the 
master couple of this energy trellis dies, and if the energy trellis breaks, the entire race 
vanishes. This is the reason why we sometimes wonder about the disappearance of such or 
such race of animals, or such or such sort of trees.  
 
For instance, I have heard that there are almost no elms left in France. It is because 
somewhere the trellis was broken, perhaps by radars, perhaps by micro-waves, or by cars or 
planes pollution, I don’t know. It is enough that the trellis is broken, it is as a hole in a 
pullover: it comes undone and all the humans, all the animals and all the vegetal that belong 
to this frequency start to vanish from the surface of the planet. This is the reason why human 
beings are presently playing a very dangerous game with waves, sound and light – as the 
HAARP project in Alaska – because they are starting to undo everything. 
 
On the opposite, as far as the human trellis is concerned, even though someone is not really on 
a spiritual path and does not have tremendous possibilities because he or she did not go very 
far during previous life times, he or she still has his importance in our evolution. Identically 
our smallest toe is important as well. If it breaks we will still be able to read a book, but still it 
has its importance, it is not inferior to the rest of the body.  
 
From the moment where a certain number of human beings will drink this water for some 
time, and not only this but also read books, try to refine their behaviour, to improve their 
subconscious, to refine their thought process, automatically it is going to influence the entire 
humanity, and help so that the coming events can be far less cruel and dramatic. Because they 
will come, it is planned, don’t get trapped into illusion, it will happen. (This was said on the 
11th of August 2001, a month before the New-York attacks) But it will be less painful for 
most of the people, who are souls still unable to awake now because they have started school 
later on, as the little children that start nursery school by now: it is not their fault if they are 
born later. So with souls it is the same, we have to consider it too. 
 



I believe that this water – and other systems as well, it is not the only thing – was created in 
this aim: when you decode at the cellular level, you decode for the entire humanity in the 
same time. This I can state it at 100%; I can see it and it is extremely strong. This is what an 
energy trellis is.  
 
  
      * 
 
     *  * 
 
 
 
 
 
Let’s talk a little bit about vegetal water. It appeared in August 2000. During one night of 
May, I was shown a book into which there was a very bizarre writing that doesn’t exist on this 
planet. There was a text, which was saying: “The terrestrial vegetation forms an energy 
trellis, which is interpenetrated in its essence by its surrounding, in the way of a reversed 
hologram”. 
And there I understood straight away that I had to start a research for the vegetal world. 
Therefore I have created this second system. I have created 48 additional codes, and it is by 
taking drinkable diamond water and by soaking this encoder for about 10 hours that it 
becomes vegetal diamond water. We could also drink it, there is no problem, and parsley 
would not grow inside your nose! 
 
Not long after, Maria, in meditation, did see a sort of huge creeper in an Amazonian 
background, and it seemed that it was required to water this plant with vegetal diamond water. 
I told my self that I had to go to Amazonia. The idea didn’t please me too much, since I am 
not very keen on mosquitoes and most of all I had other things to do. Then in September, a 
lady came to see me and told me: “Well, I was supposed to leave on the first of September to 
go to Amazonia for three months, in a shaman’s tribe, but I didn’t go because I had a message 
telling me to wait, and that I had to bring something there”. And when she happened to read 
an article about diamond water at a friend’s place, she understood that it was this, so she 
came, and of course, since the first of November, this plant, master of the terrestrial vegetal 
trellis is regularly watered with diamond water. This plant is called Jagube, which is a 
creeper, and its feminine counterpart is called Chakronia or Raïna (which means queen in 
Portuguese), and it is with these two plants that they make this famous drink called 
Ayahuasca, that provokes modified states of consciousness, under shamanic survey since it 
can be very strong, and that allows to communicate with plant’s DNA. The shamans there call 
it the snake. The snake talks to them and tells them: “If you prepare me in such and such way, 
I can help such and such person for such and such disease, or who has such and such problem 
with his or her past, kids, relatives etc…” I have seen studies about this, it is extraordinary. 
 
And we can say that since the 1st of March 2001, which is 120 days later, the terrestrial 
vegetal trellis is now tuned to the fifth dimension frequency. For this reason, it is no longer 
necessary to use vegetal diamond water, the other one is largely sufficient. Of course, it takes 
the time for it to reverberate into matter, in the physical atom of the tree and the plant. But 
what does it mean? It means that it is going to help us so that all the fruits, vegetables, the 
grass that the cows eat become alive. In other words, everything which will have grown in a  
“twisted” way – I don’t want to mention any names – will die.  



 Presently I have biological farmers, goat’s farmers, poultry farmers etc… who use diamond 
water and give it to their animals, multiplying it by using tab water of course, and others who 
cultivates gardens and fields while watering them with vegetal diamond water. But it is 
certain that if tomorrow a farmer who produces with chemical fertilizers, because he was not 
able to do it another way up to now – and it is not his fault, he was drawn into it as many of us 
in other systems -  imprudently waters his entire field with it, he will not produce anything at 
all. If there are people here who might be concerned and who use this water, make a test on 1 
square metre and look at what is going on, otherwise you might end up bankrupt. 
 
If you pour it into lakes rivers etc…you can be assured that after a certain amount of time, as 
it multiplies, it is going to evaporate and rain, and while raining it might progressively destroy 
the non-alive cultures. There are no risks for the breeding but it does have an influence on 
sick animals. For instance in Sologne, where many horses have cancer because they drink 
rivers and pond’s water, which contain a lot of heavy metals – those same heavy metals I 
already spoke about earlier – it has now been two months since they drink diamond water in 
their drinking trough and they had giant eczema. It is cancer going out through the skin. We 
will see the evolution in six months or a year; it also depends on the age of the cancer. But 
with a healthy animal there is no problem. 
 
In the Vosges region, there is a cat whose mistress hadn’t thought to give diamond water to 
drink. But as she had put some in a watering can to water the plants, the cat was paddling his 
paw into it to wash his eyes by himself, because he was having coryza since 3 weeks or a 
month; his eyes were trickling and sticking; he had a flue. So he was licking his paw and was 
washing his eyes several times a day, and he was healed in 8 days. 
 
When you are pouring water, it is the intention that matters. If I go to pour some water into a 
lake while thinking “Great all the chemical fields are going to die”, well, here you are not into 
the heart. Now if you do it with the fear that it might happen, you are not into the heart either. 
If you feel that this water calls you, then you put some of it and you see what happens. It is 
always to bring life. Because in present circumstances, it is better not to have food anymore, 
than to keep destroying humanity with GMO… GMO is a manipulation. It is possible to put a 
program into DNA. It is also possible to make a computer within a protein cell and inject it 
inside a vaccine: nobody will see it. And then, from a spaceship it is possible to instil a mental 
program. It is already on since at least two years. 
 
This water cannot have effects without the consent of the person who is the subject to heal or 
to help eventually. ON top of it this person must drink the water to have results. It is not 
possible to put intentions for someone else in the water, except for a baby, a dog, a little cat or 
a mentally handicapped person for instance, who cannot express himself or herself, but in this 
case you feel it, when with “radionique” it is still possible to act into power. When with 
diamond water we are beyond the world of power. “Radionique” is good, it is as a hammer 
driving a nail, but it is also possible to knock somebody with the hammer.. 
 
So science is ceaselessly going forward, but science as it is taught in University and 
transmitted in scientific magazines only represents a few crumbs that we are given. Despite 
this, we can notice that it still goes forward, because since 1943-45 the top level science is 
already much further than what we could imagine. The top scientists have ever since already 
found the temporal tunnels; they already know how to travel through the past and the future; 
they already know the vertical time. All of this is on its way, there are scriptures about it. But 
they are stuck in 2012, there is a wall there. (See the website: www.wingmakers.com) 



As far as intentions are concerned, do not put them into the bottle, it is useless because 
anyway three hours later an intention is erased automatically. Put it in front of your glass, 
aloud, unless you are in your office and you are scared to be taken for a fool, then you do it 
discretely, well centred and you say: “I have the intention of this or that”. What happens in 
this case? Something happens that happens in any case, even as you speak to your neighbour 
or to your kid, some energy is going out of the solar plexus and is going to be recorded in the 
water in the shape of coloured bubbles, which the clear-sighted can see. These coloured 
bubbles do not mix up together. As you drink the water, you are sending the message to the 
intronic part of your DNA, which will progressively change the data bases and which is going 
to allow the rebel cells to become obedient to the king or queen who you are. 
 
It is possible to express an intention without diamond water. The advantage with diamond 
water is that it is going to act as a troubadour who would go into each cell and would say:  
“Take heeds! The king (queen) has now decided that you have to listen to him (her), to be 
positive and agree with him (her) to gather the forces and unite them.” This has much more 
power, and is much quicker. An intention that would have taken a year to come true before, if 
you put it inside diamond water after 7 weeks – and sometimes far before, it all depends of the 
vastness and the age of the problem that needs to be solved – there is already a result in the 
situation to which you are confronted, without correcting anything in the facing person’s 
behaviour, without correcting anything in yourself, because with this dimension there we are 
no longer into bad and evil, so there is no need for corrections anymore. We don’t even need 
to say to someone: “Will you tidy up please!” This is over; as soon as you do that you are not 
into love anymore. It is hard; I still don’t manage to do it! 
 
Besides, I have a book here that has just been published, “Messages of the water”, where there 
are photos of water crystals of iced water at -5 Celsius degrees, like snow crystals. It is a 
Japanese man, Masuru Emoto, who did take these pictures with a microscope, and when you 
play music to this water before icing it, or when you give it colours, or writings, for instance if 
you write Hitler, or Mere Theresa onto the bottle and then you take pictures of the crystals, 
these are then totally different according to the words written on the bottle that was containing  
this water. If you tell the water: “I don’t like you, you are crazy, I am going to kill you” or if 
you say: “I love you, you are beautiful”, you can see very different crystals. There is a photo 
taken after saying to the water:”Do it!” You can see the entire crystal that is distorted and 
which becomes almost evil. As soon as you give someone an order, this is what happens. In 
other words you introduce into the person’s aura and in his or her liquids an idea of 
destruction, the photos prove it! This destruction is also ours because the other is a part of our 
self. 
 
Everything has a memory. In fact, what is memory? It is a vibration of the atom; the cell 
accumulates along its incarnation experiences. For me this is what memory is. This memory 
has automatically a mental and also an emotional. The emotional causes the reaction; the 
mental directs the reaction or controls it, it depends. 
 
If you tell a child: “I suggest you to tidy up your bedroom”, this is not an order anymore, it is 
a suggestion. In this case it is love, because you are transmitting a structure to the child, 
knowing that this child, even if he or she has a beautiful light, a beautiful intuition and the 
beautiful and wonderful spontaneous side of childhood, he or she still incarnates into a world 
of shape. The body has a shape. There are laws, laws of gravity that you cannot defy – except 
when you take a plane, but then again you generate pollution – but if you make a suggestion 
you are into love because you suggest the child to tidy up or to make his bed for instance, to 



teach him discipline. Here, it is not good and evil anymore, it is something else. It is not the 
act that matters, but the intention that pushes you to do it. And for this kids are wonderful 
because they react with rebellion as soon as it is not done from love, it is automatic, they 
never mistake. 
 
 
      * 
 
     *  * 
 
Question of a traditional brewer, who makes beer with diamond water: 
 
Diamond water can be drunk without intention. For instance, if you have diamond water at 
your place and your guests help themselves there is no problem. Nothing is imposed to them; 
they drink it as they would drink any mineral water or anything else. If they are open, it is 
possible to tell them that this water is slightly different, and that it has a special energy to it. 
But if a brewer wants to make beer with diamond water, why not? In this case, it is your 
consciousness that decides, not mine, so what you do is certainly right for you. I know that I 
would do it, but it is a question of awareness. In any case, within fifteen years, the entire 
matter, the vegetal world, the liquids that are here on Earth will be at the same frequency as 
diamond water, and probably even further. 
 
If a guest drinks it once every three months at your place during a meal, nothing will happen. 
But if someone who is not engaged on a path passes by everyday and drinks half a litre of this 
water – it can be a child on visit or a neighbour – after three to six months you will be able to 
notice little changes in his behaviour. He will not necessarily be aware of it, but he will say 
so. For instance, he might tell you: “You know what; I just met a friend who I hadn’t seen 
since 20 years”. And you will know that diamond water has little by little caused this event to 
be.   Or perhaps he will have decided to let go about an inheritance problem for which he was 
fighting in Court since ages. You will see that there is a little evolution. Or perhaps he will 
find a book…You will see, things happen. 
 
Now please consider that this person who comes regularly and drinks water at your place is a 
part of you, this is what I am going to talk about in tomorrow’s course, and if you deprogram 
inside you what he or she shows you of yourself, he or she will necessarily change. This is the 
story of the trellis and the repercussion of which we were talking before. 
 
Intervention of a person who says that she did put an intention for the highest good of the 
people to whom she has given bottles of diamond water, and it worked. 
 
Of course, and this is why there is no rule with this water. I am telling you things, but perhaps 
it is not right. I tell these things according to the feedback I get, because when I made this 
water, I didn’t know what the purpose was, I didn’t have a clue. So it is very much possible 
that healers or people who take care of others have a special talent. It is certainly your case, 
and on top of it you have put a very global intention, there was no power abuse into it, this is 
the reason why it did work. You have given the water with love, so that these peoples can 
then put their personal intentions if they wish so. But your intention was global, so 
automatically something happened. But here, as you say, you didn’t give it to anybody, but to 
people who already have a potential in the heart. 
 



For instance, in the Vosges region, next to Metz, Thionville, there is a 83 years old lady to 
whom her daughter has given diamond water. This woman had her fingers twisted because of 
distorting osteoarthritis, which was annoying as she was knitting and embroidering a lot. But 
since about a year she couldn’t do it anymore. She was drinking a litre and a half of diamond 
water everyday and in about three months her fingers had straightened up. I asked the 
daughter what kind of person was her mother and she told me: “It is a woman who is amazed 
in front of a flower, a little cat, or a baby, a woman who has an extraordinary faith”. And I 
told her: “This is the reason why it worked. You see, with this water, there needs to be a 
partnership, you have to feel it.” 
 
There is a little kid in that same region that has leukaemia. He is 4 or 5 years old, and when 
his grandma brought him the water, she told him: “You know, my dear, this water is a bit 
special, it might help you for your illness”. He looked at it and said: “But you know grandma, 
I know this water, it is Jesus’ water». It was quite emotional to hear her saying this. We can 
see that small ones and animals feel this water. Some do not feel anything. Others as soon as 
they get it have goose pimple everywhere. I believe that it is due to soul’s families who need 
to have it. And I you say it so well, Madam, not everybody has to have it. If you have two 
children, one is going to say “I don’t want it” and the other “Yes, I want it straight away”. 
Why? Because it concerns one soul’s family, which are not superior to others, but which have 
a colour, perhaps those of the Negev desert I was mentioning before. 
 
 Intervention of a person who talks about the water’s capacity to develop love and to fulfil 
certain aspects of the person. 
 
Perhaps you had the need to develop your feminine side, and the water brings it to you. To 
others, it will bring more lucidity or discernment. I have seen people telling me: “Before, I 
used to take ages before being able to know what I had to do, now it is much quicker, I 
understand that I have to buy this book there, or that I have to go shopping here, or that I have 
to buy such house; there is more discernment, it goes faster.” 
 
For other people, it is something else. For instance Maria’s daughter, who is 19, changed 
school in the middle of the year. She did not want to study anymore. Although she used to 
adore her studies in speech therapy. She used to work really well, everything was alright, she 
had drunk diamond water for a month and a half, and all of a sudden she did not want to keep 
studying anymore, and not even until the month of June. So she completely changed her 
orientation. It does not mean that it wouldn’t have happened, but it happened earlier. And I 
see my daughter, who is now 17, she uses diamond water, and when she has a problem, even 
with her boyfriend, she looks inside herself and she decodes or deprogram, and automatically, 
during the following discussion with him there will be a dialogue, it will reveal itself, she 
understand and he will as well, and that’s it: They go one step further in the relationship. And 
this is wonderful. 
 
Questions about the effects of the water. 
 
The effects, whether they are positive or negative, it is always an appearance. Disease, 
reaction, it is the self-healing manifestation of your body. Since you are young and solid, the 
reaction takes place more violently. For instance, if you give diamond water to a child and if 
he is a little bit “clogged up”, he might have a good fever 15 days later. Don’t give antibiotics, 
do as cats and dogs. Have you seen what cats and dogs do when they are sick? They stop 
eating; they drink some water and chew a bit of weed to purge their system. Do the same with 



your kids: a little purge, a little laxative herbal tea, a very light one, and you give them an 
apple diet for two days, or nothing at all, only water, diamond water in this case, and it will go 
by itself. The body heals itself alone because God is in it. 
 
Someone talks about little problems when he drinks the water. 
 
If you had headaches or things like this in the beginning when you started to drink diamond 
water, it means that there were crystallized toxins in your brain, as tartar in tabs, and started to 
melt. But as they melt, the blood, locally, becomes acid as vinegar, and this is what creates 
headaches. Then it needs to go down, and if many of these toxins come down it will give a 
good angina, but after you will no longer have brain problem and your sight will get better, 
you won’t need glasses anymore. 
 
Question: How is it possible to water 1 or 2 ha of land with diamond water? 
 
Not easy to answer! Here is vegetal diamond water, you have 33 centilitre. You put it into 2 
or 3 litres of water, in a bucket, you leave it for 2 or 3 hours and you will have this amount of 
vegetal diamond water. With these three litres, you can make 25, 30 40 litres or even more. I 
generally tell people to put at least 10 % of diamond water, but don’t take it literally, since 
you have seen the example of the litre and a half in a tank of 400 000 litres! I advise to always 
keep 10% to make sure that you still have diamond water two hours later. So, even if you put 
your three litres in a 100 l tank during an entire afternoon, you will have 100 l of vegetal 
diamond water. 
 
I don’t know how it works with agriculture, if you have a tank with holes or jets. In any case 
the best for little gardens or vegetable gardens is to not water all the time, because with rain it 
multiplies. So you can water from time to time, when you feel it, if you feel areas of your 
garden or your field that a bit weaker, where the vegetables, the wheat or the corn seem 
weaker, less tonic, less alive. Do as you feel. In any case while working with diamond water, 
it is going to call you, you will feel it. 
 
You know, Maria and I we have a little spray in which there is diamond water. You can put it 
onto your face when you have to drive for 12 hours at night and you get tired. Instead of 
drinking coffee, you spray it on your face; it stimulates all the nerves that go to the brain and 
keeps you alert. This is an example. You can put it in your wine, so that alcohol becomes less 
noxious. I am a gourmand, I drink wine, I eat meat, I even smoke cigarettes, but I also eat 
fruits, biological food, and I fast. It is true that all this is a bit of a paradox. 
 
I can assure you that by spraying it into wine, coffee, onto the plate (Besides people will look 
at you in a funny way, but who cares!) there is an elevation, a detoxification, something that 
helps you digest more easily, and you have no diarrhoea nor constipation, when it used to be 
ma case when I was eating too much canned food or micro-waved food. So, you can use it 
this way. 
 
Question: Is it possible that this water might deteriorate if it stays for a long time in a 
recipient, particularly a plastic one, on a hot day like today? 
 
Probably a bit, even if it is going to transform the plastic’s toxins that will go into it. You 
know in the east of France, some people have put diamond water into their swimming pool, 
which they cover at night with a plastic cover so that it can keep the heat of the day. And after 



4 or 5 months, necessarily, the plastic started to be full of holes. Why? Because diamond 
water destroys plastic. But you can still use 5 l plastic cans to water your plants with vegetal 
water, because it would take a year or two before the water can destroy it. 
 
But if it is to drink it, either you change the plastic bottles that you use regularly, every 8 or 
15 days, and avoid letting them in the sunshine. With glass bottles, there is no problem. You 
can even make the experience to put a glass bottle in the sunshine and ask that diamond water 
takes the solar elements that you need. You can also put it next to Mozart music, or any 
beautiful meditation music, or sounds of Tibetan bowls so that it can take these frequencies, 
because it is very sensitive to music: this water was made with music. You can put it near a 
painting; you can make experiences. There are some people in Quebec, painters who paint in 
watercolours and who use this water to paint, and they notice that they paint things that are 
not ordinary for them. They use colours that the normally dislike. And when you approach 
your hands from the painting you can feel the energy. 
 
So you have to have fun. This water can be used externally for eczema, burns, and sprains – 
swollen sprains reduce much faster with a good compress. There is an osteopath in Paris who 
works with energy and uses Reiki and Kinesiology, who had the case of a young woman who 
had had 5 or 6 osteopathy sessions, with other therapists as well because she couldn’t manage 
and she told me: “All of a sudden I had this genius idea”. She has little hermetic patches, 
which she used to utilize before with homeopathy and she said to this 32 years old lady who 
had her lower back painfully stuck since a month: “Listen I can’t do anything for you 
anymore, I don’t understand what is happening to you, nobody can help you with this. I have 
put special water in this little patch, and you will stick it here on your chest”. 24 hours later, 
there was nothing left. She was completely healed, unstuck. The osteopath didn’t understand 
at all. She went through another auscultation and has seen that everything was back into order 
at the energy level, at the bones level and at the level of muscular tensions. 
 
You see, it is very bizarre. This water, sometimes, if you have a health problem or a difficult 
problem, psychological or anything else, it won’t heal you. Although it might take you to the 
right therapist, who is going to really help you and put the finger on the problem, or it will 
lead you to the book or the friend who will give you the answer. See, it will guide you. It 
cannot do everything but it will help you. 
 
Question: Is it possible to put the water inside the fridge or make it boil? 
 
Yes you can put it in the fridge, no problem. You can also cook you veggies with it, and even 
put intentions in front of the casserole that is on the fire, it works. 
 
Question: Is it possible to spread it in healing room? 
 
Yes, I encourage you to do so, particularly in cities where we are not lucky enough to have an 
air as pure as here. Before, we had to open the windows all the time to change the air. Now, I 
have a little system that evaporates the water. I put diamond water in it, sometimes with a few 
drops of essential oils so that it smells good, with the intention that the air might be oxygenate 
and purified. And we don’t need to change the air anymore. The air is lighter, more subtle, it 
is really different. We even meditated once for a few minutes with the intention to change the 
move of gravitons, which are these molecules, these particles that make gravity. Well, I can 
assure you that during this very short meditation we had, while this water was evaporating 
together with this intention that was in the air, in the humidity of the air, we could feel parts of 



our subtle bodies that were starting to detach and to discorporate. So, it is alive. You can 
speak to this water as you speak to your pussy cat, to your kid or to your angel. It is alive. It is 
even very maternal. 
 
Answer to a question: 
 
If people get skin cancer with the sunshine it is because they were having it inside them, and 
the sun, with love, makes it get out and reveals it. Everything that manifests as diseases, acts 
of delinquency, wars, genocides and rapes are like abscesses that are bursting to purify 
humanity’s filth and to take it to another dimension. So, everything is wonderful. 
 
Question: In the invisible world, it is not allowed to squat human beings, you have mentioned 
it. Could you please bring more light about this? 
 
It is this famous release that some people come to get near some avatars, as they would do 
with a fountain. So there might be some people who are squatted by entities, beings from 
beyond, which are not into a level of consciousness that is high enough and which are still 
into materiality’s greed, or profit, or who just squat and that’s all. So, to be fed, they use a 
human body. You know as well a I do that alcoholics and drug addicts are full of parasites. 
These parasites can’t have a good whisky anymore so they utilize a human body to enjoy the 
pleasures of inebriation, and this how they stick to people as leeches or coats. I had the 
opportunity to take care of this a long time ago, at a time when my energy used to allow me to 
chase them. But the question is now for my present consciousness to understand why it has 
attracted this. It is somehow the goal of diamond water; that the person may reach a state of 
awareness, of understanding, where she can see that what she is experiencing is nothing but 
the exact projection of the memories and of the frequencies of her subconscious, which go 
through her without her being aware of it. And this is the reason why we are not free. 
 
If for instance a person keeps on being ripped off, once her suitcase in the train station, then 
her wallet, and another day her car, it means that she has inside her memories energies of 
theft, which radiate and provoke a reaction of the surroundings, of those who are going to 
express it. But those who will express this were fed by the subconscious of this person; she is 
the one who fed them. When a girl gets raped at the corner of a street, it is the same thing: 
there is no guilty one and no victim. We were taught to believe so. Besides, it was necessary 
for us to believe this, because in the animal state where we were, there was a need for guilty 
ones, victims, savers and torturers. 
 
But now we have to get out of it, because that is the key to happiness: To stop being victims, 
torturers, or savers. But all of us do have these memories inside of us, because we have lived 
for such a long time into this movie. Now we have to try to get out of it, little by little. It 
won’t happen in a day! 
 
So in the case where entities squat individuals, diamond water really helps. It is a work 
possible to do with a person who is in this case, if she does agree and accepts it… If she 
remains into a consciousness of good and evil while saying: This entity is really mean, it is 
evil, it is dark etc… she will feed the entity. And while feeding the entity with the negativity 
of her judgement, she reinforces even more the entity. And then, diamond water will not 
work. If the entity is very strong, the person will not manage to drink diamond water. There, it 
is not recommended to act as during the Inquisition, which means to put a funnel into her 
mouth and pour 5 l of diamond water! You’d better wait for the right time to speak to the 



person, and tell her: “If you want, I have water that could help you, but before there is 
something that you have to do. You have to understand and accept with humility that perhaps 
in another lifetime, you did tickle some people’s toes instead of reaching the plane you were 
supposed to reach.” It can be this as well; I have seen cases like this. And if is not sure, if it is 
only hypothetic – since we are not always psychic enough to know exactly what is going on – 
by the fact that the person opens her heart to a certain kind of humility, diamond water will 
help her to split from this entity, and on top of it this entity is also going to evolve. 
 
Because, most of the time in cases of squatting, it is not very bad, except in some cases. It is 
beings of beyond that are completely lost, homeless people who are here begging energy and 
don’t know where to go. So they see someone not bad, whose frequency corresponds, and 
they decide to stick to them to feel better, as a little child who is looking for his mom, without 
realising that in the same time they suck the person’s energy. If the entity died of cancer, the 
other is going to get it as well, after 14 or 15 years, or 21 years, because it will transmit to the 
one it is squatting its aura, which is not healed yet, and all the subtle bodies still ill.  
 
But if a person attracts this entity, it means that he or she has something to do with this; It is 
that from the start they have the same karmic energies. Each case is different. But it is true 
that the water can help a great deal, I guaranty it. Please make the experience. For instance, 
Maria has helped her dead mother, of whom we felt the presence a few weeks before her 
decease, and who was asking for help. So then each morning during nine days, Maria did put 
the intention into her glass of diamond water so that her own energies could heal and help her 
mother, so that she could leave the astral plane as soon as possible. So it was like healing her 
mother through herself and diamond water has accelerated the process. The same day she left. 
Since then, everything is alright and I know that she has left her plane, the homeless plane; 
she went further. 
 
Please make your own experiences, I encourage you to do so, you will have fun. This water is 
not a method; it has to become like a game. You can drink it with orange juice, with lemon 
juice; you can put it in the toilets…You can do as you want. It is something joyful and 
childish. 
 
Answer to a question:  
 
Yes, if you drink the water, the codes remain into urine, absolutely. 
 
Answer to a question: 
 
Some people say that in public transports the water might loose its strength, for example in 
trains, planes cars. But in fact, if it multiplies, as the Jesus’ little breads, it means that there is 
really something different. We will perhaps get some news, because I heard that Drunvalo 
Melchisedech has taken some when he came to Paris in May (2001) and he is getting it 
analysed in scientific laboratories that are open minded. We do not have the results yet. 
 
Intervention of a participant: It would be interesting to analyse it with a Kirlian test. 
 
Yes, but in fact we will see the photo of the guy who is taking the picture, not the water’s one. 
It is as with the Lecher’s antenna. And even if someone takes photos of crystals of diamond 
water, it is the consciousness of those who takes the picture that will appear, of course, 
because with this water we are into the fifth dimension, it is different. 



 
Question: Do we have to make it with mineral water or is it possible to use tab water? 
 
For those who are used to drink tab water because it is good, there is no problem. Rain water 
is also suitable, any water. If I have sometimes recommended mineral water because in the 
north of France and in Belgium as well, the waters are very hard most of the time. Diamond 
water reduces chlorine – there is no chlorine left when you analyse it. Even in a swimming 
pool or a bathtub, if you put a bit of diamond water, fifteen minutes later there is no chlorine 
smell left, because it oxygenates it  and destroys chlorine, but it doesn’t have the time to 
soften it to the point of removing tartar and fur. Now when water is too hard, when you drink 
it often, it does the same thing inside our body as inside the conduits, at the level of the 
kidneys, arteries etc… 
 
There are some regions like Quebec, where people seldom drink bottled water. They take tab 
water but they all have big charcoal filters under the sink to soften the water. But it is very 
hard, I don’t find it good, but they are used to it. 
 
Some people have bought the encoders from me, but it is not necessary since it is 
multipliable. For the persons who have this water, it is good to have a little reserve in a 
cupboard because one day your son will arrive with all his friends, they empty all your bottles 
and you won’t be able to remake it. You will certainly find friends or neighbours who have it 
and can give some to you again, but if it is not the case, you will be annoyed. What I advise 
you to do is to make a little bottle, even if it is only 100 millilitres, it is enough, and inside 
glass you can keep it for a year at least. Put it in a corner, in a cupboard where you can be sure 
that no one will take it. 
 
When people ask me for some, I put it into Vittel quarters, because it is convenient. You 
know, there is no business with it since it is free, so I cannot start to buy flasks. So I buy them 
by packs of eight at the supermarket, I transform them into diamond water and then I send 
them. It is better to put it into glass bottles, so if you put it inside plastic bottles, change it 
every 8 or 10 days. It is not necessary to use bottled water, tab water is alright, I can assure 
you. 
 
There is even a person who has taken water full of nitrates, it smelt really bad. But she didn’t 
get sick after drinking this diamond water made with this water coming from a source full of 
nitrates.  
 
Answer to a question: 
 
There is a person who is a little bit more psychic than me who told me that when she is eating 
at the table, she puts her bottle in the middle and she sees that the food is receiving lots of red, 
green, blue, yellow rays. And when it is well filled of these rays she eats. So there is an aura. 
The animals, the children and most of all the cats feel it. The cats, when you put a bottle of 
diamond water on a table, most of the time they get up on the table and they rub against it and 
this water is a delight for them. 
 
If you have a pack of six bottles of water, on the kitchen’s floor, and you have two or three 
bottles of diamond water on a shelf, there is automatically a radiation between the water that 
is here – or perhaps not even inside the room, but in the cave – and the water of the six 
bottles, and you may notice that these bottles bought the same day have become diamond 



water two days later, without mixing it. But do it still, it is safer. You will see, sometimes this 
water makes a lot of bubbles, sometimes it doesn’t. Then you will see that it is playing with 
you, according to what you are experiencing and your state of consciousness. 
 
For instance, one day a lady tells me: “It’s been three months since it doesn’t make any 
bubbles anymore, I wonder if it is still diamond water”. I told her yes it still is. And she 
added: ”But on Monday I wanted to give some to a friend, and the day I made a flask for her, 
all my bottles had bubbles”. I told her that I didn’t understand that’s the way it is, I can’t help 
it. This water can be pretty capricious, sometimes a bit mischievous, it makes bubbles or 
not… 
 
Question: If I water my geraniums with diamond water, when I have put fertilizers in it since 
a certain amount of time, will it kill them, according to what has been said before? 
 
This, you cannot guess before trying. It depends on the degree of deficiency the geranium 
would have attained. If it is still saveable, it will regenerate, and it can even change colours, 
because very often the flowers that are bought from the florist are chemical. They put 
colorants in the roots. I have seen this with Maria’s geraniums. After two months of watering, 
once or twice a week, on a flat’s balcony and not a garden, their colour has completely 
changed: from red they became light rose. So these flowers came back to a more natural state. 
Other persons have told me the same thing. 
 
But we have seen persons who had plants in their flat which died with diamond water. This, it 
is when these plants were the “lighting conductors” for too mental or too heavy energies 
coming from their behaviour. I do not know this too well, but some plants and trees are the 
lightning conductors for certain frames of mind, of affection, of emotional or even for 
somehow dark energies. Plants and trees are sometimes the captors and the purifiers of our 
auras. But when a plant is over-polluted, as with fertilisers, it grows weaker and weaker and if 
you put diamond water on top it will finish the job, which is good for the plant. 
 
There was also the opposite effect. For instance in Italy, in the mountains in the north of 
Turin, diamond water was sprayed onto the apricot trees that were invaded by parasites that 
were eating the flowers and the leaves. I don’t know how many times the lady has sprayed, 
but after two months no parasites were left on the trees. 
 
Question: Will the contraceptive pill have no effect if we drink diamond water? 
 
We are not really further than a year ago. We still don’t know. But as I know that it is clever, I 
am sure that it will not cancel the effect of the pill if it shouldn’t be cancelled. On the other 
end I can tell you something, which is that if a person, a woman, who does not desire to have 
a child and she is aware that she has this power, she shouldn’t be scared at all, she can make 
love during ovulation, she won’t have any child. Unless if at a given time her consciousness 
comes down, if her vibratory rate goes down; then she can be trapped. I am going to give you 
a little illustration of this. 
 
Quite a while ago, in 1986, I was renting a little house with grass in the garden. And the most 
unpleasant thing with grass is when you have moles, because they build up their molehills and 
when you mow it takes much longer. So at that time I talked to the soul group incarnated by 
the moles. I told them: “I like you very much; I know that you are doing a great job with your 
galleries under the ground to oxygenate it, and it is wonderful. But if could go somewhere 



else between March and October, it would be great! Then during the winter you can come 
back and do all the holes you want, I don’t’ mind.” And it worked. From the moment I had 
formulated this kind of demand, of prayer, right in the middle of the garden, there never was a 
single mole that came back to make holes during the mowing period. The next year it was all 
the same. I have renewed my demand, you never know, just in case they could have forgotten: 
nothing at all, no mole. But on an afternoon as I was feeling bad, I was into depression and 
not into love anymore, there was three molehills, because my intention had lost its strength, 
and then adversity had come back. 
 
I can also give you the example of my daughter who is 17. She is an adopted child from 
Tahiti. She has sexual relationships since two years at least, she is precocious and she does 
not want to take the pill; she does not want to hear about it. She does not want to hear about 
ovulation periods either. She says: “I have told my higher consciousness that I am too young 
to be pregnant” and it works. But one day, she was not connected to love anymore, and then it 
didn’t work, she got trapped and she got pregnant. She had an abortion, it is her choice, but 
now again she is back with the same system, and she does trust her sovereignty. So I told her: 
“Now you’ve understood the lesson, you have to remain into this permanent state of love, 
otherwise it fails”. This is the answer that I can give you, I cannot say anything else. 
 
Answer to a question: 
 
Like this man said it earlier. Everything has a memory, even a T-shirt; so a house can have a 
bad atmosphere, a bad ambiance, and bad memories. Then in such cases, some people have 
put diamond water in sprays, with which you can clean the windows and they did spray the 
walls, the ceilings, the floor with the intention that the memories recorded into the wall’s 
matter can be purified and transformed. I had two or three persons who did this, because they 
had rented places to make meditation places, and they were able to feel, after doing this, that 
it was getting much lighter. In the same time, it is also possible to evaporate the water. You 
say aloud: “I have the intention that everything gets lighter, purer, and brighter…” 
 
Diamond water works according to the soul’s need. You will see, depending on who you are 
going to give it, those who are not ready for an intention. Even for you, it is not necessary to 
put intentions all the time and it doesn’t have to become a method. There are entire days 
where I drink it without putting any intention, or it is the very simple intention to remain in 
good shape, or to sleep well, simple, practical, concrete things. And sometimes some more 
important things come, but it is not clear. In this case, I also ask the water to help me discern 
the most rightful intention, of what I have to get aware of in any case: “Well, today I went 
through this and that, I don’t understand too well, what does it mean? I have the intention to 
see clearly.” And you can be sure that the same night, or the next day, or perhaps two days 
later, there will be an insight that will make it clear and confirm it all. 
 
It is also possible to ask for understanding. If someone asks that the water heals such and such 
disease, he’d better go see the priest and confess; things will get better. It is sure that some 
people will ask for them to have a problem vanishing and it will not work, because they will 
have asked in a selfish way, for their own comfort. Well, diamond water is not a suppository; 
it is not here to calm a hurt without an awareness to take place. 
 
If most people keep acting this way with diamond water, they will get a smack that is going to 
make them understand! Because used like this, it doesn’t mean a thing. Of course, sometimes 
the person is going to use this sort of language, but in her soul she already has a level of 



consciousness that goes further, and in this case her demand is not really selfish even it was 
formulated in a selfish way. 
 
So here again, it is subtle, delicate, it is not obvious. I am going to give you an example. It is 
the case of a 70 years old lady, who is seriously ill. She is very dynamic on the spiritual path, 
but not anchored at all, which means that she is emotionally gargling with “channelling” 
coming from archangel Michaël and all these beings, wonderful of course, but who come 
through various channels and mediums. So she has people coming, she does this, she does 
that, and she lives as a school girl, very happy, and she considers herself very advanced. I 
didn’t say anything, I have let go and she did take diamond water. Of course, most of people 
like that do not know how to put an intention, because they are still caught into Catholicism. 
Before, it was Ste Rita, St this, St that, not the hit parade has changed but it is all the same 
thing. So she drank diamond water, but with selfish intentions to be physically released. It 
never worked. After drinking it for 3 or 4 months, she fell into an incredible depression. I had 
no news at all for 7 months and I was even wondering if she was no dead. After some months 
I had news through others, who told me that she didn’t want to hear about anything: no path, 
no evolution, she had let everything down. Now she eats, she watches TV, she goes to bed, 
she takes cortisone, and end of the story. 
 
In fact she experienced an incredible work of love. Diamond water made her fall to anchor her 
into reality. She called me a little while before coming here to explain what she has 
experienced. I told her: “You have had a beautiful present. Now instead of crying to little 
angels, you will take your responsibility and go forward. And now, diamond water is going to 
act”. So this water has increased her awareness. But in her case, the vehicle needed to be a bit 
broken, because disease was not sufficient to break her! She needed this on top. She is a hard 
one. 
 
Do you see the kind of things that diamond water makes you go through sometimes, but it is 
rather seldom. It is the only case I know where something quite tough happened.  
 
Question: Of what nature are the three electrons that make water become diamond atom? 
 
In my opinion it could be sub-atomic particles like boson. I don’t know much of it. In fact 
bosons were hypothetically discovered in 1967 by two physicists, whose name I have 
forgotten. Then, they were scientifically captured in 1993 at the CERN in Geneva. I feel that 
diamond water contains those particles, the bosons, which are in fact seeds of light, like 
photons, but special ones. It seams that bosons could be spoilsports! For instance, if you set 
the table for a diner, with a non-transferable napkin for each, automatically the people who 
would come to have diner would search for the place where their napkin is. And the boson 
would come to change the place of all the napkins; it would make people move. It is perhaps 
in this sense that diamond water could put a sort of spanner in the works of cellular robotic 
gearing, to take the person to transformation and to help her change her vision of life…We 
shall see with experience. 
 
Question: We would then switch from linear time to circular or vertical time? 
 
Yes. Here we go far, very far. You have to know that everything which is in the past, in the 
future and in the now is united at the focal point of time, at the potential point of time, and 
that in this triangle of time, when something happened here, it has repercussions there, as 
many centuries and thousands of years later, according to time and space’s speed, which is 



proportionally consequent to the speed of the vibration activated by the individual’s 
consciousness. In other words, when we have an animal consciousness that is a bit heavy, 
let’s say mammalian, for an event that we are going to produce now, we will have the 
complementarities of opposite polarity, which will come only one or two centuries later. 
When if we are in a frequency’s speed and an inner movement into awareness, we can then 
have the complementarities within an hour. 
 
 In truth, in other planes of consciousness, in other dimensions, whether the event happens in 
a century or two, or in an hour, it doesn’t make any difference, it is the same. And it seems 
that here again, within the rhythms of space and time there is also a suite of numbers, which I 
have found besides, and with which I am now experiencing for – I am going to say it – 
deprogram the subconscious level of geographic zones of Mother Earth. Because you have to 
know that the place where we incarnate is the mirror of the memories we have in us. We do 
not incarnate feely where we want, as long as we haven’t reached the stage of Master. So I let 
you deduce what can happen if we deprogram what is under the ground. 
 
Question: With the phenomenon of accessible acceleration within the coming years, we will 
then become able to encounter our true identity? 
 
Exactly, of course. This awareness acceleration, we can already experience it individually, 
according to the power we can put to attain what someone was saying before: love, love, love. 
 
Question: So it was already possible before the new consciousness’ grid? 
 
It was possible but more difficult, of course, because the previous initiates had to suffer much 
longer before getting there, and it is thanks to them if we now can reach this state much faster. 
It is very much possible that when 3 or 4 millions of people in the world will have done this 
work with various methods, plus diamond water, plus all the rest, since all this is part of a 
puzzle, of a plane, automatically all the young generations will manage very quickly to do 
extraordinary things, without having to go through the illusions we have experienced. 
 
Question: Will this save them from working on pride and ego? 
 
I do believe so. Because the goal of DNA’s change is to UN-identify from what we believe 
we are. We believe that we are Jack, John, Paul, Isabelle or Mary etc…but we are not this. 
And this is encoded into our cells. We believe that we are an incarnate soul: we are not this 
either, it is still a mask, an illusion. We are this essence, which is present into the atomic void. 
While meditating, connect yourself to the void that is between the atom’s core and the 
electron’s fog. You will feel your bodies in expansion and you will become all-that-is. And 
then it is not you who belong to the world, but the world that is part of you. You become God, 
because God is here. It is really strong. 
 
This, for me, is the true identity. The other identities, as the soul - with its bag of memories, 
which I call the trash-bag of soul coming on earth – and the vehicle whose name is Jack, John 
etc…are useful as well as casseroles, bottles, cars, but it is only this. In the same it is 
wonderful, but it is only this. And I believe that pride and ego is to be attached to this identity. 
This the reason why all those who are really strong in their ego – as I happened to be and as I 
still am perhaps without being aware of it – need to have many things, either material goods, 
or a lot of mental knowledge, or a play-boy look, as this wealth hides the non-being. I think 
that the possessions are very often the scaffolding of the ego, because the ego being not alive, 



it deteriorates; it doesn’t renew, never; it doesn’t multiply, so automatically there is a need to 
have a lot, and it is this ego that we deprogram little by little. 
 
Because in humanity, there are not 6 billions of human beings. For me, there are 6 billions of 
cells that incarnate one sole human being. And we are all part of this human being. But as 
everything is fractal, and holographic, all of us also have this human being that is Christ in us. 
In holography (which is a 3 dimension picture), the picture is photographed onto a sensitive 
glass plate. If this glass plate falls and gets broken into pieces, in each piece you can find the 
entire picture. So everything is in everything, as the oak is in the acorn. It is not easy for our 
small brain! I must admit that I had a hard time before understanding, and it is not perfect yet. 
 
We have to understand that in nowadays world, paedophiles, rapists, Islam fundamentalists 
who massacre, or Jews who take advantage of it to assert their sovereignty, or Russian who do 
something else, are all parts of us. The day when we will have deprogrammed this in 
ourselves they will stop, they will not be able to do this anymore, and they won’t, because we 
are the ones who feed them. Each time we formulate a judgement “Have you seen this one, 
how ugly he is? Or “Have you seen this one how stupid and lazy?” or even without expressing 
it if we do think it, we emit frequencies of this level there. 
 
These frequencies multiplied by 1, 2, 3, 4 millions, 10 millions, 1 billion of individuals form a 
pollution cloud within the bodies that surround the Earth, and which are in other words its 
aura. It is as if inside our physical body we had a big dark stain here, caused by the judgments 
of our cells. What is this dark stain going to do, if it is energies of judgement, racism, 
separatism? It will be attracted towards the organ that is going to express it. Who will express 
it? It might be the adrenal gland, the person will be pushed to hit. He will go the ball on 
Saturday night; he will drink and then smash somebody’s face in. 
 
What does happen on Earth when there is a core of thought-forms coming from us, in each 
little thought of each moment? Well, it is attracted by a “lightning-conductor” People, whose 
souls are less advanced, and now in the present system it is the people who express 
fundamentalism. And them, by killing people, they clean up the planet’s aura. This is why the 
apostle Paul said: “There is no forgiveness without bloodshed”. But if we decode before, this 
core is no longer needed. I admit that I have in me energies of racism, of judgment, or 
violence. I admit, in all humility, that I have this in me, that I am not perfect, and that I am far 
from perfection. In any case, if I would be perfect I would be dead, because when we are 
perfect we do not move anymore. So, perfection is also an illusion. 
 
So, I accept that I have this in me. This work also functions without diamond water, within 6 
or 7 weeks you can already decode a good layer. If you do this, automatically you also clean 
up those cores, and you stop feeding the people who use your energies to fight and kill. I can 
see it with little kids and animals. In a family where a couple seems to live in conviviality, but 
in which there are tensions, conflicts within the energy, if there are 2 cats or 2 dogs they will 
fight each other. Why? Because they become the lightning conductors, through the love they 
have for their masters. In the past I used to often remove energies, larva, and miasma from the 
auras. Fifteen days later the cat would die. That is what sacrifice was about during ancient 
times. They used to offer a pigeon, a sheep at such time of the moon cycle, with a great priest 
who was strong in his energy, and automatically there was a cleaning of the aura, which 
didn’t have repercussions into the genetics, but which was allowing the royal family… to be a 
little purer than others. 
 



Question: Can the modern times exorcist receive notable help from diamond? 
 
I do believe so, yes, even if he uses it as holy water. There is an ecclesiastic who puts it into 
his holy-water basins. I have to say that it is an anti-pope priest. He is 70 and has understood 
many things. He comes to my conferences and he drinks diamond water, he puts it in the 
stoops, he gives it to his parishioners. He is pretty much open minded, bravo; he is someone 
who has a true research. 
 
Answer to a question:  
 
Yes, if you know kids who are psychic, or a bit special, give them diamond water, it will help 
them to anchor themselves a great deal. Otherwise, suicide awaits them. I know, my daughter 
almost got to that point. It is very hard for them, very hard to live in a world as primitive as 
this one. 
 
Question: I am a baker, and I put diamond water in my dough. I would like to know if it is 
possible to put diamond water into the leaven. 
 
I have the impression that the leaven has to re-seed the codes. But you’d rather make the 
experience by yourself. Is it OK when you make the bread with diamond water and leaven? It 
is great, and you put all your love into it. It is sure that you are going to help people’s 
evolution. Although with chemical baking powder, diamond water obstructs fermentation. I 
know that there is no need for baking powder to make bread; this is what I was told by a lady 
who makes her bread without baking powder, leaven or anything. Some people have made 
cakes with diamond water, and they never rise. 
 
If you have a bucket of water or a water table that becomes green and smells like silt, put a 
little diamond water in it and the next day it won’t smell anymore. If you have near your place 
muddy swamps that smell, because of the heat sometimes, go pour some diamond water there, 
it will stop the fermentation. 
 
Intervention: I had put a bottle of diamond water next to a micro-wave oven, and they have 
destroyed the vibrations of the water. 
 
It is very possible since the micro waves are very fatal. But have you made the experience to 
let this water get some rest in another place to see if it was recovering its vibratory rate? No? 
Do it when you have the opportunity, because the difference between this water and energetic 
water that could be made with crystals, platinum sticks etc…is that these energetic waters 
have increased, have added energetic memories into the existing atom, when in diamond 
water it is another molecule, so it can rebuild its energy. Besides, its taste can change, you 
will see. So the day you will have friends at your place, for instance an alcoholic, a depressive 
person and a drug addict, and if they spend the day at your place, you will not dare to tell 
them to leave but you will know that your house is quite polluted. The same night it is 
possible that your water has a bad smell and gets a little troubled. Do not throw it away; wait, 
it will purify itself alone because it is alive, it is something different. Make the experience! 
 
Question: Is there something to do for purification stations? 
 
Certainly, yes. When I travel, I always have an empty bottle in my boot and sometimes I 
make diamond water with tab water from the hotel and when I pass by a river or a lake with 



spoiled water I pour it into it; even at the see border. In a big purification station – if someone 
accepts to pour water – it would take about ten litres every 2 or 3 days, in different places so 
that it can multiply quickly. And there would certainly have an effect, this I am sure about it. 
 
Presently, in France, There are three places that are extremely polluted with heavy metals: 
Sologne, Beaujolais and a region of the Ardennes. It would be recommended to pour diamond 
water in the rivers and lakes of these regions. 
 
Intervention of a person who speaks about aquariums. 
 
A lady was receiving friends one day, and there was a big leak in the bathroom, where the 
toilets are. All the excrements of the neighbour from above had spread in the bathroom. It was 
a true mess, with a terrible smell. She wondered: “Why does this happen to me?” which is the 
good thing to do. And her friend told her: “You know, let’s put diamond water in there”. This 
lady didn’t have it yet, but her friend had brought some and she sprayed a small amount on 
the magma of excrements that smelt awful, and after an hour they realised that there was no 
smell left in the bathroom. The magma had become a sort of cream quite smooth that they 
delicately picked up in a bucket. A plumber came and they realised that the leak was coming 
from much further. They did understand that in them some pipes stuck by old memories and 
that they had to take care of it. 
 
So diamond water has an action of cleaning up at this level, when it is organic matters such as 
human natural matters. So for fishes, in my opinion it should work quite well, perhaps 
changing the water once a year only when there is diamond water in the aquarium. I don’t 
know, you should try. 
 
When a kind of pollution affects the human being, it also affects the water. It is sure that if we 
put this water underneath a big high-tension pylon, it will be altered. But what I believe is that 
if we remove it from this pollution, it is going to regenerate. The principle is not made 
inactive for ever, because it is alive; it is divine so it is alive. Make the experience. It is a little 
bit as if you make a human being work in the Metro in Paris for a month, while eating at the 
restaurant everyday and sleeping 3 hours a night, and then you take him to Chamonix. Well, it 
is the same for the water. It will regenerate; this I am sure about because it is alive. 
 
 Have seen water that smelt like rotten silt. When the person has understood why, the water 
smelt good again. The water had been like a mirror. Another example, there was a lady who 
was very suspicious towards diamond water. A friend of hers told her: “Well, I have received 
water, it is not bad, try it to see”. She answered: «Yes, but you never know, perhaps there is 
the devil in it”. So she took it with a dropper. If it is her truth, why not? She took a few drops 
in her mouth. This lady had terrible stomach aches for 2 or 3 hours, when her stomach was 
OK. So her friend called me the next day to ask me why this had happened. I told her: 
“Diamond water showed her how suspicious she was. Now tell her to drink it with a glass 
while opening her heart to love”. 
 
So beware of people saying this or that. They see in the water exactly what they are 
themselves. And if some people shouldn’t take it, don’t insist for them to take it; because they 
will loose the flask, it will break, they will forget it, and you will give another one and the 
same thing will happen again and 15 days later they will ask for it again and they will loose it 
again, or it will get stolen or anything else. Do not insist in such cases, it means that they are 
not ready.  



 
Question about the way to encode 
 
I give the water for free. Some buy the encoder to program essential oils, or pills, or beauty 
products. So I share completely, I let go and if I come to speak about diamond water it is 
because I was asked to do so; since in the beginning it was not even planned. I have created 
this water but I have other things to do. When I was asked I felt that it was alright so I do it. I 
hadn’t quite understood in the beginning that it was this. 
 
What you are interested in is that I explain the way I put the codes? What I am going to 
explain, in tomorrow’s course, is how to change life’s movie, in decoding, in deprogramming 
the film – the film reel that turns inside our subconscious – without correcting anything 
outside; only erase the film faster with diamond water. It is not easy to explain, and it is not 
easy to practise, but it is really the key that I can transmit to you and then you will find the 
keyhole to put it inside. You are the ones who will encode. You are the ones who will encode 
the water to deprogram and transform your vehicle. Of course we can do so without diamond 
water. 
 
The codes are here so that the water can receive your programming. It is as if you would take 
a plastic reel and you make a magnetic reel out of it. It is the difference between diamond 
water and ordinary water that is less sensitive, less into this intelligence and this aliveness. 
 
Question: Could you talk about the ways to use the encoder?   
 
The first thing is that you can put intentions in it: release anger, fear. It happens to me to sleep 
with it. For instance in a hotel room, if there are negative vibrations I am so sensitive that I 
can’t sleep. So I take it and I sleep with it, it gets better I can get some rest. It is sensitive to 
music. When you put a special music, energetic music, you can feel it, it warms up. You can 
put it on body zones where you have pain. Some kinesiology therapists use it: they give it to 
their clients, or they take it to test with their hands, I don’t really know how they use it. 
 
On the other end, on a more practical level, there is a guy who is making essential oils 
distillation, who encodes his oils with it. He says that it is surprising because he lets the 
encoder soaking for three days; let’s say inside one litre of essential oil, and the fragrance 
changes. It is also used by a factory of beauty products. This encoder is necessary to encode 
things with which it is not possible to use diamond water, as essential oils. But if someone 
makes a product based on water, he can use diamond water and then doesn’t need the 
encoder. 
 
At the individual level, it is possible to meditate with it. If you put an intention into it, as soon 
as the intention’s effect has acted upon you, the intention gets cancelled. The encoder is not 
personal, you can lend it. It even acts through a handbag. Maria used it one day as she was 
passing an exam, in her handbag on her knees, and all the stress went away through it, 
discretely. 
 
Question: Is it possible to put essential oil immerged into diamond water? 
 
Yes, the encoding would pass through it, absolutely. You would steep the oil’s flask into the 
water? Yes, but since the oil takes much longer to encode than the water, you should then 
leave it for a night, at least. 



Question: If I make stones elixirs with diamond water, is it still useful to put the stone into it? 
 
Yes, absolutely, it is useful to put the stone into it, but you will be able to amplify the stone’s 
effect. And you can purify your stones; you can put intentions in your stones in a more 
powerful way through diamond water. Even if you take plants treatments (herbal medicine, 
homeopathy), or even an allopathic remedy – against diabetes for example – you can put the 
intention, while drinking your product with diamond water, so that it can be much more 
healing and act really according to your needs. 
 
Question: Is a code corpuscular? Are the codes that you put corpuscular? Isn’t a code a pure 
spirit? 
 
No, it depends on what you mean by pure spirit. Because it is still the same problem, if you 
say pure spirit, it is because they are still impure things. Well, I am going to give you a code. 
For instance, in one of his books, Kryeon speaks about a code that is 9944. With this you can 
do many things by multiplication, division etc…and we find here sets of numbers that I 
transform into sounds, and by playing them on my synthesiser in front of my tubes they are 
encoded, it is programmed into them. So, I don’t understand the notion “corpuscular”. 
 

- Because computers are corpuscular since the electrons… 
 
Yes, but there I know nothing… 
 

- Me neither, but everyone knows that computers are corpuscular… 
 
I am learning it from you, thank you. 
 
      -   So I was thinking that the codes could be as well. 
 
It is very possible but I don’t know. All I know is that when I channel and play these sounds, 
automatically there are energies getting out of my bodies, in the shape of rays, as little lasers, 
and that go into the DNA spiral of the encoder. Because in fact this encoder is a DNA spiral, 
this is why I was told during the dream I explained you before, that the name of it was DNA 
850. In fact it is a DNA encoder. 
 

- Isn’t it a biological DNA, which comes from biology? 
 
It is not extracted from a human body, a plant or anything. It is a DNA of light. 
 
So what is here is a DNA spiral, trapped into this tube, very simply. If we could have all our 
DNA threads as the one which is in here, all of us would be masters because there would be 
no past, no future, no karma, nothing. There are only codes of a level of evolution. But it is 
true that the codes I was given to put were put in three years. And as far as people and my self 
would get forward in consciousness, I was told to put other series of codes, but not all straight 
away. And now, since April or May I haven’t put any. And perhaps in October I will be said: 
“Right, now we’ll put 50 more”. Why? Because you might need it then, and me too. 
 
In this research, I cannot do anything from my own decision or from my own will, to the point 
that if the day I am suppose to search I go to the movie, I get a smack: In other words I have 
pain, I am not well, the bus is out of order, there is a diversion, I am late, the movie is bad, I 



have a bad seat with kids screaming! Here we are. I have had the experience many times, now 
I don’t fight anymore at all. 
 
As far as diamond water is concerned, it is really alive. I am going to tell you a story that 
happened last week. Do you see this little spray here? We always have it with us. We were in 
Carcassone on Friday and we went to the Cité for diner. And as we always do, we spray our 
food in the plates before eating. Once the diner finished, we get out and start to go back home. 
At this moment, Maria tells me: “I have a hard time digesting my meal, I feel nauseous, I have 
pain here, I am not alright”. So I tell her: “You’d better drink some diamond water once back 
home, with the intention to digest well”. And then she understands that she has forgotten the 
flask on the restaurant’s table. Once the flask picked up, it was all over, everything was 
alright. Do you see how alive it is? It sounds funny when I say things like this; not everyone 
would understand. It is another dimension, it is alive. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
   
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
   
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   COURSE ABOUT DIAMOND WATER 
 
I will now give you a little course about naturopathy, very simple, very short, very schematic, 
so that we can understand that disease never comes from the outside. What comes from the 
outsides reveals a state of clogging of the humours, meaning the blood, the lymph, cellular 
liquids of the body, and the cold, the microbes or the emotional change are only reflexive 
ways to reveal these things. You will then understand that the events of our lives are often 
reflexive ways as well to make memories emerge, which we had forgotten because of 
incarnation’s amnesia. 
 
Of course, what I am telling you here is very schematic and general; there are a lot of 
exceptions to all these things, as with every rule. The digestive tract of a human is not the one 
of an omnivore, as we were told at school, but of a fruit-eater, a bit like the big gorillas of 
Africa who eat barks and little things like eggs, honey, insects, or occasionally little mousse. 
But as we were taught that we are omnivorous, we learnt to eat everything, to the detriment of 
the youth and of the digestive tract’s aliveness, which at a certain point starts to struggle and 
to clog the body with crystallised or colloidal toxins. 
 
On top of this, when we reach a certain point of physical clogging, at the level of the blood, 
the lymph, the cellular liquids, as well as all the cavities such as the lungs, the articular boxes, 
the brain, the breast, and the uterus for women, we then manage to create in our bodies 
swamps, stasis, which a little bit like the subconscious memories in our cells. 
 
I have made a little chart here. You have two categories. When we eat too much animal 
products, which means if we go from the most clogging to the less: delicatessen, gamy meats, 
red meat, fat fishes, lean fishes, hard cheese (gruyere, comté), fermented cheese (brie, 
camembert) and fromage frais, we accumulate in the blood many acids, acids coming from 
the decomposition of the meat, of animal products and sub-animal products (cheese, milk). 
This doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t eat any of these, be careful. I am giving you a very 
schematic idea. 
 
These acids in the blood are normally eliminated by the urinary system (kidneys and bladder) 
and also by the sweat glands as we sweat. But at a certain point, for everybody, these acids are 
no longer well eliminated. The pH of the blood should be around 7.35. If it goes under 7.20, 
we die because the blood becomes too acid. This is the problem of diabetics when they make 
acidosis and fall into diabetic coma. 
 
This blood that has become too acid will little by little start to decalcify, to waste the skeleton 
and notably the cartilage, which are as soft bones, and the calcium of these cartilages will 
associate with the acid that is in the blood (which can be phosphoric, uric, carbonic acid 
etc…) to form salts. In chemistry, if you put an acid on a base, let’s say hydrochloric acid on 
sodium it gives sodium chloride, which table salt. And these are the little crystals that we can 
sometimes find in our eyes. They come from the decantation of these acids with the mix of 
the skeleton into tears and the eye’s liquid. It is also these little crystals that we hear we turn 
our head, we hear gravel, it is this as well. 
 
These little crystals will first settle, for most people, in the articular boxes: the knees, the 
ankles, the elbows, intervertebral chinks, but also the ossicles of the ear to create deafness: 
they will set behind the pupil, with age to form cataract, they will set within the skin in case of 
elimination to give psoriasis, or shingles. They will set in the gall bladder to make stones, in 



the breast to make cysts and fibroma when they set into the woman’s uterus fibre; in the shape 
of granulates or even tennis balls; and many other things. For instance, deforming 
osteoarthritis or rheumatism here in our countries will give leper in hot countries, but it is the 
same disease. It because the radiation of certain countries causes another reaction; as well as 
the genetics of the race does. But here we go into very complicated details that I don’t want to 
try to understand. 
 
So, from time to time, we regain   some vitality, because we’ve had some holidays, or we 
became aware of some stuff or we have slightly changed our food or have improved our inner 
patterns. So the vitality of the body increases. What happens? We are going to go through an 
elimination crisis, which will be overheating, burning, painful, such as pharyngitis, angina, 
conjunctivitis, shingles, and rheumatism crisis. Of course, to this alimentary clogging will add 
the karmic memories, the cellular memories, associated to the genetics habits of the parents 
(for instance, parents who have intestinal problems since generations: the weak point of the 
family is there so that is the place which will clog the most for the descendant); but also the 
astrological sign, the place where you live, the climate, the psychic and emotional 
relationships with the person with whom you live, your profession, the quality of the sleep 
etc…So, to really heal a person, it would be necessary to live for a year with her to see all that 
needs to be done, and it is a tremendous work. This is the reason why it is impossible to really 
heal a person in depth. And it is great because people have to take responsibility for them. 
 
Some people have decided to not eat meat anymore and to become vegetarian, and why not 
since meat is not the basic food for the human being. Meat consumption started after the 
Flood, when the Earth moved away from the sun and because of a sudden brutal drop in 
temperature at the poles and a global warming at the Equator, all this water table, which was 
above fell unto the Earth, and the human beings had to (and were allowed as it is said in the 
Scriptures) start eating meat in order to hold out, otherwise they would have lived in very few 
regions of the Earth because of the climate. But this was to the detriment of the longevity of 
their physical body. Besides it is from then on that the 4 races – black, yellow, white and red – 
appeared, by the splitting up of the only race, which was containing all the qualities of those 
four. 
 
Those who have decided not to eat animal products anymore, to be vegetarians or vegans, 
sometimes fall into extremes where they eat a lot of cereals, in other words products that 
come from the seeds: pasta, bread, all that is made out of wheat, barley, millet, buckwheat, 
but also beans and other leguminous, which are already a bit more easy to digest, lentils, all 
sorts of seeds or made out of seeds: rusks, pancakes etc…This does not mean that it is bad 
either or that we shouldn’t eat this because with cold weather in winter the slow digestion of 
this sort of food produces calories that help to stand the cold. An Inuit couldn’t survive 
without meat and cereals; otherwise he wouldn’t live more than 10 years under his climate. 
But of course, Inuit don’t live very old. At the age of 45 they are already old and women are 
going through their menopause around 38 or 40. 
 
So, normally the seeds are meant for granivore, which have a gizzard and a seed tray crop 
allowing the transformation of cereal’s starch into maltose, dextrose and glucose. But as we 
don’t have this, we cook the seeds with a fire that is too brutal and the transformation doesn’t 
have time to take place. So it is the liver and the pancreas which have all the work to do. This 
means that a plate of pasta can take up to 12 to 20 hours of digestion for the liver and the 
pancreas; and we don’t feel it. But it requires a big piece of work and as we know that this 
work is generated by the battery of the cerebellum, from year to year it tires the system up. 



The Essenians had understood this and used to make bread of germinated cereals (with less 
starch) that was slowly cooked in the sunshine. 
 
Normally this type of food is digested by the liver, the gall bladder and the pancreas, by the 
lipases, amylases etc… At a certain point it tires up too with age and automatically there is 
colloidal waste in the blood, at the opposite of crystal waste. Colloidal wastes are glairy 
matters, a bit sticky that we blow out of our nose, which we sometimes find in our eyes or in 
acne spots of the teenagers, into abscesses etc…When you cut yourself and you believe that 
you have an infection, it is wrong, it is only because you have colloidal waste in your blood 
and the cut creates an emergency exit, which allows the body to cleverly take advantage of 
this to eliminate the waste. But sometimes the skin cannot deal with the toxins rush, which 
then form an ideal place for bacterial development, and that can degenerate into gangrene. 
 
The body can have a vitality outbreak for the reasons that we have seen or because of the 
accompaniment of the person who already has this crisis. For me, we get our diseases though 
the aura, the energy. I am not the only one saying it now, fortunately. Dr Hamer, a German 
doctor, says that even aids come this way. We catch it through the aura, the vibration, and the 
microbes come later on. In the same way that if we wouldn’t clean this room for ten years, 
there would be rats, cockroaches etc…but it is not them which would have made the room get 
dirty. So, if there is an urgency to give antibiotics to kill the rats I agree, but it is better not to 
leave the corpses here. It is necessary to clean up afterwards. This is still the present lack of 
understanding at the level of allopathic medicine. 
 
When the body is trying to go through this elimination and that there is colloidal waste it is 
often what we call “wet” diseases, where we spit, we have diarrhoea, suppurating spots, 
abscesses, but generally it is seldom painful or feverish. It is like bronchitis that spits or flue 
that wipes but we have no fever, although it is quite unusual to have an illness that is only 
colloidal or crystalloid, most of the time you have the two together. 
 
In the case of fibroma, you often have a mixture of glues that were amalgamated with  
Crystals to make a ball that will settle inside the uterus. Of course, this is due to the pattern 
that the person has towards men, notably the father, as for a result, a marsh where the blood 
doesn’t circulate correctly, and where filth settles. 
 
Here you have the medical dictionary: you have a painful disease, so the need is to stimulate 
the kidneys and the bladder; you have a painless disease that spits etc…the need is to 
stimulate the liver etc…You can do it with plants, with acupuncture, with magnetism, with 
was you have available. But in any disease case, what matters is to do as little cats and dogs 
and all the animals of the world, which is to stop eating and empty the intestines. Have you 
seen what a dog does when he is clogged? He stops eating, and he chews herbs in a field, that 
will be used as leek and herbal tea to clean up his intestines, empty the bin so that the toxins 
can go in. 
 
There are three sorts of disease on Earth. It is not all spiritual what I am telling you now, but it 
is also spiritual because it is part of a whole thing. Presently, we live in a world where 
everything is adulterated, particularly at the level of the food; we are sometimes slaves of 
certain things, like me for instance, but we have to know that there is a possibility to heal one 
self alone, without the need to go see someone who knows your body less than you do, even if 
he has a diploma. So the three sorts of disease are: acute disease, chronic disease, and 
degenerative disease. 



When there are overloads, but the vital strength is still young as for little kids, all of a sudden, 
following a change of climate or anything else, they will have a high fever and crisis to 
eliminate. Often it will be ear infections, pharyngitis because the food clogs them a lot with 
crystals. Sometimes it is because they are given little biscuits or flour, which is not good at 
all. Then they make an acute disease, in other words stormy, centrifugal – going from the 
inside towards the outside – to eliminate. If you let go, you give the kid apple compote for 
two days – cooked apple to not feed or give vitamins, and not make him fast if he cannot 
handle it – if you use little plants, and why not diamond water with the intention to eliminate 
faster, in two days it will be over, he will be alright and then he feels better. Besides you can 
see it with his skeleton that beams instead of retracting. 
 
But if you keep repressing with antibiotics constantly and that you break the clever crisis of 
the body – because this body is God – at a certain point, with age, the vital strength will be 
shaky, it will be stuttering. So it will come up a bit, but less strongly than before. It will come 
down and go up again and he will fall little by little into what we call chronic nature, which 
takes place only after a very progressive decrescendo. And then he will start to be allergic to 
pollen; he might have asthmatic bronchitis; he will start to have a flue all winter long, or have 
a bad sleep or getting nervous; you will have to go see an ophthalmologist to put glasses for 
instance because repressed ear infections will have clogged the cerebellum just at the tip of 
the ophthalmic nerve, so there will be no focus and glasses will be needed; the skeleton will 
start to retract or obesity will start to manifest, the two being degeneration of the central type. 
Besides, this is the reason why dentists now put scaffoldings around the young people’s teeth, 
saying that the jaw is not large enough for the teeth. It is not true, but it is the end result of 
giving antibiotics on pharyngitis, ear infections or occasional anginas, the skeleton starts to 
retract, so the jaw retracts and there is not enough space anymore. 
 
So he is going to fall into chronic nature, because in fact allergies do not exist. It is still an 
attempt to react that doesn’t reach the acute state, to stimuli such as pollen, cat’s hair, dust 
mite or anything else, which are going to hit into the endo-nasal mucous membrane (behind 
the nose) that is lined with a very sensitive nervous net, normally destined to capture the 
prana - of which we can feed ourselves, for those who manage to do so. This prana sends the 
energy at the level of the cerebellum, which is for me comparable to a car’s battery. The 
cerebellum collects the energies through the aura, that in the morning on waking fall back into 
the body, and through the 100 metals – and even more now – of Mendeleïev’s Table that are 
as little frequency batteries. It redistributes to each organ – the thought, the talk, and the 
digestion of such and such thing – a wave length well assigned for each work the physical 
body has to do. But if at the place of the cerebellum there is tartar as in the tabs, so crystals 
and glues, the electric conduction is not correct and the organ which is at the other end does 
not function correctly. 
 
From time to time, there is a burst, stimulation through pollen or anything else and it tries to 
eliminate. But it is long, it is hard, it is very unpleasant for the person, because she does not 
have enough strength to produce fever, a good strong fever and eliminate in one go. So here 
again we repress and what happens very often, unfortunately, is that the persons who had 
allergic systems repressed as asthma with remedies, vaccines etc… at the age of 50, 55 or 60, 
according to the hereditary vitality, will have a liver cancer or a gall bladder cancer, because 
these allergies were repressed even lower, and while repressing deeply we create cancer – in 
other words we lock up the rabid sheep into the sheepfold. It is a bit like this, instead of letting 
them run so that they can beam and heal. Here it is the perfect opposite of what you were 



taught at school. But with this system, you often have to put your head upside down to get the 
truth. 
 
As far as the microbe is concerned, since it lives in a polluted environment, it can mutate; it 
can become mean. For instance, if all the people who are in this room right now had to live 
together for a month, we might fight each other perhaps at a certain point, and we would 
mutate, because we wouldn’t have our space. It is a bit the same with the microbe. It is as a 
dog that is locked up in a kennels all the time, you understand what I mean. So I am not 
saying that we shouldn’t use allopathic remedies for urgencies, I am not against it, but it is as 
the firemen, we do not call them when a match is burning – here we understand clearly 
enough what needs to be done. 
 
So, the best way to heal this is to go on a diet and to see in what type of elimination we are. 
And whether you have mononucleosis or an asthma crisis, or bronchitis, it is enough to do so 
and to have the faith that God lives in the atoms that constitutes your cells for them to heal. I 
guarantee it to you. You can look for help with a therapist who goes in the same direction – an 
homeopath, acupuncturist or other – and diamond water that can help you to eliminate much 
faster, I have noticed it in many cases. 
 
We are going to take an example of my own experience. There was a very young woman who 
was having cystitis, and she was given antibiotics. She used to have two or three each year, 
since the age of 2 or 3 and until the age of 7. Each time, they used to say that she had a 
microbe in the bladder and she had to take antibiotics. Around 7 or 8, this little girl had no 
cystitis anymore. Her vitality diminishing from year to year, she started to have balance 
problems. At the age of 16 it was multiple sclerosis and at 20 the wheelchair. When I started 
to take care of her, in 1983, she had to go back all over the hill. She was given raw biological 
food – only raw vegetables and fruits, fromage blanc and raw eggs. She had a lot of courage, 
but she had a strong motivation of course. After three years of this type of food, with 
revitalizing remedies, she started to walk holding someone at the shoulders. And at the 
moment when she had to let go, because it was karmic, then she gave in because there was a 
spiritual path to follow to go further. But if she could have done it, she would have been 
healed. 
 
Same thing with a leukaemic kid. He is here, condemned to three months of life, at the 
maximum. After eight months of good eating habits he was playing football again, he was ten 
years old. But he had to redo his elimination crisis. If you would take diamond water, it is 
planned in your physical system, especially if you are young that three weeks after drinking 
half a litre of diamond water a day, you have a good fever with a sore throat. Please know that 
it is the vitality the water gave you and perhaps other things in your life as well, which have 
caused an elimination crisis. Always look at it as a present made by the vitality that inhabits 
your body and which always pushes you in the right direction, since there is never a wrong 
direction in this process. 
 
It is this way of thinking which was extraordinary for me, and I have experimented it on the 
seven to eight thousands of people whom I took care of, and it is true at each time, even for 
gangrene. Even for gangrene there is no need for antibiotics, and even for tetanus. My father 
was healed from tetanus in 8 days without medicaments. So it is possible. The microbe is a 
sort of animal; it is enough to love it. 
 
Answer to a question:  



 
Here I start from the bottom, the physical. But it is sure that when someone reaches the state 
of degenerative disease, it is true that he had in him memories coming from past lives which 
brought him to this point, because if he wouldn’t have those memories, before even reaching 
the final state of chronicity, he would have met someone who would have guided him, or 
books bringing answers; he would have found what he was looking for. But because of these 
memories, precisely, which have prevented him, he had to go all the way down. Do not forget 
that amongst us some have lived lives in Egypt, in Atlantide or elsewhere, where we have 
manipulated the people with products. It is the reason why we have attracted this type of 
medicine here and now. It is the reason why all is just. 
 
So the physical law is more or les here, with its mistakes of course and its incompleteness. I 
have tested it on my self in serious cases. Even with a broken arm, with eight days of fasting it 
knits again without plaster. This was shown to me by a cat. There was a cat that had broken 
his back paw in two places, and it was dragging as a shred. It stayed for three weeks without 
eating only water. After three weeks without the vet, without anything its paw was back in 
place and totally knitted again. And it had no need for re-education. 
 
Question: What is possible to do to help someone who has cancer and goes through 
chemotherapy? 
 
Cancer is something quite complicated, I am not saying that I have understood everything at 
this level. Cancer is one cell with two cores. For me cancer is a healing process. It is the soul, 
which came with a good bag of memories – besides a soul that has decided to come with 
courage, especially at this moment in time where we know that we are a t a point where we 
have to pass through otherwise it will be too late. And these memories there, when they pass 
again through the siphon of the incarnation vehicle, they destroy, they damage the physical 
body. It is a memory of duality; this is the reason why the cell has two cores. Often, when I 
used to take care of people, back in time, what I was seeing when I was giving them sessions, 
was that it was people who, during many lives, had robotized inside the system. It was often 
in the aristocratic circle, so dukes, princes, and powerful people, and to whom this power was 
allowing a life that was sounding so pleasant that they kept going on like this during many 
lives, they chose these sorts of lives to have good places and to avoid suffering. But doing so, 
they did put aside the desire of their soul to grow into love, faith and light. Therefore it is as if 
the soul had put on another robotized personality, as if the soul had become two personalities. 
So to eliminate this brutally in one go, they have no other choice than to pass through cancer. 
 
If the person accepts and understands this and if it is taken from the start, if the person is not 
too old, if he or she didn’t life a too bad life before on all levels, a very disintegrating or self-
destructive life, there is a way for healing to take place. But it is seldom, it is difficult. At this 
moment in time I have a friend who has breast cancer. She refuses absolutely to go through 
medicine, and she is carrying on an entire research work about memories, in details, those 
memories that have brought this cancer. And she had dreams that showed her that she was 
going to be healed, but these dreams do not necessarily tell her that she will be healed in her 
body; she will perhaps be healed in her body, but she will have healed her karma. So, she will 
be able to incarnate again on the new Earth that is awaiting us. As far as the others are 
concerned they will go lick the boots of the “little greys” – it is a joke of course! 
 
It is the same thing for aids. Some say that aids is a disease that was created in laboratories. I 
don’t know, I haven’t checked it out, it is not important. In any case it is here, and often 



propagates through sexuality. It is true that there was a lot of manipulation at the level of the 
sexual implant, a very long time ago, and some were responsible for that. You have to know 
that all of this is just, even if it sounds awful humanly, on the emotional and sentimental level, 
but it is true that the way of evolution starts where feelings stop. There is a sentence in “Les 
dialogues avec l’ange” that says so. But not all of us are there, so it is not obvious. Sometimes 
suffering is necessary. 
 
Although the few persons whom I know in France and who have chemotherapy, soothe the 
malaise caused by chemotherapy by drinking great amounts of diamond water. I believe that 
in this case chemotherapy is still necessary, except for the one who feels able to go to the end 
of his karma without dealing with chemical medicine. It is a question of personal 
consciousness. One or the other choice is good. It is difficult to give advice. When a person 
says: “Should I do this?” I don’t have to influence him or her. We should considerate the fear 
of death and all these things. 
 
Answer to a question about food: 
 
The right food is the one that would be suitable for the digestive tract. There were a lot of 
people, such as Shelton, or Hanish in Germany who have noticed how the animals which have 
the same digestive tract as us feed themselves. It seems that it is the gorillas – and this does 
not mean that we come from them! Normally when they are not in zoos but in their wild 
nature, which is more and more polluted and incomplete, even in Africa – which are the 
closest. They eat almost exclusively fruits, tree’s barks, branches and a little flesh-eating (10 
to 15 % of their daily diet). They never eat seeds, cereals, starchy food except bananas, which 
is a fruity-starchy much more easy to digest. In avocadoes, apples and carrots also there is a 
bit of starch. These animals manage, with age, to become fat, because there are less and less 
fruits, even in the jungle, so they have no other choice but to eat tree’s barks of which they eat 
too much – which would correspond for us to vegetables. But they are never ill, there is no 
problem. 
 
If we would transpose this to the human being, it would give 80 to 85 % of raw vegetables 
daily because as soon as we cook we kill. And if we remove life that exists in atoms or cells, 
there is no wedding: you would never see a guy go marry a dead girl in church or in a town 
hall, it doesn’t work. An atom of calcium of which the electrons do not turn anymore will not 
be properly assimilated, we will urinate it in the toilets, even if it comes from biological 
calcium, untreated. So there needs to be life. It is the goal of diamond water to give life; this is 
why we put a bit of it into our food, to put a bit of electronic movement back into alimentary 
matter.  
 
Fruit’s and vegetable’s carbohydrates are the muscle’s fuel. We cannot absorb enough 
nitrogen through breathing so we have to take proteins from animal and sub-animal products. 
There are some lipids in dried fruits, olives and we should take proteins, which are destined to 
rebuild used cells. It is not the proteins that give energy; it is not the meat that gives energy, it 
gives excitement thanks to the acids that it contains, like coffee, but doesn’t give energy. It is 
not pure energy it is like dope. That’s where we are. I talk as a purist: all of this has to be 
adapted. 
 
I believe that if we were able to be ascetic, to the point of eating 80% of raw vegetables and 
fruits daily, with perhaps 100 grams of fresh goat’s cheese that wouldn’t be fermented or 
cooked, or raw yolk, we could live without any disease up to the age of 100 at least, after the 



two first years when we would have diarrhoea, crisis, spots, fever to clean up the system, with 
periods of intense tiredness and others of detoxification. Because we are as drug addicts and 
our drug is food, coffee, tobacco or alcohol. You can eat plenty of apples everyday for ten 
years, but the day you don’t have apples anymore you don’t have withdrawal symptoms. 
Please notice it. Even the little morning chocolate-filled pastry, when you stop it, you will see, 
there will be a lack because this is dead food. I have observed it on my self. 
 
If all of us would have the mental and psychological strength to be balanced enough to eat 
raw food, we would have to live in a warm climate all year long, our naked body in the 
sunshine, not to have to work to make money, because it is something that devitalizes us, also 
we would need to have emotional food in our relationships that would be exhilarating and 
enriching, quality mental food, which means richer and also have an instruction or spiritual 
food, in other words a research of who we are and why we are here that would be appropriate 
to our level of evolution. I believe that if we would have all of this in a perfect way, it is sure 
that we would be extremely beautiful, intelligent and happy people. 
 
But we have to acknowledge that we are not there yet. We are learning to take steps in this 
way. As we live in a climate that is not quite warm, that is sometimes too wet, we 
psychologically lack of light, we lack of air, of green spaces, of terrestrial magnetism: we live 
into concrete with plastic shoes, synthetic clothes full of chemical colorants, electric or 
electronic waves that constantly pollute our brain and our vibratory system. We then 
compensate with sugar that we will find in bread, pastries, biscuits, wine, tobacco, sugar, 
meat: we need stimulants otherwise we are tired. So we have to do our best. What matters is 
to be aware of this and to adapt tolerance food, polluting food according to our consciousness, 
according to what we are able to bear also. Someone who has a very weak liver will 
compensate with meat rather than with pasta because he knows that at a given point he will be 
saturated and can’t stand it anymore. So we have to deal with all of this. 
 
I have explained that diseases do not come from the outside but from the inner predisposition, 
which many of us already new. When we eat animal products in great quantities, we produce 
acids that transform into crystals, and when the body will want to eliminate them it will create 
rather dry and painful diseases (ear infections, anginas, rheumatisms etc…) All the diseases 
are self-healing crisis of the body. It is nothing bad, it is something just: it is neither good or 
bad, it is right. It is the body that, through its vitality, is trying to eliminate in the form of a 
crisis. We have to help this crisis so that it doesn’t last too long. Some people are great cereals 
eaters – such as “macrobiotics” who eat a lot of food based on seeds (here I am talking about 
germinated seeds, since the germ is no longer a cereal but a vegetable, you see the 
difference?). If you eat 2 or 3 times daily bread, pasta, rice…regularly for years, you will then 
tend to have colloidal diseases, glaireous waste in your blood that will eliminate from time to 
time through spitting, flues, bronchitis, diarrhoea, acne, furuncles and abscesses. 
 
When a child is small, he has a lot of strength. So as soon as there will be saturation with 
clogging, he will have a crisis with fever. And if we repress it with allopathic remedies, which 
are an anti-symptomatic repression, automatically the vitality will decrease with time and the 
child can fall into allergies, chronicity which means that he reacts all the time but with never 
enough strength to eliminate. And if we keep on like this for 40 years, it will end up with a 
degenerative state such as cancer. But it is certainly not by chance if the person has reached 
this state before opening her eyes, before seeing it, because if had been just this person would 
have realised that something was not right inside her before getting a cancer, 20 years before. 
People are so used to take care of what is outside that they do not listen to their body. 



 
One day I have seen a man who had a disease called amyotrophic sclerosis of muscular 
neurones. This disease was discovered by Charcot and it creates an atrophy of the leg’s 
muscles, now when the atrophy reaches the lungs the person dies of asphyxia. It lasts 4 to 6 
years and there is no pain at all. The only symptom that he had is that everyday for 2 to 3 
years he had liquid stools. When I saw this man, who was already in a wheel chair and had 
only one year left to live, I asked him if he had told his doctor that he was having liquid stools 
since 2 or 3 years. No, he hadn’t said it; the doctor hadn’t asked either. It is the type of man 
who has built his house by himself, who does bicycle races, removals, a beautiful and well 
muscled athlete. And here he was broken. 
 
So, people should listen when they have little symptoms like this, which always are little 
alarm signs, forerunners of something that is going to come later. And it is then that an action 
is required. If you have a child who wakes up twice every night, something is not right; it is 
necessary to search. 
 
Intervention about instincts-therapy, of Guy-Claude Burger. 
 
This lady explains that she did practice this food system where everything was put on the 
table: meat, vegetables, fruits…but raw. It is a system which is not too bad in the sense that 
when we are clogged, we will want raw meat and little by little we will less and less fancy it. 
It also happens when there is a consciousness evolution. You have observed on your self, as 
soon as you become lighter, more subtle, heavy food start to bother you; you eat less and less 
of it, it happens by itself.  
 
So, what I wanted to say is try to eat raw food everyday. If you eat fruits, always eat them 
outside of the meals, especially the fresh and juicy fruits since they cause intestine 
fermentation. About the three phase’s process of the disease, I can give you an example. One 
day, in 1983, there is a huge lady who comes to see me, although young, 30 years old. She 
was weighing at least 120 kilos. She tells me that she is like that since about ten years, and 
whatever she would do she doesn’t lose any pound. I tell her: “If I give you a treatment with 
plants and a diet, it will not work. You will spend money and it will not work. I told her: eat 
raw food; do not mix different types of food; eat as pure as possible. And as I know that at the 
stage where you are you are probably quite greedy, on Sundays take a break. On that day you 
can have coffee, pastries, wine everything you want, even if the next day you are sick, never 
mind. But on other days, eat as raw as possible. And the day when you will have fever, then 
you will come back to see me. Call me first during the fever, I will tell you what to do.” 
 
In the mean time I forget about this person. A year later, she calls me and tells me: “What 
should I do, since yesterday I have 38/39° of fever, I have a sore throat, and I have swollen 
glands”. I tell her: “It is a good sign; it shows that your vitality has increased following the 
food change, and you have started to have elimination fever. I told her to stay with leeks until 
it is all over. As she didn’t know how to fast, I told her to buy leeks, to cook them well so that 
no vitamins would be left, and to it as much leeks as necessary until it was over. And as soon 
as the fever would be gone, she could eat again. 
 
She did what I had told her to do, she was motivated, and of course she started to eat her 
leeks. In the end she was disgusted of course since it had lasted for 7 days. During these seven 
days she had eaten only leeks. The fever had lasted exactly seven days together with a sore 
throat. She had endured this but after seven days she had already lost 10 kilos. I told her to go 



back on her raw diet, with her breaks on Sundays. She told me that on Sundays the 
transgressions were less important. She had fewer withdrawal symptoms, less filth, less waste, 
and then I was able to give her a treatment. She had a small angina that lasted for three days 
but quite violent with headaches, because the more the vitality increases, the more we go back 
up towards acute states, so the more violent it is. It is more painful but shorter. It is the same 
thing in life: If you go through a violent event, it is because you have increased your 
consciousness, and the chronicity of the memories starts to clean up. But we can avoid it if we 
clean up before. 
 
So this person started to lose 5 to 7 or 8 kilos each month. After each angina, she was going 
down a step and losing weight. After a year she had reached her normal weight, and was even 
able to make some transgressions without gaining weight again. But she was young; she was 
not 50 or 60. In such case, 3 or 4 years would have been necessary. Few people have enough 
perseverance to do this for such a long time, it is hard for the moral, it is very hard. She was 
almost 30; the younger you are, the faster you get healed, but the more violent is the crisis. 
And this is where you need to find a good naturopath who knows how to handle the crisis. 
 
I have made many experiences on my physical vehicle. I have fasted for three weeks, working 
hard, without drinking. I have tested what I have learned on my own body as if it was a 
laboratory at the time when I was still young enough to do it without too much damage. Now, 
I wouldn’t do it anymore. 
 
Question: You have survived without drinking for three weeks?  
      
Yes, it is easy. It is harder than when you drink, but the fact to stop drinking allows a greater 
detoxification for the body, because you dehydrate your blood, and doing so you accelerate 
the lymph, of which we have 10 litres. This lymph circulates only at a rhythm of 1 litre /24 
hours, for people who move. Now for people like me who are sedentary, it circulates only at 
1/3 litre. This lymph is in charge of going to get the extra-cellular liquids – which are the 
main sewer for the intra-cellular liquids that have rejected the carbon dioxide, the uric acid 
etc… to take it back to the venous blood, which himself is going to go purify itself in the 
lungs, the liver, the bladder…But if you drink all the time, the bloody liquid, which is 
approximately 5 litres will always remain at 5 litres, so the lymph cannot bring back the waste 
in it. Besides, this is the reason why spongy women tend to put on weight when they drink a 
lot because they are swollen. 
 
Although we are told that we should drink at least one litre and a half each day. 
 
Yes, it was the slogan, just at the time when they had problems with the selling of mineral 
water in 1976, by chance. 
 
With macrobiotics, we drink less. The “macrobiotic” is rather dry, when the vegetarian will 
be rather swollen. 
 
Yes, it is true that there are good things with macrobiotics as well. 
 
What you have said heckles me because I have read Jasmuheen’s book “Vivre de lumière”, 
and I told myself that to live without eating would be possible for me, but without drinking, is 
it possible? The body is made of 80 % of water, so how can we live without drinking? 
 



To live without drinking at all, I don’t believe it either. We need a minimum of water…We 
should not forget that Jasmuheen lives in Australia, with a warm climate everyday, she is 
spiritually ready, she was trained since her childhood, she has a swimming pool. Now if you 
practice dry fasting, you have to know that if you take a bath, you will take at least ½ litres 
through your pores. This is the reason why when you make a real purification dry fast, you 
don’t take baths or showers during the 3 or 4 days while you do it, otherwise it is useless. On 
top of it Jasmuheen meditates several hours a day, so she is fed on this level there. But to stay 
without drinking at all, I don’t believe that it is possible. 
 
You know, there are still many things that we don’t dig. I consider my self at the prehistory of 
something. We are at the age of flint. In any case, I am at the age of flint of something that I 
don’t understand. In my research with the little systems and the water, I am the barman: I 
serve the drinks and that’s all. I explain how it happened to me, but I cannot really explain all 
these things scientifically, I am not able to understand all these things. I have applied this 
detoxification system to myself and I made thousands of people apply it, and it worked well, 
even in incurable cases when karma was not interfering. So, if you know this it is a good 
thing. In this way, the next time you have to face a little crisis, angina or anything else, you 
eat only leeks for two days, you drink diamond water, and you take Echinacea if you want; 
Arnica or things that can help you and you let your body deal with it. 
 
Do you know what an atom is? There is a core, and there are satellites that turn around the 
core and in between there is void. This void, we could say that it is God. It is the presence of 
the Divine that is here. If we would take a 30 floors building (I don’t know if what I am 
saying now is true, I did read it in a magazine) and if we would glue all the particles against 
one another so that there is no void left, it would be the same size as a peach’s stone, which 
still weight as many billions of tons because there will still be the same quantity of matter. It 
means that everything is made of void. So, if our body is made of 95 or 98 % of void, it is this 
void which is intelligent. So if we listen to this void that is full, automatically we go towards 
the best. 
 
It is this that I am myself trying to understand. My body makes spots or rheumatism crisis, I 
listen to it, I let go and I don’t add anything on top of it. It is as if you had exhausted workers 
and you’d give them an additional charge of digestion to do. Besides, with workers, it is good 
to let them rest once a week, as we take our Sundays. There are many tribes in Africa, who 
fast once a week, because they know that it is important. When you think that someone who 
eats bread for breakfast, 2 or 3 slices of bread around 8 with butter; it is not digested yet and 
in the mean time he has eaten another biscuit around 11. At noon he will start again with 
cereals and meat. At 5 he is hungry because his stomach is empty, which is a false hunger, it 
is a lack, such as a lack of tobacco or sugar, and automatically he will eat again: the liver and 
the pancreas receive even more. And in the evening he eats a big meal again, which means 
that he will still be digesting at midnight or 1 am, and so his digestive system rests only 5 
hours a day, this is not enough! 
 
So, according to the individual’s vitality, one day it breaks. Before the real break, there are 
attempts, with anginas or something else. And when we say that there is an epidemic, it is a 
global attempt of elimination and purification of the human beings, in relation with the 
planets. I do not know much of astrology, but for instance tuberculosis arrived at a time when 
such and such planet was stimulating the solar system with its radiations. Its distance 
generated a decrease of the cases of tuberculosis. These are normal cosmic purification 
systems, considering that planets are also atoms of another larger body. 



 
Question: In which category should we put autoimmune diseases? 
 
This is when the person has lost her capacity to clean up her body. There is a great weakness 
here and she does not have the strength anymore. In a case like this, I have seen that diamond 
water has helped a great deal to recover the strength at his level. This is all I can say, I don’t 
know more. 
 
Question about germinated seeds: 
 
Germinated seeds are a cereal which has grown. It is true that when a vegetable grows, there 
is something as a spurt of hormones and vitality in the little germ, so it is very rich in vegetal 
hormone. But at this stage, the germ is a vegetable, no longer a cereal. You can take it as you 
feel, there is no rule. 
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We are now going to talk about the patterns. There are some psychological patterns which 
feed for instance the one who has a lot of acids and crystals in his blood and who will have a 
tendency to be rather rigid and aggressive, or quick tempered, or even violent, depending on 
the intensity. Someone who would eat in a hyper-healthy way but who has memories of 
rigidity inside him will tend to become sclerotic, to petrify, and to become arthrosic or 
arthritic; he will dry up. Why? Because the patterns of good and evil, of rigidity, produce this 
type of acidity in the blood. 
 
When someone who would be in a rather lymphatic psychology, more “watery”, tending to be 
lazy, giving all the responsibilities to others, letting himself go, will overload his system with 
colloidal toxins. So, you see that thought patterns also produce toxins and even more for 
people who are on a path now: you can sometimes have painful symptoms in relation with the 
awareness you are starting to grasp or that you will have to. For instance, I have seen a 70 
years old lady, whose mum, who is 90, has always belittled her daughter. And one day she has 
accused her to have stolen from her one million of Belgian francs (165 000 French francs) 
that she had in cash in an envelope. This lady tells me one day: “I can’t forgive my mother, I 
don’t manage to”. I told her: “It is OK if you don’t manage, but accept that she represents a 
part of you, that you have chosen her when you did incarnate, accept, welcome, be thankful. 
When this mental work will be done, it will then go down to the level of welcoming, and there 
will be at this level a transformation in you. You use diamond water to decode what she 
represents of you, what you see of yourself in her, and from then on you will start to erase and 
deprogram those memories”. 
 
She had put in the water the intention to reach the welcoming state, and to love this mother 
who always had been so tough with her, and after 2 or 3 weeks she called me and said: “It is 
wonderful, now I have understood; she is a Master for me, I love her, she did me a perfect 
favour”. And the next day she called me back to say that her vagina had brightened as if she 
was going to give birth to a child with an incredible sexual libido, at the age of 70…She told 
me: “It didn’t happen to me since 20 years”. It lasted for seven days. 
 
So, you see, here is a physical manifestation – especially for women, us as men are more inert 
at this level – But women can have all the symptoms of pregnancy at the time when they are 
going to heal a pattern with their mother. And even the test from the chemist can be positive, I 
have seen this. In the end there was no pregnancy, but the person had healed a pattern with 
her mother and there was a physical manifestation and a positive test. You can see as all these 
patterns play a role on the physical level. The more feminine the woman is, the more reactions 
there are in the physical; if she is more masculine, there will be fewer reactions. 
 
What we have to understand with patterns, is that there is a law that I have observed – please 
try to test it in your own life to see if it is true – a law that makes that we always express the 
opposite of what is inside us. Here again, I give a rather caricatured pattern, but to practice it 
and discern it in every day’s life, it is not obvious. If in a human being the plus is expressed – 
in other words the positive side – what is printed in the subconscious is the negative side. 
Here we are not any longer into good and evil, since the plus and the minus are the two 
threads of the bulb which are adjacent and allow the light to get through to light up. If we 
suppress one of the two threads there is no light anymore. This is why even with disease, if 
you chase it you prevent healing; if you chase the hooligans, you obstruct healing; if you 
chase the drug, you feed it; if you intervene in a conflict you feed it, because you prevent 
harmony, you prevent the copulation, the fusion between the plus and the minus. It is 
copulation at 3, this is the problem. In the field of electricity, if you get the threads minus and 



plus to touch each other, the meter blows out: there is war, conflict, and quarrel. If you get 
them to approach and look at each other, in God, you create the three, and then the light goes 
through and there is healing. At this moment good and evil, plus and minus, becomes the 
engine of the funambulist on the thread of balance. But if he leans to the left towards evil or to 
the right towards good, he will fall down. 
 
There is a sentence in “Les dialogues avec l’ange” that I have made mine and which says: 
“What has destroyed the world is the will to do well”. It was necessary for us to go through 
this, but now we are learning to get out of it, to let go. 
 
In this way, the human beings often express the opposite of what is in their subconscious. We 
are going to take much exaggerated examples. For instance, someone who expresses 
generosity, who is always ready to carry your bags, to give you money when we lack it, who 
is always ready to ask: “Are you alright? Are you well? I am going to take care of you and 
heal you…”I can assure you that the patterns of the opposite of generosity are present in his 
cellular memories. Yes, it is hard to admit. But a person who has united these two opposite 
expressions does not act this way anymore. She waits for the demand; otherwise help can be 
as atrophy for the other. It is the swimming instructor who keeps throwing his rubber ring. It 
is taking power on the other, sucking the other one’s energy. Often these persons suck the 
energy of others, because they want the others to have a sort of veneration for them, it is an 
image that they want to give from themselves and that flatters them. But an image is as a lie 
that we build an advertising lie to get somebody’s favour. 
 
If the other one doesn’t dare to ask, it means that he is showing us that there is a certain sort 
of pride in us. So then we work on ourselves. I take it from the principle that a human vehicle, 
a human being is as a movie projector; that inside this projector there are memories, there is a 
reel that turns and that this psycho-affective projector projects his movie onto the 
surrounding’s screen. Now, what we have always done is to try to punch into the movie, 
because there is one actor who is looking ugly. We try to destroy him, or we go to Court, we 
defend ourselves, or we say that it is not true, that it is wrong etc…As it is hard and tiring, 
sometimes we change movie. But bad luck, it is again the same movie with other actors. It is 
often like that. You only have to observe how many women leave a husband who drinks and 
is violent, and fall in love again with the same type of man. 
 
Sometimes, it can be tricky, because we can fall in love of a person who expresses the 
opposite. But if this person expresses the opposite, it means that he or she has the other side as 
well; he or she has the two, because we cannot have one without the other. The hyper-
generous has the stingy in him as well, on the other side. I have already seen extremely stingy 
people, who wouldn’t buy a pound of apples if it costs one franc more, but who will buy a 
yacht in St Tropez, because then the weathercock has turned around. That last one turns 
around according to situations that favour the upholding of the ego. 
 
The most important is to acknowledge that we have this in us. Today I went to the restaurant 
with friends, who have told me things that will help me to grow, because they are parts of my 
self, it is my movie. So tonight, tomorrow, the day after tomorrow, I will start to think about 
all of this, to feel and understand what is in me that they have shown to me, which I will be 
able to improve thanks to them. And for this they are guided by God. But the one who will 
come to hit me or steal my wallet is also guided by God, by the life that is in him, it is 
instinctive. Besides, rubbers in towns, they don’t steal any one, they have a “feeling”. It is the 
same everywhere. 



So, how does it work? When I started to do this work, since 1986, I was progressively 
growing into discernment. But it was long. When I had become aware of a pattern in me and 
once I had accepted it, then the time was needed to welcome it and sometimes between the 
head and the heart, even though the distance is only a few centimetres it can still take a year 
or so. Once the pattern welcome, considering the time it was requiring before integrating the 
cellular level and before the results would manifest outside, it was still taking from six months 
to a year. Now with diamond water and the vibratory acceleration present on the entire planet, 
it goes much faster. Not everybody does this work, it is not the majority, but even if only one 
on a hundred does it, it helps everyone, because I can assure you that the power of the cellular 
deprogramming is incredible, even in case of adversity. You can have hooligans in front of 
you with daggers, if you see God in them because you have decoded this memory, they will 
surrender, and they will shake your hand and go away. What I am telling you now, I have 
lived it I have experienced it without reacting. Of course it is necessary to let go, let go of 
everything and particularly let go of the fear of death… 
 
How is it possible to see God in the other? God is a word; it is the Principle of life. It takes 
place little by little, as we take away the layers in our self. I have seen 1200 patterns in me so 
far, that are not all transformed, and this work took 8 to 10 years. It is not worth making a 
method out of it, something rigid, hard, and austere. It has to be a game, it has to become as a 
game, and as long as you will understand these things in you, your love for everyone will 
grow. There will be more and more compassion and non-reaction. Because for me, reaction is 
the rebound of an event on a dry part of the ego that cannot integrate it. For instance, if I 
throw a ball against the wall, it will come back to me. Why does it come back? Because the 
wall has the same frequency as the ball, therefore it cannot integrate it. As it cannot integrate 
it there is a lack of love, so it sends it back. So we project, we say: “I have lost my bride 
because of him” or “I lost my job because of him”, or “he insulted me”. We keep talking 
about you or him, but never about the self. It is a reflex that is not easy to catch, because we 
have our little pride inside, which is not very happy of all this. 
 
There is a sentence of El Morya that I like especially and that I had put before my bed for a 
while to dig it, because it was not natural, my heart was not open: “What is it that I don’t like 
of myself in the other?” What part of my self do I dislike in what the other expresses? And 
from then on we start we open our heart and to understand that all the behaviours of our 
surroundings, or even a situation or an event such as a car crash that breaks our leg, or a house 
that burns or things like that, all these events then become as presents – such as disease. (El 
Morya by Leila Cheilabi – CLEDAM publishing) 
 
Look at a very small child, who is not yet programmed by the school, or by the moral and 
social behaviour system that he doesn’t has to follow so far in our system. He reacts. He is 
angry: he expresses his anger and two minutes later he will come to give a kiss and it is 
forgotten. If we impose him a moral code: “No, you cannot show your anger in front of Aunt 
… because we are awaiting her inheritance and we never know” this kid will constipate his 
reaction; and from this moment on he will start to make an emotional tumour, and this tumour 
will later on influence his behaviours, his partners choices, he might start to stutter…All of us 
have lived this, especially the elder generations: we needed to have a morality, and a code 
inside good and evil. But now we are passing from this consciousness of good and evil to the 
consciousness of the Tree of Life. 
 
 
 



                                                       
In the consciousness of the Tree of Life, we learn to handle those reactions. If we cannot 
control or accept and welcome them we react, we express our anger, trying to not project it 
onto the other. After the reaction crisis, it is necessary to become aware of the part of us 
which has reacted, in order to stop reactivating the same situation. 
 
I am going to give you the example of my father, because talking about one self is often the 
most right. My father is a very fine man, who feels the energies, but quite hard at the level of 
the head. I have never seen a tear in his eyes, he is really stoical. But in the depth, it is really 
the child, the traumatised child. He was made prisoner in a concentration camp. He had lost 
his mother at the age of 10 – you see the kind of childhood he’s had, with a neglecting father 
and two elder brothers of whom he had to wash the pants. While going to school he had to 
make the washing and the ironing. Many of this generation have known this type of situation 
In March 1993 he suddenly fell into coma for three weeks. Then he experienced astral 
journeys, he went to the stars, he came to see me where I was. When he regained 
consciousness, he had to stay in a hospital for 4 months, and when he came back, he had 
totally lost his stoicism, he was much more like a child , much more natural, much more 
emotional, this emotional that he had refused to express because of his education. But this was 
needed for him to break, because it was so concrete.  
 
These are presents. Sometimes, we have a car accident, which is going to shake us, even 
though we are not wounded, well it is to break something. One day I received a working 
mower on my left foot, which scraped half of my toe, and this changed the energies in fist 
three chakras, because I was not able to change them by my self, even if I had accepted and 
understood it. But at hat time there was no diamond water. And the goal of diamond water is 
to transform the energies first into the flesh, so that then they can transform at the level of 
ether, astral, mental and causal. When with techniques such as kinesio, reiki etc… we work 
the opposite way, which is good as well. Sometimes to do the two is amazing. But it is when 
the transformation takes place at the level of the flesh that the initiation and the suffering test 
comes. All the initiates who have lived very hard tests of asceticism have made it to change 
the flesh. 
 
But if we change the flesh first, a little bit, not all of it, even with diamond water we have to 
get a smash still when we have very old patterns because they are too fossilized, but we 
diminish the hardness of the test. This, I have seen it, since 15 months now that diamond 
water exists, I suffer much less than before in my inner transformations. 
 
We are going to take an example of relationship, and if you have questions, don’t hesitate 
since it is you, with your questions, who feed what comes out of my mouth. Let’s say that a 
woman had a dictatorial father, and a submissive mother. It was a frequent case in the past, 
now less which is a good thing. This little girl, at the age of 7 months already, has almost all 
the patterns. You have to know that even something that is not expressed by one of the 
parents is still recorded in the child’s subconscious. Example: One day a woman comes to see 
me, 7 or 8 years ago, and she tells me: “Well, I have a problem. I have lived with a man who 
was 20 years older than me. He was kind, we were getting on pretty well together, but after 2 
or 3 years, I couldn’t stand him sexually. As soon as he would touch me I had nausea, and I 
had to sleep in a separate bedroom. Although I loved him, he was kind, but I no longer can, it 
is skin deep. So, after two years, seeing that it was not getting better, we ended up with a 
separation. I fell in love again with another man 20 years older than me, and the same thing is 
happening again after 2 years.” 



 
So I told her: “Your father has abused you when you were a child”. She tells me: “No, it is not 
possible, my father was a good catholic, hyper moral, he never touched me I can assure you”. 
I say: “Then he thought about doing it”. She didn’t believe me; I could see that she was 
having doubts. I told her: “Lay down if you want, I will stay with my hands above you for 
half an hour. So I will accelerate the process and within 7 days, you will see, something will 
happen which will confirm or infirm this. By any chance, the seventh day she was visiting her 
old parents, who at that time were getting old. And as she was leaving, her father went with 
her to the door, he pinned her to the wall and kissed her on the mouth. And he told her: 
“Excuse me my dear, it was stronger than me, I couldn’t help it, please don’t tell it to your 
mother”. Then, she called me and told me: “You were right, when I became a beautiful young 
lady, around the age of 16 or 17; he certainly fantasized about me, while being too prudish to 
take action into the physical”. Well, but the only thoughts of desire, of emotional, and even 
perhaps of fantasy masturbation that he did project on the image of his daughter did anchor 
into her aura, and automatically she has attracted men older than her, who are fathers. But 
after a while, when the pattern of the father’s desire (that she already had in her, otherwise the 
father wouldn’t have fantasized on her, so she attracted it) is saturated, the weathercock turns 
around; and then starts the rebellion against the old vicious libidinous. This explains the skin 
deep rejection. She understood this. But if she hadn’t understood, she would have attracted 
this type of men all the time, perhaps until 45 or 50, and then she would have attracted young 
men and would have expressed this libidinous pattern towards young men. It is endless; it is 
the story of the boots on the other foot. And she would have attracted a young man, who 
would have been the object of his own mother’s fantasies. 
 
 How can we stop this infernal mechanism? By accepting, as she did, that it was true, after 
being herself inwardly convinced; and most of all by not judging her father.  But if he had 
taken action, it would have been much more difficult not to judge him. This is what 
forgiveness is about. The true forgiveness is to be able to have absolutely no resentment any 
more, to get out of good and evil. The true forgiveness is when the daughter who was 
mistreated or rapped is able to say: “Fortunately he showed me this, otherwise with the 
amnesia of incarnation, I would never have known that I had in me a rapper who liked young 
people, who was a paedophile or anything else. These two parts of the rapper and the rapped 
in me, I understand them, I accept them, because he has shown them to me, and it is a present 
of heaven”. From then on, the man who has reacted this way becomes a prophet of what we 
have in our self. So the heart opens up and the cellular transformation starts. Here intervenes 
the deprogramming with the help of diamond water, which accelerates the process, and a big 
layer can be erased approximately 7 weeks later. When normally, without diamond water, it 
will still take place but it will take more time, according to the person’s age, the quantity of 
patterns and their age. 
 
You see the kind of things that we can meet. I am going to give you another example: a 
couple bought a house to people who were already on a certain path spiritually, and when they 
arrived in the house, they noticed after a few days that they had been ripped off. The house 
had important problems. As the law allows it they did cancel the sale, went back to their 
previous house and logically the sellers were supposed to take their house back and pay back. 
But that is when the problem started. They made legal schemes and other things, and even 
black magic perhaps, which makes that 5 years later, this couple still waits for the money; 
they are ceaselessly in Court and it doesn’t work it doesn’t change. We were having a 
workshop as today and they explained this story in front of everyone. And I asked the 
husband: “What do you see in this couple? He said: “I see crooks, liars, swindlers…” And he 



mentioned the entire negative. Then I asked his wife: “And you, what do you see in this?” She 
said: “Most of all, what I see is the black magic they use to influence the judge, delay the case 
and to not pay we back”. Ten I said: “What you have seen in these beings are parts of you. 
Now imagine that you die here: heart attacks, both of you are dead, and you compare your 
travel sheet with what happened to you. Think about the regrets you will have and say: «It’s 
been 5 years since these people show us that we have these memories in us, and we didn’t 
heal this in this life time; we will have to start all over again”. Yes we will have to incarnate 
again to understand, accept and heal this through the crucible of incarnation, because a soul 
which is in between two incarnations cannot heal anything. It is on holidays, as between two 
school years, and there it doesn’t transform anything. It takes rest, prepares something else, 
but doesn’t go forward. Except for the saint ones; of course. 
 
So this is what happened. It made them think and they realized that effectively these people 
were showing them something. The same night they had a click in their heart, in other words 
they became able to go to the step of welcoming, perhaps thanks to the group’s energy, which 
was strong. They did acknowledge in themselves these energies of rip off, of black magic; 
they accepted it and chose to love these people who had been so perfect to show them this. On 
the Monday morning he called me before I took my train to go back to tell me: “You know 
what happens? My lawyer called me yesterday – on a Sunday – to tell me that the adversary 
part is going to take a loan to pay me back”. That’s it. It is quite seldom that it would be 
released in one day. And how many times do I hear people saying:”My boss at the office was 
harassing me since 4 years, I had nervous breakdowns, I understood that it was a part of me; I 
did put it in deprogramming and within 2 months he became someone great”.  
 
Often, in a professional surrounding, if the person has to go further, she is muted to another 
office, to have another form of harassment, which is going to show him or her something else. 
A divine pain in the neck. I can assure you that it is magical. It is the key. In all the problems 
of your life, it is the key. But it is your job to put it in the right keyhole; each pattern has a 
keyhole. The hardest with patterns is to put a name on it, and to put the right intention to 
clarify them, it is not obvious. Sometimes it takes weeks before understanding something. But 
once it is understood, you write it in your agenda, you welcome it and you decode. 
 
When it is really deep and fossilized, an emotional chock can allow, as a reflex of 
acupuncture, to let the abscess burst. But if you understand this memory before and if you 
accept it, welcome it, deprogram it, then you don’t need a chock. 
 
Question: How do you know that it is deprogrammed? 
 
You see it with the surroundings. One day, 3 or 4 years ago, a man came to see me and told 
me: “Pay attention, because there is a group of ten people who want to lodge a complaint 
against you, and considering your position, considering the war against the alleged sects, you 
are playing for big stakes, because they really bear you a grudge”. I thanked him and the same 
evening – there was no diamond water yet – I ask my guide: “Show me what this threat 
coming on my way shows me”. And during the night I had a dream. I was shown a table and 
around this table there were ancient clients who I had healed, there was also a police 
superintendent, well all the people representing a pattern in me. So, patterns of victims, 
patterns of policeman who controls, patterns of people wanting to have their revenge etc… So 
I understood that I was attracting this threat because I had this in me. I deprogrammed this 
with a product I had made before diamond water, less efficient but which was already 



working quite well. Six weeks later I see this friend again who tells me: “You know, you 
don’t need to be afraid anymore, they did give up, and they no longer care”. 
 
What I have understood is that it is our subconscious memories which feed the one who is 
going to hit us. If they don’t feed him anymore, he will give up. It is the story of taking the 
mote out of your own eye first as it was said by Jesus. What we see in the other that hurts us – 
or sometimes doesn’t hurt us – is what we have in our self, often bigger, or smaller but non-
expressed. And there you might be surprised, because you will be shown things that you 
would never have imagined. 
 
Let’s come back to this woman who had a dictatorial father and a submissive mother. If this 
person, according to the evolution of her soul, her level, what she has to live, her travel sheet, 
has suffered of the dictatorship that her father was exerting on her mother and herself, she will 
necessarily repress all of this into her subconscious: the submissive mother and the macho, 
dictatorial father. And when she will be 16 or 17, she is going to fall in love with a feminine 
guy, who will express the submissive part and so, who will have domination in his 
subconscious. This guy will be tender, feminine and will always tell her “Very good my love, 
you’re right…”  It will work far a while because it releases her from her past, but after a 
while, she will start to express the energies of the dictatorial father and will become a 
dictatorial woman, and the guy will find himself in front of his mother. When the first times 
of sexual-emotional euphoria will be saturated, the patterns will come on the table, and this is 
where the relation needs to be worked. The true love can then start to appear, if we work it 
and we build it. The more this love grows, the less attraction there is, so the less repulsion 
there is as well. Because attractions are not love; but we still have to live them too. This is the 
point where while deprogramming these memories, you start to reach the love of the heart and 
to remove the veils that are in the relationships, and this is also true for hierarchical relations, 
at the office or anywhere else. It changes the entire behaviour of the other. 
 
So if this woman becomes a shrew and her mate is submissive, this one will fear his mother 
and will look for a younger mistress, who will play the girl and there he will be able to 
express his dominant side. Do you understand? His wife, as far as she is concerned, will be 
fed up of a man to whom she has to put nappies, and she will fall in love with a macho and 
play his submissive mother. Can you see the circus? We are playing this scenario since 
generations and generations, and this is the reason why in fact we are not free. We are as 
clones, programmed by those memories. We are programmed as a computer! But if a soul is 
evolved enough, it will ask itself: “How is it that your submissive attitude gives me such 
much anger? How is it that you don’t take your responsibilities?” Then she will say: “Well, 
you express the opposite of what my father was doing. It means that in your subconscious you 
have the energies of the dictatorial father. So I will heal my dictatorial father in me. When I 
had men’s lives, I have manifested dictatorial behaviours, and others of complete submission, 
so I have to deprogram the two”. And from the moment when this woman starts to decode, the 
man who awakes often a little later will necessarily change his behaviour, even if he does not 
want to hear about this. If she knows that he has a mistress who is 20 when he is 45 and he 
dominates her, he will quit this relationship. 
I said this one day to a married man who had surprised his wife in bed with another, and he 
destroyed her psychically. He didn’t divorce because she had implored him not to. Following 
this, the son was a drug addict, and he had big stomach problems. So I told him: “If you were 
a vegetables merchant and you had a client who suddenly goes to buy his salads somewhere 
else, would you hit him, destroy him? You will first look at your salads to see if they are fresh 
enough, if the price is correct, and if you are smiling. Did you ever try to look inside you to 



see why your wife is gone somewhere else? Go and ask her; go and talk to her; and if you 
really love her and she is more happy somewhere else, you should me happy too, because 
love is for the other to be happy”. It is easy to say with words, but in practice, we manage to 
do so when there is no longer this attachment due to the plus and minus poles, as magnets plus 
and minus, which attract and repel each other, so it glues, it gives gluing relationships. And 
the human wedding is a bit like that. But we have to experience it, we have to go through it, it 
is a school where we transform, transcend and understand. But please know that life has never 
wanted, God has never wanted that you would be tied up to someone for your entire life. This 
is a human story. Because one only partner would never be able to be the mirror of all the 
patterns that you have in you, and this is fortunate, otherwise you would fight each other, it 
would be far too concentrated. 
 
All of this sounds quite simple on paper, but I can assure you that as you will be going back 
home, it will not be that simple. We will now try to give examples. It would be good for you 
to ask questions about situations, about things that intrigue you, and even about diamond 
water if some of you didn’t attend the conference. 
 
There is one person here, who has mediumistic talents in her soul, extraordinary things, but 
each time she puts diamond water on her body, or when she drinks it, she has things that 
move around her, a light that comes and explodes. She would like to know how to decode 
this. There is a fear because she does not control the phenomenon. 
 
If this would happen to me, here is what I would do. I would tell myself: “I am sure that there 
are extraordinary things coming to me, but I do not control them, I am afraid of them. Why 
such a fear? I would already put an intention into diamond water: Why am I scared of all 
these unknown things that happen to me, on the level of energies; where is this fear coming 
from?” And I would drink my glass of water. It is good to do this before the night, in this way 
you will have a dream that will tell you something. It is much probable that many of us used 
to have these abilities in ancient times, especially since we were not going to school, we 
didn’t have instruction, and so we used to develop our intuitive side even more. So there were 
lots of mediums and healers, who the Church was calling the pagans. The pagans were, for the 
most of them, extraordinary people, since they had developed this talent for intuition, for the 
communion with Mother Earth, with nature, with the plants, the moon, the garden, the elves 
and fairies, nature’s elementals, angels etc… But at a certain time, a great number of these 
people were sentenced to be burnt at the stake as “sorcerers”. 
 
It is enough if you have lived that, for the fear to manifest again as this mediumistic memory 
comes back. This fear is the fear to be betrayed, to be prosecuted, to suffer again; or the fear 
to be exposed to public derision – if you have lived this phenomenon as you were part of a 
very stiff aristocratic family where you were exposed to mockery by the guests for instance. It 
might be something like this. If you ask diamond water, you will have the answer in a dream, 
or even through your postman, your baker, or your child, your partner, or your sister who will 
tell you a story and in this story there will be the key of your problem. This is the most 
difficult to find out. 
 
I am going to give you an example. 3 or 4 months ago, a woman calls me and asks me: “Joël, 
could explain me what is going on?” And she tells me that her cat has jumped on a piece of 
furniture in her office, moving a scale, which while falling has broken a stone bust that she 
had brought back from Greece. In fact she had a woman’s bust and a man’s bust. This one fell 
on her right foot and broke. The right side means the masculine side of the soul. So, the bust 



got broken by the cat. The cat, in dreams, represents the sensual and sexual feminine side, 
even for a man. I have asked her: «Don’t you have a sensual/sexual side of yourself that tends 
to break men? Aren’t you a little bit of the type leather boots and whip?” And she answered: 
“It is bizarre what you are telling me, because some months ago we went to a party at a 
friend’s place and I was disguised this way”. So I told her to decode these energies of the 
woman who mistreats the man, who plays with him, of the cat playing with the mouse, and in 
the same time to also decode the energies of the man who acts as a carpet and doesn’t get the 
esteem of the over-sexual/sensual woman. The cat often symbolizes this, even in dreams. 
 
If a woman dreams of a mean cat jumping at her face, and this pattern grows with age to 
become a panther or a leopard, it is often a woman who has rejected and does not want to 
acknowledge in her the wild woman instinct, which needs to be acknowledge and loved 
before the sexuality can be transcended. We were so much programmed to reject this because 
it was considered as a sin, that we often have this problem. The woman who has this type of 
dream has this type of blockage. Besides, she is often exasperated or angry when she sees a 
sexy woman. She reacts to this because she has this sexy woman in herself in her non-
expressed part. You have to know that in plus and minus stories, we have the extreme 
opposites. In other words, the more a person expresses something pretty caricatured, the more 
she has the opposite side – and when it turns around, it is generally quite violent. For instance 
in the story of the submissive man of which we have talked before, who has the dictator 
behind, if it is very strong, the day when the couple is going to divorce, this man will express 
his dictator and go on for a terrible war against his wife at Court. This is how it functions. 
 
I would also like to talk about money problems, because I did go though this, and it is long 
after that I did understand why I had found my self without a penny. I have understood that in 
many previous lives, I had had aristocratic lives, where I was Mister the Count, or Mrs such 
and such and perhaps in those lifetimes I was centred on the social image, on the personal 
fortune, while despising the people of the working-class who were simple servants, only here 
to help me get richer and richer. Therefore, in this lifetime, this memory of servant, of 
poorness, of people submitted to a system of slavery expresses itself and I attract before my 
self a financial desert. Even someone who has a job and who earns his life correctly, if he has 
a path of evolution, one day this memory will get out and express itself and he will find 
himself completely broke. He will lose his house, his job, and he will find himself in the test 
of utter poverty, which is necessary, but if we understand it before, or at the beginning of the 
test, we can abort it; we change the movie on the screen. And this is the reason why I tell you, 
because I know that sometimes it is not obvious at the financial level in nowadays life, if you 
have money problems, try to look in yourself if you have those kinds of memories. How can 
you know that it is really this? Well by looking around you the type of people you have 
attracted. If you have attracted pretty wealthy people, or not wealthy at all but who have stiff, 
awkward, or formal attitudes, you can be sure that you have these memories in you. So you 
can put them in decoding process, by saying “I have the intention now that all these 
aristocratic energies based on the image, snobbishness etc…become simple, genuine, and 
although acknowledge the true inner sovereignty, the true inner nobleness, which is no longer 
a fake nobleness based on the name, the image and the fortune. It is interesting to know this. 
 
Answer to a question:  
 
We put the intention before the glass of water, not in the bottle. There is no method, it has to 
be spontaneous. It is not recommended to put tons of intentions either; otherwise you will fall 
into method and rigidity. Considering the example mentioned, the intention could be to 



transform this memory or to make more Christic, more in the spirit of love, more in sharing or 
things like that. But anyway our language being dualist, even this intention is probably wrong 
somehow. There is no language of unity, it doesn’t exist, so don’t worry because intentions do 
not come out of the head, but out of the solar plexus in the shape of luminous frequencies, and 
these frequencies are just, anyway, even if you do not use the right words or if it isn’t exactly 
well targeted.  
 
In fact, I have noticed three steps. First, there is acceptation. It takes place at the level of the 
head: I accept that this person or this unhappy event that is happening to me is something that 
I did provoke; this person is a part of me. This is mental but it is already a proof of humility, 
which means that you have put your pride aside. Yes, alright, what I am shown is not great 
but I have it in me, it is a tape, a video that I have here. I try not to formulate any judgement: 
it is neither good nor bad. I am pretty sure that all the atrocities that we see amongst humanity 
right now, all of us do have them at least in one of our cells, each of us. If we would have 
them in ten billions of cells we would take action, as they do, because the engine would be too 
strong. So, you see, we cannot judge anything; all is right. 
 
Then we have to try to reach the stage of welcoming. And this takes place at the level of the 
heart. But unfortunately, the heart is not under control, it has to come by itself. So the passage 
which is here can sometimes take three weeks, a month, two months, six months, because 
there are angers, rebellions, resentments; we do not manage to forgive. Even if we know that 
it is true, this person is a part of us, he or she did hurt us so badly for 25 years that we can 
stand it anymore. So then, we have to simply acknowledge the reaction. The passage of the 
reactions is here, between the head and the heart. Although in this passage there, if there is 
really a very strong spite, a big scar, we can put the intention to reach the stage of welcoming 
in diamond water, to manage welcoming and loving this person who made us suffer during 20 
or 30 years. 
 
It is very valuable in the work with daddy and mummy, because we all have more or less 
grievances against them. And in general it goes faster. When we reach the stage of 
welcoming, there is even sometimes what I call the emotion of the heart. It means that we 
really become aware that these beings – the mother, the father or anybody else – who were a 
bit hard with us when we were kids, also came with a bag full of memories, that they were 
educated within a system that was a lot more narrow than it is now and that they have done 
what they were able to; they have given us all that they were able to give, even if it was very 
few. Even if they did smash us or were stingy with us, or affection less, or without dialogue, it 
is because they were unable to give it with all these memories they were carrying. And at their 
place we would have done the same. From then on, the reaction starts to fall. We begin to 
understand that it is us who did choose our parents to remember what we had to understand 
during this lifetime, in order to heal it and to transform it. There is then an emotion of the 
heart, an emotion of love, and when you reach this point, you will notice that the next time 
you will see your parents they will no longer be the same. There will be much more fluidity in 
the communication, more authenticity; they will reveal things of their life that had never 
revealed you. They will be having more fraternity. 
 
It is only then that you can put the intention in diamond water to transform, to make 
transparent, to make Christic – according to your own language – to free you, if there is an 
ancient fear, a scar, an old pain which is here, to free you up from this suffering that doesn’t 
belong to you anymore. The big piece of work is here: it is not diamond water that does the 
work, it is you. But diamond water, seeing all the love that you have for yourself and for these 



parts of you, will automatically intervene at the cellular level, for you to do in one year what 
you would have done in ten years. This is the main difference. But someone who takes these 
steps and who doesn’t have diamond water will still reach the same result. Don’t take 
diamond water for a miraculous panacea. It only accelerates your work. 
 
The one who did not know his parents, if he has lived in an orphanage or an adoptive family; 
it means that he has chosen the people of the orphanage or of the adoptive family as mirrors to 
remember, but on the base of other genetics. There, there is often a subtlety. We can families, 
particularly with adopted, where the person is born from a genetics, and went straight away 
with another father who gave him or her the mirrors, but on a genetics that is not his or hers. It 
is the case, for instance, when the adoptive father is not very evolved, he was chosen by an 
advanced soul, which has to take a deep path and which has to remember the memories that 
this adoptive father will transmit to him or her, but it doesn’t want his genetics because it 
wouldn’t be able in this case to transform it, because these memories would be too anchored 
and fossilized into his flesh of incarnation. This soul is going to choose the genetics of a more 
advanced father, but still take the memories of this less evolved father to remember that it has 
to heal them, and it will heal them much more easily than if it would have the genetics of this 
father here. 
 
Adopted children look for their true father and mother; we can understand them, especially 
since we have cultivated the cult of the father and mother, which is an usurpation of the 
paternity of God and of the maternity of Mother Earth. Remember that Jesus said: “Don’t call 
anyone your father on earth, because only one is your Father”. It is true that adults who 
procreate a vehicle make an act of love and welcome, because it is a piece of work to have a 
child for 20 years at home, you have to take care of him, and even later. But the parents have 
absolutely no right of property on the child, nor any right to impose anything to him, nor any 
right of authority. They simply have to give him the basic structures for him to be well 
anchored, and let him do what he wants to do, while giving him the advices and the 
suggestions he asks for. That’s all. But if one day he wants to go away and not see us for 40 
years, it shouldn’t be a problem, no attachment and no possession. But as we are brainwashed 
with this tribal, mammalian story, there is still this, and the child often wants to find his 
biological father and mother to see how they look like. But as he finds them, it is not alright, 
because he has taken the patterns of the adoptive parents. This is where we see that the 
genetic tie is a base, but it is the leeks that have been put there that count. 
 
About these patterns, I often think about the Prodigal Son’s Parable of Jesus. Do you 
remember this parable, where the father gives money to one of his sons, who is going to 
handle it correctly, honestly and seriously, when the other takes the money, sows his wild 
oats, makes parties, becomes a debauched and wastes all of it? Once he finds himself 
homeless, without anything, instead of working for a stranger he comes back to work for his 
father. The father sees him coming; in a pitiful state – he represents the pattern you had 
become aware of – and for the sake of love he opens his arms to him, doesn’t ask him any 
questions, doesn’t even ask him where he’s been, what he has done with the money, of all this 
divine energy that he has wasted, and on top of it prepares a feast for him, he celebrates him. 
In this case, it is a work that, for me and my surroundings, develops the feminine side, the 
compassion of the divine Mother, that doesn’t consider what has been done but what the 
person is and his or her will in the present time. 
 
The intention of the present time of this pattern is to come back to God. Let’s suppose that 
you have a pattern of rip off in you and that this pattern wants to come back to God, without 



knowing how to do it. What will happen? There is a rubber who will come to burgle your 
house, and this burglar, attracted by this memory, shows you that this memory wants to come 
back to God. But as long as your vehicle, which is in fact the test tube of the Christic alchemic 
transformation meant to transform this memory hasn’t accepted, by opening the mental 
stomach – in other words as long as the mental hasn’t accepted and the heart hasn’t made a 
feast for this energy of rip off that we have in the self and that the other has shown – 
automatically, this memory is going to remain the same and you will die with it, and in the 
next life you will still been burgled and so on…the merry-goes-round is going to turn 
endlessly. This is what we call dying as an idiot: we have robotized, we have made the same 
round. When here, you will notice that while decoding these memories, you sometimes make 
the same round; but a spiral above. It becomes less and less traumatizing. You will see, if you 
decode a memory of rip off, as we are talking about this, six months later, ten months later, it 
is shown to you again, but less strong, in other words someone might steal your lipstick, or 
any tiny thing, and it is a little less strong at each time. And then you decode it again, because 
these memories come up layer after layer, as the alluviums, as the sludge of a river that comes 
up to the surface. We collect it and another comes up and so on… 
 
Until the day when you reach the central core, the hard core (I believe that in legends it is 
called the threshold keeper), where everything is still there, but as a germ. And then another 
piece of work has to be done, which has to be a break through the fire, through the cosmic fire 
and the kundalini rise. At this stage you are fulfilled. It is approximately the way it functions. 
But if you don’t manage to love, because it is too difficult, think about this Prodigal Son’s 
Parable. Think that this memory pursues you to come back. So, what happens? In your 
subconscious and your conscious, it is as a puzzle and this huge puzzle where there are 1500, 
2000 different memories, big ones, small ones, ancient ones, more recent ones, each time you 
welcome and transform, it is as if you were finding one piece of the puzzle. So the landscape 
of your personality starts to unveil, which helps you to know yourself better and better and 
more completely. And the fact to know yourself more and more completely allows you to 
know the others more and more completely, and subsequently to love them even more, 
therefore others will love you even more, and being more loved you attract joy, abundance, 
serenity, freedom and certainty that you are sovereigns of your life, and that you have the key 
to act in all power on the screen of your life, by changing inside without ever correcting, 
imposing, or rectifying anything outside. 
 
In the past I used to correct everything. It still happens to me sometimes. I was a teacher. This 
energy of the pupil and the teacher is now transformed. Today, when I see someone making a 
mistake, I don’t tell him anything, I let go, even if he is going to burn himself or break a leg; I 
don’t say anything, I let go, and I wonder why I attract the clumsiness of the other in front of 
me. And when I have understood that he is showing it to me, his clumsiness stops. So, I 
haven’t corrected him. This is the point we are trying to reach, but for this you have to trust, 
because this clumsy person might break the Chinese vase that did cost you 100 000 francs. 
You have to be spectator, observer of yourself in the other. This is the way to decode. In 
dreams, all the people you are dreaming about are part of you. You never dream about the 
others, because the soul never speaks about the missing ones. 
 
Answer to a question about decoding: 
 
The patterns that we are proposed to transform come one after the other, in a well defined 
order. It is not possible to make an inventory and deprogram everything in one go, because in 
this case we would fall into the trap of psychic tourism with a will and an ambition to be the 



purest, and to fulfil oneself very quickly. And then it is still the ego that manifests its 
resoluteness to stay alive, or credible and in any case acknowledged. Patterns are a little bit 
like a pyramid of canned beans in a supermarket, and you cannot take one at the bottom, 
which is perhaps the one of your 18 months; because if you take this one out the entire 
pyramid will collapse, and in this case your nervous system will not resist. But as you are a 
mother and you have responsibilities, you can’t afford it. You can only reach the cans that are 
underneath by taking the higher ones before, one after the other, which means by taking off 
the superficial before reaching the centre. And what is showing you these superficial 
memories? Well, it is the father of your kids, it is your kids. They are showing you the 
pleasant and the unpleasant things or the thing that are neither of the two but which you have 
to see. So, your partner certainly has common things with your adoptive father, but also with 
your biological father. Does your adoptive father express exactly the opposite of what your 
biological father has expressed, because we always attract one or the other of the two facets 
that constitute the two opposite poles of each memory? You can put in the water the very 
simple intention to go through this crash, but from then on, diamond water will start a 
mechanism, through your little daughter, or your elder daughter, or your husband, or your 
friends here in this region, or with the help of dreams as well, where you will be shown and 
explained things that will be the little details to peel before reaching the centre. And before 
reaching the centre, there are perhaps 40 intentions to put on a period of 6 months. 
 
We are going to take a very simple example. Let’s suppose that a person puts in the water a 
casual intention, regarding the material level. This person is on a path, she is not very rich, she 
lives with her little daughter, and she would like to move because she lives in a very noisy and 
dirty area while paying an expensive rent. She would like to move to a particular place, on the 
ground floor, in the city, with a little garden – which is not obvious – not paying too much, 
and have accessible transportation for her daughter to go to school. It is something quite 
difficult to find, especially in a big city. So, she has put the intention in the water, to find an 
accommodation that would be favourable for her evolution and her daughter’s evolution. 
What happened in the mean time between when she did put her intention and the time when 
she found what she was looking for? Because it did come true. She became aware of many 
things that other people of her surrounding showed her, that she had to decode everyday, or 
every two or three days, particularly the traumas of the moves she had been through as a baby, 
through the story that a neighbour has told her. In other words, each move had been a 
subconscious trauma, but she was not even feeling it because she had been happy to move 
several times during the past years. But a part of the subconscious was saying: “I am scared, I 
am scared, and I am scared” and the fear prevents the event to take place. It becomes true on 
the everyday screen. If she has heard her neighbour telling her that she has moved often and 
that her daughter was disturbed, and if she understand that this neighbour was talking about 
her, as soon as she will come back home, she will wonder why she has been told this story. 
Perhaps does she tell the story of when I was a baby and which I do not remember because I 
was too small? She has decided to decode this, as well as other little things, and therefore she 
has found the accommodation with a correct rent, in a part of the city looking as the small 
village, with sociable houses but very clean, with a tiny garden and close transportation. This 
came true approximately two months later because it was not a selfish intention; it was to 
allow a better evolution of her soul. 
 
You see, the question of the intentions is very subtle, and what is difficult to discern is that all 
the human beings that surround us are parts of us, and sometimes we have to ask: “Well, why 
does he tell me this? Why does the postman tell me that his stepmother is dead? “ Our mental 
thinks that we have nothing to do with it, but as we are polite, we offer our sympathy, and end 



of the story. But in truth this is not real. Last week, Maria had a dream in which she was 
passing through walls and the next day we were in a hotel, and as we had to come back late in 
the evening I asked if it was possible to have a key for the outside door, and the receptionist 
answered: “No, no but I have a pass key here”. You see? It is not by chance if he said that. 
We have to take the time, sit down and say: “Well, my wife (or my husband) is not used to 
say things like that. Why does he tell me this? Why does he react like this?” We have to ask 
our self the question and always take back the other’s expression to the self, because it is a 
part of the self. 
 
Even in the relationships. Three years ago, diamond water was not there yet, but there was a 
product. A woman comes to my place one day and we talk face to face. I feel a very powerful 
energy of physical attraction towards her; and her as well; I could see that she was a bit 
moved. We talk for two hours, and she goes back home. The same evening, I put the 
intention, in the product I had at that time, to know why this happened, I knew it was not love, 
I knew very well that it was patterns that were attracting each other as magnets. Ten years 
before, I would have jumped into the experience, and it would have required six months or a 
year of relationship before understanding. That same night, I had a dream, in which I saw this 
person who had come to see me, make love with another woman. I understood then that in me 
I had memories of feminine homosexuality, in my inner woman. So I did decode this, with the 
intention that these memories of feminine homosexuality go back to their right place, be 
balanced and take their normal place again in a masculine incarnation, and even in the 
feminine side of my soul. A month later, this woman came back to talk to me and this time 
there was no attraction anymore, nothing at all. I talked to her about it. I told her: “Did you 
feel the first time we saw each other?” She told me: «Yes, I couldn’t sleep for 8 days. I was 
always tempted to call you so that we could go to the restaurant together and see each other a 
bit more intimately”. So I explained her the work I had done. And I told her: “But you are not 
homosexual? Have you already had homosexual relationships?” She told me: “No, but I often 
had women who proposed me”, to show her that she was having this in her, you see? 
 
So I have seen this in me, this woman showed it to me. Whether in attractions or in repulsions 
– antipathy, hate, and rejection – it is the same thing, it is the other side of the same medal. If I 
hadn’t told her anything about it, because she wouldn’t have been open to this language, it 
wouldn’t have transformed in her. But she would probably never have come back to see me. 
As long as the person comes to see you, it means that the pattern is not completely over. If it 
is a big pattern, very heavy, very old, which was repeated during many lifetimes; it takes the 
time for it to strip layer by layer. And in this case, the person keeps coming back, by any 
chance, or you meet her in the streets, it is very strange. Since I told her about it, I suppose 
that she has done the work to deprogram it, and it helps a lot. In a case like this one, it 
strongly changes the bases because when we deprogram this type of memories, rests of other 
lifetimes, it changes all the energy in heterosexual relationships. You have to know that in a 
man, or in a woman, you have the man and the woman in the same time, and perhaps these 
energies of feminine homosexuality used to attract partners who were having this energy as 
women. 
 
I see here many young people, and I can tell you that many of us have lost much time in 
relations that were only schematic, which were important to see these patterns and heal them. 
As we have often endured these relationships for a long time, it took 7 or 8 years to heal three 
patterns. And it is not always funny; there is often a lot of suffering in these relationships. So, 
if you decode the patterns at the level of the inner man and woman, especially at the 
emotional level, you will automatically directed, led towards the man or the woman who will 



complement a lot more, without wasting 10 or 15 years in laborious relationships, where there 
is possession, jealousy etc… 
 
Even the energies of sexual pleasure are often related with these patterns. For instance, the 
case of a feminine homosexuality, even in a man like me, can lead to a powerful pleasure with 
a woman who has these same patterns, otherwise it wouldn’t work. And this is not love yet, 
but it is good to live it too. Maria and I, we know the case of a woman who has a childish 
aspect. She is 50 years old, she is small, very fresh, and very tiny and it is a woman who had 
her first orgasm at the age of 38. In other words, during 18 or 20 years of wedding, she never 
had any sexual pleasure with her husband. They divorced. Then she had several adventures; 
always the same: dead calm. We generally in this case use the label “frigidity”. And then one 
day she met a man with whom she had a passionate relationship. There were then here 
copious memories which were attracting each other, and this exchange she had her first 
orgasm. After several months of relationship, she realised that this man had been put in jail 
for paedophilia and rape. What happened? Then she had some regressions in past lives, and 
she realised that during other lifetimes she had been raped, by several men, but she had had 
pleasure and actually had an orgasm during this rape. So she had no other choice but to attract 
this kind of man having these energies to be able to have an orgasm. You see how it 
functions? But from the moment when she understand this mechanism and decodes it, she 
cannot attract this type of man anymore. This is what is wonderful in relationships. On top of 
it, if both do the work in a couple it is fantastic, because these patterns end up by calming 
down; getting clearer and little by little the emotional attraction vanishes. What remains is 
complementarity, harmony, a sort of heartfelt complementarity, and the physical act of love 
takes place not in response to the pattern’s demand, but to the soul’s demand. 
 
This woman did heal herself. She became aware. For the people who are not on a path and 
who experiment this type of relationships, it is the pain that transforms the genetics of their 
flesh. But if we can do consciously, there is no need for this pain anymore, this is the 
difference. There are many people who suffer from traumas, letting go, physical pains, and 
diseases to transform themselves, but if we understand what is in us before, by looking 
carefully and in details at what is living beside us, our entire movie, we don’t need to go to the 
stage of the test that will make us suffer. Even if it is a pattern strongly fossilized and deep, 
and that we decode it, the test will be short and less traumatizing. 
 
Intervention: What is hard is perhaps the decoding, to manage understanding what is 
behind… 
 
Yes, sometimes, it is better not to try to understand too hard, but just to accept and welcome. 
It is good to understand when we are pushed to understand. But we can also decode some 
patterns, and accept them without understanding where it comes from and why we had this or 
that, because it comes from too far; it comes perhaps from 15 000 years… One day, I asked 
my guides why I had suffered so much fro 45 years, and I thought I had a heavy karma to 
have to endure all of this. So they gave me a dream in which there was a street, and on each 
side there were only restaurants. I had to step in each restaurant, one after the other, one side 
of the street after the other. In all the restaurants it was clean, tidy. But there were bread 
crumbs on the tables. I had to pick up each crumb, in all the restaurants of the masculine side 
and on the feminine side of my lives of man and woman, in order to clean up all of it. So these 
are only crumbs, but I can assure you that they hold out! 
 
Question: For instance, a person who is an acute schizophrenic, what do you think about it? 



I never had to take care of schizophrenic people, but I believe that they are people who do not 
want to incarnate. Besides, often the first chakra is not tied up. These people are half inside 
and half outside of their body, which explains that they are often very medium. 
 
You have in front of you an acute schizophrenic. 
 
Really? Well, you don’t look it! So in behaviour’s troubles other than that, it is possible that 
you might have had packs of important patterns in previous lives. We are going to take an 
example, in the plus and minus that we have seen before, an individual who is extremely soft 
and calm. But behind, in his subconscious, there is a cruel and murderous violence that was 
never expressed. Then, all of a sudden, for such or such reason, the weathercock turns around 
and he becomes a cruel and violent murderer. And two hours later, the other side of the 
weathercock comes back and he becomes the man to whom you would give all the saints of 
the holy creation. It is a much caricatured example.  
 
This diagnosis was made following the army vaccination. 
 
Yes, so perhaps the weathercock was more or less destabilized, and as soon as the wind 
blows, bam! It goes the other way, because there is not enough anchorage. You have perhaps 
wanted it, and if it happened while you were at the army it means that in the past you’ve had a 
military life, and you had an extreme behaviour.  
 
It is perhaps the positive side of it because I was supposed to go to Tunisia to make war, and I 
escaped all of that, so it was a good thing. 
 
Yes, it was a good thing, exactly. 
 
Answer to a question:  
 
You’ve put your intention to move, alright, and then you are going to realise that there is a 
fear to change place, a fear of the unknown, subconscious. You will be told about it through a 
neighbour, or a friend, or a dream. Or you will understand that perhaps you are too lazy to put 
everything into boxes or this kind of things and that you don’t have the money to pay a 
removal man who would do everything for you. You have to decode all this for it to come 
true. You might have a pattern of a sedentary home-loving father, a mother who always wants 
to go forward, move, see other countries, but a father who is always in his slippers with his 
beer, his newspapers and his TV. In this case, it is perhaps this inner man in you who prevents 
you from moving. The father and the mother really are the most complete source of all the 
memories that we have in our subconscious, since we have chosen them to be printed from 
them at first. Besides, these patterns, you will find them in your friends, women and men. But 
sometimes it can be tricky because you find the opposite. For instance, a woman who has an 
extremely stingy father will marry a super-generous man on the financial level. But if he is 
super-generous financially, it means that in his subconscious there is as much stinginess. 
Besides, the day when they will divorce, he won’t give a penny. There are always both. The 
more strongly a pattern is expressed, the more it is also there in the opposite. Pay attention to 
this when you meet people. In the same time it will prevent you from mixing fake donation 
and real donation, and you will not let people buy you or sensitize you so easily with 
sentimentalism. 
 



You can put the intention that the home-loving energy of your fathering you transforms into 
something more dynamic, more courageous. But it is not necessary to repeat this intention, it 
shouldn’t become fastidious. Although what is good is to have an agenda and to write the 
intention w have put such day; or you can have a little event that takes place at the office for 
instance, but we have no time to think about it because there are letters to be typed, the 
telephone etc…so you take little notes on a handbook and in the evening you can come back 
to it: “Well, my colleague has told me this, and this brought an emotion in me, I don’t know 
what it is”. Sometimes we don’t find right away what it is, so we say: “I have the intention to 
know why I had an emotional reaction when my colleague told me the story of her daughter 
who is ill”, for instance – or “that her husband has a mistress”. When there is an emotional 
reaction, anger or anything else, if there is a reaction there is no action, it means that there is a 
memory there. 
 
Do not forget: The acts made by reaction don’t give happy fruits; we can never harvest 
happiness after a reaction. But sometimes we can indulge as well. Sometimes it is good for 
the other that we get angry at him, because he needs it. But after, even if we have let this 
anger get out, it is good to think about the reason of this anger. “What did he do? What does it 
represent? Well, I remember my father used to do this with my mother”. 
 
Answer to an intervention: 
 
In fact, when there is a judgment, it is not you who judge, it is these patterns who judge; it is 
still robotism. Because you as a light, you cannot judge, you are not able to, so it is still 
patterns. 
 
How to get the rid of this pattern? 
 
Well, by becoming aware of it, when we judge that this one is stupid, mean, or this, or that… 
The language can help us, I tell it to others even if I still find it hard to practice. In other 
words instead of putting a label on the person, I tell myself: He is not thieving, he is not a 
rapist, he is not mean...but he has spitefulness, he has energies of rapist, he has pettiness in 
him that he expresses, but he himself is light”. The individual is light, but he is not aware to 
have in himself energies of spitefulness, a memory, he does not see it. I still have plenty of 
memories that I express and that I don’t see, but I will see them the day when I will be told 
about it, or the day when I will see them in the other, and perhaps I will see them in 50 
persons and it is only with the 51st that I will become aware of it. The patterns are chained to 
one another. For instance, a memory of vanity hides a feeling of mediocrity, subconsciously. 
This feeling of mediocrity is the opposite of ignorance, because the person doesn’t know that 
she is light, but this ignorance is perhaps the opposite of a too great intellectual erudition, 
which was the major goal during a lifetime. But this great intellectual erudition was perhaps 
cultivated because of the mediocre or poor image that the person used to have of herself…All 
these patterns have to be healed one after the other. And it is when quite a lot of them start to 
be cleared up, that you can be less and less in a judgemental attitude. 
 
Question: So then to judge is not to discern? 
 
No, this is to gauge. When you gauge, you don’t judge. This does not mean that you shouldn’t 
see the spitefulness of the other; it does not mean that everyone is wonderful. This is also a 
judgement, it is a value appreciation in the good or in the bad, it is not great either. If we make 
a mistake, we don’t have to apologize or to feel guilty, because in this case it means that we 



are judging our self. And we all have inner judges; we have a Court in our head! To gauge, to 
appreciate, this is discernment. 
 
Let’s admit that what is getting on our nerves is somebody who is stupid, who makes silly 
things all the time. It means that this guy there expresses stupidity, and that in the depth of 
him the intelligence of his soul is never expressed. If you here, do express intelligence, and 
that the other gets on your nerves, it means that somewhere in your subconscious there is 
stupidity. And as plus and minus attract each other, it pulls a reaction out of you which is also 
stupid. This is how it works. When you go back home, you see that this person has shown you 
a part of you that is stupid, and you have the intention that this part becomes wise and 
intelligent. That’s all, and you will see that a month later you will meet this guy, and he will 
make more clever things in front of you and you will say: “Well, this part of me is in 
progress!” I can assure you that it is the way it goes. And you know what also happens for me 
– and it can happen to you too – it is that sometimes there are people, whom I know since 
ages, with whom there are some tensions and this means memories. With time, I have 
understood that I have this in me, I have accepted, I have decoded, I have deprogrammed and 
these people who used to be against me -    in the style: the less we see each other the better it 
is – now they take diamond water, one after the other. It means that these patterns in me are 
radically transforming, this is the message I am given. I even have seen people who were 
radically against diamond water, who take it now. So it is old parts of me, old memories of 
chief of a sect, or boss of a Protestant Church or other things that are a bit more round, a bit 
more connected with compassion, and consciousness. 
 
Amongst the people who have diamond water, some have told me: “I can’t distribute diamond 
water. It has wonderful effects on me, but each time I tell people about it, no one believes me, 
they take me for a fool, and they don’t want it”. These people are the mirrors of the parts of 
them that do not want to evolve. Because I arrived after and even those people who didn’t 
want it took it straight away and they are happy with it and they go forward. But though them, 
it didn’t work. Pay attention to this as well, when you have people who refuse it look, these 
are parts of you which refuse to awaken If you don’t see which parts it is, ask, put the 
intention in the water to understand: “Which part of me it is that does not want to awaken?” 
There is a lady here who was telling me that her teenage sons do not want to hear about 
diamond water. In this case, this person can ask to know which are the manly parts of her that 
do not want to evolve. And if she wants to go further, she can look at her father, and she will 
see in her sons her father and her husband. She will see common points, for instance sclerosed 
things that don’t want to go forward. And then, she can decode them, and she might be 
surprised that in three weeks, in six months, eight months, one of her kids will say: “Now I 
agree to take your water, I find it good”. 
 
I have often seen the case where the woman evolves first, and the man will later on. It is 
probably better this way, because if men would be first, they would take the lead and women 
would be forced to follow, it would fall into dictatorship. Now the woman is more “cool”; she 
does her thing and the other follows or not. But it is true that it is sometimes hard, it creates 
conflicts “Where are you going to spend your Sunday afternoon again? The weather is nice, 
and all of this costs us money…” I have seen a young woman who is 30 and who deprograms 
all the memories that her father and her husband show her. She has made a bloody list! There 
were more than 50. And what happens? She told me 15 days ago: “Since Monday I had a deep 
talk with my husband about reincarnation, when before he was refusing to believe in it. He is 
willing to accept to read a book”. So I told her that it is because her inner man starts to 



awaken, because she has decoded. In conflicting relationships, it is wonderful. You will go 
back home and tell yourself: Where do I start? 
 
Don’t start today! Tonight have a quiet, nice evening. But tomorrow, for instance, you can ask 
yourself: In my family, with my friends, are there any relationships that ended up with a 
scandal, problems or antipathy? All of us have such things in our families. Let’s admit that 
you have a brother or a brother in law, who you don’t see anymore since ten years because of 
the sharing of an inheritance. One of the two was unhappy because one received more and he 
had less, one received the silver casserole, the other the copper vase and he didn’t want it, 
well, childish things. But because of our emotional lack of maturity, we cannot see each other 
anymore, and even when we see each other at weddings and funerals, we avoid each other. 
So, you can start with this. It is a big piece, it is very important, because as long as this 
separation exists on the astral plane, by nauseating ties that are there, automatically it also 
blocks your financial abundance, your professional abundance, your abundance with the man 
or the woman with who you live. Because this part which doesn’t love, your partner and your 
children necessarily take it in the face, all the time. And as in the case of the young woman, 
whose incestuous father wasn’t taking action, it goes into the pattern of the children. And with 
mothers it is wonderful, because all that you decode in relation to yourself, your husband, 
your mother, those you have known in your surroundings, you also decode for your children 
in the same time, and they will not need to live these things. It means that at the age of 25, 
they will do things that you only do now. This consciousness will take place. I can see this 
with my daughter. She has a maturity in her relation to the man, which I didn’t even have at 
the age of 35. All of this because I do decode in myself. And my parents, now they love each 
other; after 45 years of wedding. Before, they used to have dust-ups. I only see them once 
every two years approximately, but the fact that I decode in myself made them get closer. 
 
Question: How is it possible to do to decode things with beings totally out of touch after a 
difficult separation? 
 
You can say for instance: “I have the intention to transform all the load of hate and antipathy 
that exists between me and Jacques (who lives far and whom you will probably never see 
again) into Love. Now I have the intention to love this man – or this woman – with whom 
there was a serious story that has wounded both of us and keeps us away from each other”. 
 
 You have thrown the intention as a fisherman who has thrown his hook, and then you look at 
what is happening. There are things that will come up in you, but even if you never see this 
man again, you will meet other persons who will express a kind of energy similar to his, one 
of them could even look like him physically. And at this time, this person will serve as 
intermediary to resolve this situation. He will have the same patterns, the same memories, 
which might create tensions with you again. And he will show you the memories in you that 
have caused the tensions with the other and created the break at a time when you were young 
and didn’t know all of this. So a similar person will be brought to you, perhaps in a 
relationship, or in a job, or in the neighbourhood, for you to heal these memories in yourself, 
and so then you will heal the tie with this other person in the same time as with this one. At a 
given time, it will be healed because the relation that was brought to you will go away. You 
won’t see him again, which means that it is healed. It is then possible that one day, 20 years 
later; you might receive a happy New Year card from this person who is out of touch. It will 
be the sign that it is healed. It does not mean that you will have to or that you might be willing 
to make it up with him again, but if there are still little crumbs to heal, it will happen, there 
will be at least a contact, a dialogue. If it is totally healed, you will get a little sign that will 



show it to you, perhaps a dream, in which you will see this person completely nice and warm 
with you. 
 
This, I have seen it. It is magic! When you want to heal a relationship and you no longer see 
the person since 20 years, because there is a liability – “the child” of the relation who is ill – 
well you will be brought someone who is alike. Diamond water will lead you towards a 
photocopy of this person. 
 
Question: Is it necessary to wait for the sign or is it possible to send the card by ourselves? 
 
No, you will not wish to do it, because you will have doubts about knowing if it is fully 
erased or not. Because the problem, when you decode a pattern like this, when you push 
prodigal sons to come back to God, to you too as well, you never know when it is totally 
healed, except by the reaction of the surroundings. In other words, you know that you have 
changed your hair style the day when you look at yourself in the mirror. What are mirrors? 
There are all the other human beings, the dog, the cat, the mosquito that bites you at this place 
rather than another, all this is the mirror. 
 
Intervention: I would like you to talk about these little tubes that you had yesterday. 
 
The DNA 850 systems are used to make diamond water, but you don’t need to buy them since 
it is multipliable. On another end, you can use the tube to meditate, encode pills (two days in a 
bowl), beauty products or essential oils. Some use them for healing sessions… To encode the 
water, you put the tube in a glass with water, and you leave it for 12 hours. The next day you 
have a glass of diamond water that you can multiply infinitely. In the beginning, some were 
making the mistake to put it in 5 litres of water, but in this case you have to wait for 15 days 
or three weeks, it takes too long. 
 
It is multipliable for life and for billions of people. All the water that I have brought in France 
or to Quebec – it is present in 60 countries now – was coming from a glass of water that I 
have made in April 2000. So, it multiplies itself, it is not diluted, it multiplies. Not everybody 
can feel the difference with other waters, at the level of the energy, but my father who is 77, 
when I brought him this water, he did put his hands around it and he said that he could feel 
that it was working everywhere. Not everybody has this kind of sensitivity, but it is possible 
to develop it. I have here the letter of a woman who couldn’t come and who is asking 
questions. She asks what is the effect of diamond water on remedies, dental anaesthesias 
etc…Diamond water only cuts the effect of the allopathic remedy when it is necessary or 
when the remedy is toxic for the person, otherwise it doesn’t cut it. This lady says in her letter 
that she could really feel the energy of the Divine Mother in the water. She is not the only 
one: A lot of people do feel a feminine energy when they get closer to this water. 
 
Question: How is it possible to know if there is a mistake in the dosage, if it is still diamond 
water? 
 
You have seen that I advise to put 10% o diamond water in the bottle, but it is not so valuable 
anymore. Even if you only leave a spoon, don’t worry, it will become diamond water still, but 
just wait another hour. There is someone who has put one litre and a half in 400 000 litres of 
polluted water, and after 7 days, there was already a decrease of 10% of the radioactive heavy 
metals contained in this water. So, even a drop in a 200 litres tank, it will work, but it might 
take 8 days. 



Question: Is it possible to put some into the sources? 
 
Sources keep flowing all the time! It is better to put it in the lakes and the rivers. But it is not a 
problem, from the source; it will flow in the rivers, which come back to the ground water… 
 
Question: Is it possible to wash the car with diamond water? 
 
Of course, you will see that it will shine even more! Because it takes away some of the 
chlorine and tartar in the water. I know a person who washes the floors with it and who uses it 
in the washing machine, and I made the experience once to put some in the washing machine 
to wash pullovers or shirts, and when I did put these clothes on me, I passed my hands on 
them and I felt the energy that was coming up along my arm. The clothes were soft and alive. 
With a spray, you can put it on your face before your night cream, or on your food at the 
restaurant…Some people put it on radiators…No problem, play with it, have fun! 
 
In the beginning you might need to drink a lot of it. I had a period like this, ten months ago, 
when I had the need to drink loads of it for weeks, when I tend to drink more wine than water. 
It lasted for two months and then it stopped. In the beginning you can feel quite tired as well, 
it happened several times. Don’t worry about it. But it is impossible to become addicted to it, 
at a level where good and bad are united, it is not possible. I can stay two days without 
drinking any of it, when I am travelling without missing it. 
 
Question: Is it better to say the intention aloud? 
 
You can do it mentally, but do not forget that the sound of the voice carries energy so the 
impact is greater. Although at the office, if you don’t want other people to believe that you are 
nuts, do it discreetly, mentally or in a low voice, it will still work. 
 
Question: To encode lavender essential oil, is it as for water? 
 
Yes, but you leave the encoder longer, because oil takes longer to be encoded. 
 
Question: Is it possible to drink this water without putting intentions? 
 
Of course, you can give it to people, who will drink it without intentions, old people for 
instance. Children generally like this water. They will be able to say: “I have the intention to 
not have hiccup anymore”. They will drink and their hiccup will vanish straight away. 
 
Question: If you stack an intention on another that you’ve already put in the glass? 
 
No problem. You can sometimes put two intentions in the same glass, as long as they are not 
contradictory: 
 
Question: What is this “super-ionized” water from Turkey? 
 
It is a whole story! This water appeared one year before diamond water, and I couldn’t really 
“feel” it. An article on the web was saying that it had been created by a Sufi Master, with 
sacred chants. And a man from Belgium, very interested by the water went to Istanbul to 
check it out. Once there, he arrived in a factory called “Perfect Science”, directed by 
M.Doyouk, a researcher, a chemist, who told him that there never was any Sufi. So this water 



started from a lie. There is something not clear there. This water was credited by Drunvalo 
Melchisedech, who wrote the book about the Flower of Life, and as he is very well-known 
and many people drink his words, automatically this water became famous very quickly. 
People were talking about it and it was selling. I had a bottle of it, which I did use in my bath 
to try it. It is true that it produces oxygen; we can see that there are supplementary ions. 
Although it doesn’t have the level of consciousness of diamond water, this I am sure about. 
And what is funny is that the people who were keen about this water from Turkey were 
radically against diamond water. So, I have seen in me, again, patterns of separation, perhaps 
a memory in me which was saying: “As it is me who made it, it is better!” So then I decoded 
this and it seems after two or three years that this water from Turkey exists, that Drunvalo has 
changed his mind. On the 27th of May, in Paris, he said in front of 2 or 3 thousands of people 
that they shouldn’t drink it or use it, because he had made an enquiry and everything had in 
fact started from a lie, the factory has lied, this water wasn’t used to clean up the oil slicks that 
happened when it was supposed to do it; the laboratory was destroyed during an earthquake, 
then there was an oil slick 500 metres lower, and at the place where the factory was, someone 
poured 5 litres of diamond water, which is quite strange as well. 
 
I believe that I am the only one who made diamond water. I know that in the USA a doctor 
has made “crystal water”, which is from what I’ve heard, very good and very beautiful. I will 
taste it one day in Quebec, because I know that they have a lot of it there, but again it is 
something else. It is well structured water, which has a beautiful crystal, which is very 
beautiful, very pure. But the water that I am giving you here, it is not that much its purity that 
matters with it, it is the fact that it acts upon the human trellis. Because as you start to 
deprogram, even as few as you might do, you are throwing little billiards balls throughout all 
the spider web of human race’s genetics. Therefore, you lessen the tests that will fall upon us, 
and that already fell onto a lot of nations, with floods, earthquakes, genocides and all the rest. 
So, the goal of this water is rather this: to bring the beings to another consciousness, to bring 
life. If you have children, especially if they are small, give them this water to drink, and if you 
have friends who are pregnant, give them this water to drink: they will lighten the DNA of 
their foetus, and it will allow souls more free, less handicapped to express themselves and to 
find their axis quicker, their choice of studies, books relationships…They will grope about 
less. We don’t have time anymore. This water is a little bit as a secret agent, that goes 
forward, and you will see that some people will refuse it; they will not want to evolve. Never 
mind, let go of them. Anyway one day this water will rain. The day when it will flow through 
your tabs and it will rain, there will be no need to drink it anymore, because the supermarket’s 
water will be diamond water, but they will not know it. It will propagate in the clouds; it will 
rain, and perhaps in 7 or 8 years there will be only this on Earth. It is epidemic! 
 
Question: Would it be possible to encode directly: you open the tab and there you are, it is 
diamond water? 
 
You cannot say: “I have the intention that tab water becomes diamond water” because there is 
an entire scientific and energetic work behind it, it is not possible. You can put the encoder in 
a tank of water or a little vase of expansion, of course, but it is not recommended to want to 
do too much. It is better to let it be… 
 
 
 
 
      *** 



I am now going to talk a bit about symbols in dreams. Are you interested? 
 
Question: What are premonitory dreams? 
 
These are dreams during which we go in space-time and we capture events. But if you catch 
them, it means that they are in relation with patterns in you, always. If you dream about plane 
crashes, it has a relation with you, perhaps because you have lived plane crashes in 
Atlantide… 
 
We will make a little inventory, not very deeply, but it will give you an idea. Except for the 
dreams of the Higher Self, which announce the program of your evolution – but it does not 
come straight away, it is only when you will have decoded a certain amount of memories – all 
the dreams speak about your patterns, which your vehicle that is called John, Paul, or Emma 
has to accept, understand and become aware of, because they are parts of yourself that you 
don’t know and that you have perhaps not seen in your surroundings. So the soul insists and it 
sends a dream saying: “Look at this”. 
 
All the individuals you are dreaming about represent patterns, weather it is daddy, mommy, 
the neighbour, or even people you have never seen. So, when we dream, we never dream 
about others; we always dream about ourselves, and you can say that in “real” life, it is always 
the same dream that keeps going. In fact we always dream, we are always into the dream, 
except that in dreams there are some eccentricities that we wouldn’t see during terrestrial life, 
very absurd things that couldn’t take place in our lives, but it is the only difference. Because 
in dreams there is no gravity, no time, and this allows pirouettes. 
 
When you dream about an individual who you don’t know very much, for instance an old 
work colleague, try to see the first impression you have of him. When you see someone in the 
street, who you don’t know, you have an impression: nice, not nice, this or that. It is this first 
impression that shows the pattern that you have in you: stingy, mean…this is what is shown 
to you. When it is people who you know, you are asked to search. It could be Auntie Maggie 
or Cousin James, who has done this or has behaved in such and such way. Your soul shows 
you that you contain this type of behaviour’s memory, and that it is about time to understand 
that if this cousin was here, it was necessary, you had chosen him. 
 
There are other symbols, such as transportations means. If you dream that you are driving a 
car, it is the way you lead your incarnation. If you dream that you are a passenger and 
somebody else drives, it means that there is a memory that is automatically driving you into 
behaviours, which are not yours. It could be the daddy who is driving, or the mommy, or a 
cousin. When someone else drives the car, it means that there is a pattern that is driving the 
person in behaviours that she cannot control herself, because she is not driving. 
 
If someone is devastating a car, it means that a part of us is sabotaging our incarnation’s 
behaviour, a memory that is sabotaging. If we do not know which one it is, it is possible to 
ask what this energy is exactly, to have precisions. In this case, I stay in silence, I let it come, 
and it comes. 
 
Question: And if all of a sudden the car becomes a small car with pedals? 
 



Yes, this is to show that in your incarnation there is perhaps a memory in you that makes you 
struggle. We also have memories in us that make us struggle; therefore we can claim all the 
credit. 
 
Then, when you dream that there is someone in the back of the car, passengers, these 
passengers are important memories in your subconscious. For instance, 15 years ago I had a 
dream in which I was in a car with my parents in the back. I was driving up a hill, but 
backward. I was still evolving, but not the easiest way. I was shown that in my mental there 
was a complication that I had to foil. 
 
Bicycles are a side of the soul. The biker is the cowboy. It is someone who wants to play John 
Wayne, the conquistador. These are energies of domination that we have in us, in our mental. 
The scooter a bit but less, and the bicycle is a little pattern, a very small one, a crumb. 
 
Planes often mean intellectual and mental energies that are not anchored, which make us fly 
off into mental subconscious scenarios, which have nothing to do with the reality that you 
have to live. I used to have dreams like that, and I see the same with people, who are on this 
path of research, but who are too much into emotional mysticism, in the wonderful side of it; 
they are not really on Earth and often dream of planes. Their mental makes they stay above, 
and if the plane crashes or explodes, you are shown with this dream that this subconscious 
behaviour will bring you little crashes, if it hasn’t been the case yet. Diamond water tends to 
anchor; to give you roots, and it will help you to be more balanced. 
 
And if we fly, but without a plane? 
 
It depends. It could be exercises of astral journeys, as I already made some, or also a 
preparation for later on, because you might have to have such kind of interventions to make. It 
is often this, but there are other interpretations as well. 
 
And what about dreaming of scriptures in Sanskrit? 
 
This is because you had Indian lives and it comes back. The soul is going to show it to you so 
that your mental opens a door to the possibility that you might have had lives in India. 
 
But I don’t manage to read, it goes too fast. 
 
Never mind. Sometimes your soul will make you dream of Egyptian writings, and you will 
wonder why. It for the vehicle to accept that there was a life in Egypt. The fact of accepting 
make things move at the level of the neurones and the cellular mental and other memories can 
come up later. You first have to accept; otherwise the door will close itself.  
 
Buses represent the collective consciousness. We don’t drive, and we have to follow the 
general move. As with trains, but the train is even more rigid, less flexible in the driving. It 
means that in us we have behaviours of the general consciousness, which make us take 
everyone’s way, but that there are parts of us that do not manage to get out of this. The day 
you dream that there is only one person left in the bus, it means that you have done a good 
clean up, same with the train. Trains are a collective consciousness driving, in other words 
some patterns which behave as collective consciousness but on rails, so it is rigid. 
 



Same for big boats, it is the collective consciousness of those who have created behaviours to 
hide their emotional. 
 
And if the boat flies?  
 
Oh la la, this is complicated! So it is really the mental that flies above the emotional and 
refuses to see it. 
 
Water represents the emotional. Often, when it is see water, it can represent the mother, and 
Mother Earth, so our relationship with the mother. If this water is frozen – If it is ice or snow 
– it means that during many lives, and perhaps even in this one, we have frozen our emotional 
because of our mental, we stopped expressing it, it is not fluid anymore, it has become solid. 
 
In the beginning, 15 years ago, I was walking on snow and I used to believe that I was on a 
path of light because it was all white. But it is wrong. There were many emotions in me which 
I was not expressing: sufferings, angers that I was not even aware of. It means that we don’t 
even feel our emotions anymore. And if we are told: “You have this in you”, we’d say “No, it 
is not true” because we don’t feel it, it is frozen. So then you have to ask for the thaw of these 
things. 
 
The supermarket means the way we feed ourselves in the collective consciousness. And you 
know that food, Jesus said it, is everything that comes out of our mouth, all that we think, and 
how we act. I am going to give you the example of a woman who often dreams that she walks 
on snow, because she has a lot repressed her feelings. But in the same time she has a great 
will to evolve on the path, and I am going to explain the dream she had. She was driving up a 
hill. So this is her path. At a certain point, the car runs out of steam, the hill is too steep, so 
she has no other choice but to back up, and parks in a supermarket’s parking, where she stays 
for a while. Then, she goes again, she goes down the hill, and she finds down there a sort of 
pond full of muddy snow. The dream stops here. She is shown that mentally she is willing to 
evolve, but as she doesn’t do it with her heart, she will puff very quickly. Automatically she 
drives back and stays on a collective consciousness parking – the supermarket – which means 
that during a year or two there is nothing left, she reads a little bit perhaps, but is not trying to 
decode or to go forward, and it is good, it is necessary so that she can then go back down into 
the muddy emotions that have been ignored for a very long time. So she first has to work on 
these emotions before being able to go up again, and when she will have done this, she will go 
back up again alone, without wanting it.  
 
A flood can be a part of this emotional that has been repressed, which will come up to the 
surface and cause an emotional crisis. 
 
And what about a flood after an earthquake? 
 
An earthquake is a little chock in the genetics, so the emotional will come out. This is what is 
announced. Did you have this last night? Very good. The earthquake is really a chock that 
will take place in the genetics. Let’s say that your house is burning and you are upset for 3 
months, this is an earthquake. 
 
 When we dream that we are dreaming it is perhaps a message to tell you: Be careful, there 
are moments in your life when you are not very present. You are high! 
 



I had a dream in which I was on the side of a stream, which had a sort of slope, the water was 
flowing, very beautiful, and in front of me was a fishing boat, but upside down, perpendicular, 
which was beautiful, yellow looking like the sun. 
 
Was the dream as short as this? Because most of the time there is a context. Did you have this 
dream long ago?  
 
Two or three months ago. 
 
It is quite recent, but it seams that something is missing in this dream. This yellow boat, a 
metal colour, very shiny and beautiful…No, here I can’t tell you because it seams that the 
context is missing. It happens sometimes we have only bits and pieces of a dream, because we 
do not remember some parts of it, so there is always a doubt. 
 
The animals: 
 
The cat represents sensuality and sex, rather feminine. So if you dream that a cat scratches 
you or is mean to you, it means that a part of your sexuality and sensuality has been totally 
ignored, rejected, scorned and this energy starts to be mean. 
 
The horse, in general represents the ego, the will to serve – it is the labour animal. It is the 
subconscious will to serve and to be a slave of the system. If it is a thoroughbred horse, there 
is on top of it the aristocratic side, so it is to serve the name the wealth etc… For instance I 
used to play piano; I regularly had dreams in which I play music. And in the dream, the fact to 
play well or not shows how I play my life. But if I had been a jockey, I would be shown if I 
control the horse or not. Anyway, the horse always means the will of the ego. 
 
The eagle is an animal which represents the lucidity, the clear sight and often in the Bible the 
wisdom, because it is an animal, which, from very high can see a little mouse, can see very 
far. So a dream shows this wisdom in us, this energy of the eagle, and it is enough to accept it, 
to know that we have it. 
 
The dog often means the possession: Don’t touch my bone! I was often shown dreams with 
dogs in the past. It was my possessive parts, at the level of the relations amongst other things. 
 
The snake could symbolize the kundalini, Ida and Pingala, and those sexual energies. For 
instance, when it is cut in three parts, it means that the three bodies physical, emotional and 
mental have not connected this sexuality; it is not connected up to the top, it has been cut, 
separated. 
 
And when it is crawling with snakes? 
 
When it is crawling with snakes, it means that you had lives during which it was crawling 
with sex. When the snake is uncoiling, it means that we are scared of this cosmic sexuality in 
us, of what it gives off! We can burn with this. 
 
I know a woman who is 30, who does not need her husband to make love – and this happened 
to Maria once – in other words her inner man and woman make love together, and she goes up 
to orgasm. This is the point that all of us have to reach. 
 



The monkey, I don’t know. I have never dreamt of a monkey, but it can mean a way to behave 
in life, in a mischievous style. 
 
A fall into the void, it also means a fall into the void, in other words, if it was announced to 
you a few months ago or even 2 years ago, there is a risk for you to go into a void; there are 
probably mental criteria to which you did cling to deal with your life, which are going to 
break all of a sudden and you will find yourself into the void. 
 
In the same way, when you dive into water, and you feel that you are breathing water, it 
means that at a given time you are going to experience a difficult period on the emotional 
level, you will have to dive into the emotional to see what is going on there, and it is 
sometimes scary. 
 
The elevator represents the changes of consciousness’ levels. The floors in houses can be the 
levels of the chakras: first, second, third, etc…If you are in an elevator and you fall to the 
bottom it is as if you were told: go take a look at what is going on in the basement, in your 
genetics, in your base. 
 
When you call someone for help, it means that the memories we have to see have a relation 
with this person; since it is this person that we did call for help, it is the patterns of this person 
that are going to help us discern them and identify them in ourselves. 
 
Question: I dreamt that I was moving and that I had forgotten some things in the previous 
house. 
It means that you have forgotten to see things in relation with a pattern that was in the 
previous mirror. 
 
Houses generally mean your entire being. If you dream about your parent’s house, you are 
shown: be careful, you will have to go back to the house to see what is left in you of the old 
patterns of your parents. 
 
In general the attic means the spiritual part. The bedrooms are the parts where you are still 
asleep. If you see your husband making love there with another man, it means that in your 
inner man, there is a part of masculine homosexuality that still sleeps and that you do not 
know yet. When there is an event, or a discussion that takes place in a bedroom, it is 
something that is deeply asleep in you and that you haven’t seen yet, and it is about time to 
become aware of this thing 
 
When you dream about the bathroom, it is the place where we clean up, purify ourselves. 
Sometimes, in such cases, we dream that there are 15 persons in there, which means that there 
are plenty of patterns that jostle to be cleaned and you don’t seem to move at all. Sometimes 
the bathtub is blocked. You then have to wonder what the hold-up represents. 
 
The toilets: it is the place where we eliminate the emotional and the excrements, so all the 
unnecessary. Here again, they can be blocked, or you stand in queue and it doesn’t go 
forward. 
 
The corridors mean the mental complications to go from one room to the other, which means 
from a place of consciousness to another. Sometimes we search too far and we don’t find. 



With these stories of patterns, it is not needed to search. It is better to ask the question and to 
wait for the answer.  
 
The hall is the place where you welcome others. It is the place where you are seen and where 
you welcome people. Some things can happen there in your dreams. 
 
The dining room is the place where we eat. So, how do I feed myself? Do I feed myself of 
pure thoughts, full of love, of limpid emotions? If you see that in your plate there are things 
that are not very good to eat, you have to try to know what it is. 
 
The kitchen is the place where you make your thoughts and your emotions. It is the place of 
the reactionary mental functioning, which makes that we are going to eat in the dining room 
some food that will have been made in the kitchen in a robotic way by our reactions. 
 
The basement is the place of the lower energies, the sexual energies. You can dream that the 
basement is dirty, full of spiders etc… For instance, one day a woman dreamt that she was 
going down in a well, so in the ground: it means the genetics. The water is the emotional, the 
air is the mental. She was going down into a cave, and in this cave there was a priest on a 
bicycle. And this priest did put a collar and bracelets with barcodes on her. It means that she 
was controlled by the dark forces, with this special implant about which we talked yesterday. 
When she got out, she found herself stuck, and she met an American-Indian energy that 
rescued her. What does it mean? It means that during ancient religious lives, she was co-opted 
by manipulators who were not in the light, who have put a computers virus in her DNA, 
which makes that since lives, even if she is on a path, she is always maintained by opposition 
forces, and one day, thanks to the efforts she makes since many lives, she will re.-integrate 
this American-Indian energy, which will free her. It is true that in her family there are many 
priests, seminarists or else, and she has a cousin who works in a pornographic company, you 
see the contrast! But it goes together. And if I talk about it tonight, it is because in this region 
here, these two energies are present: the ascetic austerity of the religion, which imposes an 
austere purity; and this gives birth – as the plus and the minus we have talked about – to the 
resurgence of a sexual debauchery, or food debauchery or anything else. 
 
Intervention: In my dreams there is always a section of the house which is missing. I can be in 
a magnificent landscape, on holidays, in a hotel, whatever, but I am looking for security, I am 
anxious. 
 
Here you are shown that in your inner house there is a fear of being in insecurity. With a 
dream like this, I put the intention in diamond water to be in full trust wherever I am, to feel 
as an eternal being, a divine being that fears nothing. 
 
The neutral implant manifests where opposite memories complementarize each other into a 
third element, which neutralizes them. If the neutral implant (3rd element) had to brutally 
intervene in your opposite patterns to merge them, you wouldn’t be able to bear it. So if you 
do ask for the neutral implant, the mechanism is started, but you have to see. What I feel is 
that no system will ever do the work in your place. The sky is full of archangels, full of 
angels; on Earth there are many Masters, diamonds, there is the neutral implant, there is 
Kryeon…And you can ask, still we are not in the system of the spiritual pain-killers, it does 
not exist anymore. The catholic suppositories do not exist in our consciousness anymore. We 
can’t. We have to become aware, accept, welcome, love for each thing that we have in 
ourselves. We are as a puzzle, so we have to try to see what each piece of this puzzle is. But if 



you have the intention to see who you are, of what you are made of and to transform all of 
this, this intention alone will already transform your life. 
 
When we wake up too brutally from a dream, the aura doesn’t have the time to re-integrate 
the body properly, or perhaps the cerebral memories lack a bit of suppleness and do not 
manage to store this dream. It is better to stay in the dream as you wake up, to keep it in 
memory, and then get up and note a reference mark to not forget it. Otherwise we get up, we 
go to the toilets and it is over, we have lost it. We have to maintain it, but sometimes we wake 
up nervously and in this case it skips, it happens to me as well. 
 
I heard that it is a lack of B6 vitamin. 
 
It is possible. It is more often due to physical conditions rather than energetic or spiritual. 
 
When I take the Bach Flower remedy called Cerato, I remember my dreams much better. 
 
Yes, so Cerato of the Bach Flowers remedies. Some people put diamond water in a big glass 
jar, at the head of their bed, and say that this way they remember their dreams better and have 
a better sleep. I have one at the head of my bed, and it is true that the cerebellum reloads more 
efficiently.  
 
Someone asks me to talk about this implant or these implants that are supposed to have 
tampered with our vehicle at the time of Atlantide. 
 
It seems that at the time of Lemuria, so about 3 or 4 hundred thousands years, there was a 
school for sexual sublimation, which was making people immortal. When Lemuria sank, there 
were already several hundreds of immortals, who then went to populate Atlantide, on the 
other side of the American continent, which was not at all looking like it does now, and there 
they did keep on forming initiates and making more and more people immortal, through the 
transcendence of the sex. At that time it was possible. They all had an incredible technique, 
which we know almost nothing about, except for little details. It was the beginning of 
Tantrism. 
 
And then it seems that another People, which came from another planet, very advanced on the 
level of technology but not on the level of love, and did settle at the South of Atlantide, at the 
place called Bermuda. And the Atlantes, that we probably were, have accepted that this 
People come here to live. But little by little these people who were actually from Mars, started 
to seduce the Atlantes with the idea to change the DNA of the vehicle, telling them that it 
would make their life better. We hear the same speech now under cover of the progress. Some 
pretend that it is good to make researches on embryo’s cells, that it will allow to cure the 
Alzheimer disease etc…So it is the same language, but behind there are much more important 
things happening. 
 
And so, what happened is certainly that scientific Atlantes, together with these people and 
under the pretext to serve humanity, started to implant sexuality in the hara chakra. There is 
an implant, which was put into the seeds atoms of the soul, to block the feminine sexuality. 
But the Atlantes didn’t know it. In fact they meddled with things they knew nothing about 
while blocking the feminine sexuality so that our sexuality would stay at a mammalian stage, 
at an animal stage. And this is where it still is today. 
 



Because if we reach this androgynous stage and manage to bring up this sexual energy, then it 
is impossible to manipulate us, and we are able to do the things that Jesus was doing 2000 
years ago and that many Masters in Tibet and elsewhere did, such as materialize things, tele-
transport ourselves etc… Matter doesn’t have resistance any more when the cosmic fire has 
transformed it. 
 
So they have put a virus and an implant, and some of us have collaborated to this karma, I did 
amongst others, otherwise I wouldn’t have created diamond water to fix this. So we have 
collaborated to the fall, and we have lost 25 000 years! To tell the truth, nothing is lost since 
time doesn’t exist, but we would be more happy since 25 000 years in any case! When we 
think about time and space, it is quite a lot. It seems that this implant is not transformable. I 
will tell you the dream I had, which shows the presence of this implant. This implant comes 
from the 11th universe. It seems that there are 12 universes, and we are in the 12th. 
 
Three years ago, I dreamt that there were 11 pots and in each of them I was putting a big 
broad bean or a big bean. The 10 first pots gave orchids, lis, very high and very beautiful. 
From the 11th pot came out a boar’s head, the animal side. I took this head; it fell on the floor 
and became a small devil, with little horns and a forked tail. This little devil implanted itself 
right into my hara chakra. I was telling it: “I love you; I send you love and light”. The more I 
was saying this and the more it was making fun of me. And so I understood that it was not 
transformable. At the end of the dream, I pointed my finger towards him and said: “Now I am 
Christ, so die” and he smashed into pieces as a car’s windscreen. 
 
 Subsequently it is something that has to break; it is not transformable. This little devil, it is 
not so much the implant from Atlantide of which I talked, but the implant of Lucifer, of this 
11th universe, which was implanted in all the souls so that we can know free will. Because, 
how could we know free will if there hadn’t been volunteers who wanted to act against God, 
so that we might choose? 
 
They have decided to be against God to create the 12th universe. The problem is that some of 
them didn’t come back to God in time. They stayed stuck. It is the greys. It is not the whites 
or the blacks but the greys. Those are doomed to the second death. They are what we call the 
devil. But the true opposition: evil is the left hand of God; we shouldn’t deny it; we have to 
love it and connect it to the white to create the third force: the being. For the grey, it is 
different. It is someone who has fossilized a bit of black and a bit of white, who made 
robotism out of it and totally lost his individuality. 
 
 Is the white race destined to disappear? 
 
There will be a change. We were told that in the new era everything will transform, including 
our dentition, since we will no longer eat as we do now. The kitchen will be gone. My 
naturopathy teacher used to say: “God has made food, the devil made the kitchen”. We had to 
live it as well, but we won’t eat anything cooked anymore, it will be over. We cannot eat 
death in a world that is alive, it isn’t possible anymore. 
 
What can we do with this implant? 
 
Like in the end of my dream: you give it the order to die! But I have already tried 50 times, it 
doesn’t work. I have to wait for the appropriate time, which means when all of my cells will 
be Christ. I have perhaps 50 %, but the rest is not there yet. And as long as I will be there, it 



will not work. It is not obvious with this story because we can feel this core that keeps 
fighting all the time. It is a true battle of the Graal… 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
* * * 

 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
     
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PART TWO 
 
CHAPTER I 
 
Dialogue between Alphonse Sceptic and Jean Dorion 
 
Alphonse Sceptic is a reporter, a man of good will and courage who is interviewing Jean 
Dorion about his research. He doesn’t hide his scepticism but accepts with honesty to think 
about what will be said. 
 
A.S. Hello Mister Dorion, happy to meet you for this conversation. 
 
J.D. Thank you for your interest in my work, I will try to be as clear as possible. Sit down, 
please. 
 
A.S. Thank you…Where are we going to start? 
 
J.D. You have to tell me yourself, you are the spokesman of the man in the street, well 
anchored in his functioning. 
 
A.S. Let’s take it from there, what do you mean by “well anchored in his functioning”? 
 
J.D. Great question to start with, you seem in good shape! According to myself, I discern 
those who function by fitting to the norms of the system; those who rebel and fall in the 
opposite functioning; there are also some beings that go towards a life characterised by the 
manifestation of their creativity, in this way artists are ahead. 
 
A.S. Aren’t we forced to function? What a chaos if no one would accept to be a part of the 
society! 
 
J.D. Of course, in matter, there is a necessary obedience to the rules to evolve within a certain 
kind of harmony. But there is a great difference between participating consciously with love 
through the functioning and being a slave of it. For instance: If you accomplish your daily 
tasks in a state of constraint, you are not happy and in time you will be sad, old, and 
eventually ill. If you work while being aware that you create, that you express the creativity of 
your whole, then joy, lightness and smile make you richer. 
 
A.S. How is it that the human being ended up being unhappy, caught into constraints? 
 
J.D. The human being believes that he is only a personality walking on Earth. When he is a 
child, we instil in him constraints without telling him that they are necessary rules to his 
fulfilment. He is filled with knowledge at school, and with toys at home. He doesn’t often 
receive the quality of love that he wishes. Sometimes, he stays for hours in front of TV, 
anaesthetizing the muscle of his intelligence. The child does not create enough; he feels 
inferior to the adults and enters into a system of submission, “because they are my parents”, 
and this can lead to the famous teenage rebellion, fruit of an artificial childhood. 
 
A.S. Isn’t it the way things are? Wasn’t it always like that?  
 



J.D. Yes, that’s the way it is since centuries, except for the expression of activities which 
changes according to fashions and present technologies. This programming since childhood 
was normal and necessary as you say, but it becomes more and more narrow since 
consciousness increases. We can say that since a few decades, the education and instruction of 
the children are not fitting their potential of life and intelligence. 
 
A.S. So, you say that the human being has a false vision of himself because of education and 
instruction? But then you denounce the entire system! I don’t agree with you, because there 
seem to be a certain quality to what id done. 
 
J.D. Well, I would say that the human being has a vision which is, if not false, at least 
incomplete of him. I notice that the educational and instruction system takes roots in a state of 
consciousness that is now becoming sterile, and it has to change to fulfil the demand of the 
young human beings. 
 
A.S. I understand less and less, what is a state of consciousness? 
 
J.D. Are you aware of being seated in this armchair? 
 
A.S. Are you making fun of me? 
 
J.D. Not at all; if you were asleep, you wouldn’t be aware of being seated in this armchair. 
 
A.S. Your reasoning is simplistic, what about talking seriously? 
 
J.D. You wouldn’t be aware of your pullover’s colour if you were blind and anyone could tell 
you that it is blue, red or green and you would take it for granted. 
 
A.S. Unfortunately I see very well, how are you going to get out of this? 
 
J.D. I voluntarily adopted this casual dialectic to say that consciousness is like the organ of 
sight and that this one can be nebulous or advantageously developed for the happiness of the 
human being. 
 
A.S. So in what way is the present system inappropriate? 
 
J.D. I would like to expose in front of you the slogans that support and manage most of 
collective and individual behaviours, if we consider that a group of individuals functioning on 
the same mode does constitute a robotic behavioural mass of a collective consciousness. 
 
In the family: “We are your parents, you have to do what we desire for you. We are authority, 
wisdom and we have more experience. You have to work well at school to have a good job 
and a solid bank account, so we will be able to be proud of you.” 
 
In this way, the child receives images of possession, attachment, submission to authority, and  
reverence for his parents. We program him so that he works at school in a self-interested goal 
and not in the immediate appreciation of a wok that brings discipline and psychic structure. 
Therefore he is pushed towards competition, greed and unscrupulous ambition etc… 
 



At school: “You are descended from the monkey, your memory interests us. You are going to 
learn incredible sums of “how it works” but eliminate from your vocabulary the “why it is 
like this”. Amongst billions of stars, only Earth is populated. All that is said by the scientists 
is true etc…” 
 
Within religion: “You were born out of sin. Fortunately Christ came, otherwise… We are the 
intermediaries between God and yourselves because you are not able to intercede by 
yourselves. When you die your soul goes to Heaven with little angels etc…” 
 
As far as health is concerned: “The human being is omnivorous like the pig. You can eat 
everything because disease comes from microbes. We, as the religious, have the knowledge to 
bring you to health. Therefore come regularly for maintenance as you do for your car etc…” 
 
A.S. Well, effectively, what a program! 
 
J.D. This is what is inculcated to the young human beings. Once they become adults, they 
function on these bases because they believe that they have to manage getting a place in the 
society before becoming old and sick. Therefore they sacrifice the time that would be 
necessary to the knowledge of them selves to the profit of a fanciful race. Or they will reject 
the whole of the system to become notorious delinquents. 
 
The frame of this system of consciousness is the word: TO HAVE. So, in order TO HAVE we 
have to act for a FUTURE better than the PAST. This leads to SUCCESS or to FAILURE. 
The appreciation of the present time only expresses through dependence or immediate 
pleasures. This level of consciousness is called: “The consciousness of the Tree of Death”. 
 
A.S. Although, success is interesting for me. 
 
J.D. You have said it, it is interesting to fill up the fears of insecurity, to avoid shame in front 
of others, and to attract the friendship of the surroundings. It is very interesting for your 
image, in other words for the formal lie that is advertising your personality. 
 
A.S. Enough! This is enough! You are tough with me, I think I will go back home, I am 
starting to feel tired. I will see you again when I will have digested this, bye. 
 
J.D. One suggestion: Remove the letter “I” from the word image, and there will remain only 
the MAGE in you. I hope to see you soon again. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     * * * 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER II 
 
J.D. Hello Mr A.S., how are you? 
 
A.S. After some turbulence, I am better. There was a moment when I cursed you, and then, 
after thinking about it, I effectively noticed that the present system tends to robotize the 
human being. 
 
J.D. Good, fortunately, many people like you, wonder about what they really are and start to 
find satisfying answers. The phenomenon of the sects was born from this spiritual awakening 
quickly hijacked by more or less well intentioned “gurus”, sometimes honest but fooled by 
their own ignorance. 
 
A.S. How would you define a sect? 
 
J.D. It comes from a Latin word that means “TO FOLLOW”. The persons, who want to get 
out of the first level of consciousness that was mentioned in the first chapter, are not very 
often able to go forward by themselves by reading for instance the abundant literature 
available and by examining themselves deep inside. Therefore they are attracted by group 
teachings that are given verbally, becoming the satellites of the so-called masters. These 
teachings are useful, sometimes rich and profound. They can become a trap for those who 
remain attached to them and to the teachers that promote them. 
 
A.S. So they go back to a functioning, differently expressed? 
 
J.D. Exactly. They quit the collective functioning of the first level of consciousness to enter 
the second one, called: “Consciousness of the knowledge of the tree of good and evil”. The 
people, at this level, cannot yet get the rid of the robotism programmed in their various 
bodies, so at this level 2, they start to reject, sometimes to hate the level of consciousness of 
the first level. 
In a mystic-emotional outburst, these beings sometimes quit their family, their job for 
instance, motivated by a radical rejection of all that constitutes the collective functioning. 
 
A.S. Why the tree of the knowledge of good and evil? Aren’t the people of the first level 
(Tree of death) aware of good and evil? 
 
J.D. Yes, but there is a difference and it is big while being subtle. The beings living in the first 
level of consciousness function according to the ordered good and evil, decided by religion’s 
norms, family’s norms and the custom’s norms. For instance, some practices are considered 
bad in Europe and good in Africa. To be polygamous is normal for some people when for us it 
cannot be accepted as good for the human being. In the next step, the beings are progressively 
getting free of these norms, sometimes brutally with rebellion. He progressively perceives his 
own criteria, by determining what is good or bad for him and not to satisfy to the image that 
was shown to him since his childhood. He slowly understands that his own fulfilment will 
take place within the concretisation of what he is and not of what he possesses as far as 
knowledge, erudition or material goods are concerned. This passage lasts several years, with 
many trial and error and confusions at the beginning because everything has to be considered 
again at the light of a more lucid vision. 
 
A.S. Concretely, what are the visible changes in the life of such a person? 



J.D. These people will eventually go towards softer medicines or energetic ones and become 
more distant towards allopathic medicine. They will progressively manifest love for their 
physical body and start to take care of this one; particularly in the choice of a more vegetarian 
food, sometimes biological. 
 
A.S. Do these choices really bring good or is it only a fashion for naïve people? Isn’t official 
medicine the most competent one? 
 
J.D. Allopathic medicine considers that disease is a fatality and that man is a victim of it 
against his own will, that we should be afraid of it and protect ourselves against it. It also 
explains that it comes from the outside through microbes, viruses etc… This kind of 
philosophy attracts all the people of the first level of consciousness, who consider that all their 
problems come from the outside, by chance. So, allopathic medicine answers to this demand. 
If people remain in a state of victim, it attracts saviours that are medicine of effects, 
syndicates, political parties, religions, sects, affective or sexual addictions, etc… The torturers 
to fight are microbes, low salaries, alcohol, drugs, prostitution etc… I can say that, regarding 
healing techniques, allopathic medicine occupies a right and necessary place, serving this 
collective mass. 
 
A.S. Why do those who approach the second level of consciousness change of medicine? 
 
J.D. They progressively get out of the triangle torturer-victim-saviour. They understand that 
the physical body is not a junk room but a highly sophisticated piece of art and that it is 
necessary to take care of it by good eating habits, psychic health, and exercise. In this way 
they become more and more responsible. They act to increase their wellness. During a certain 
amount of time they regularly visit doctors and therapists of a different kind to have a better 
understanding of the functioning of their body. At this stage, there is still a need for saviours, 
isn’t it? But those normally have with their clients a constructive dialogue in order to help 
them become more and more independent, if the motive of their profession is based on the 
love of others. 
 
A.S. Could we now approach the third step? 
 
J.D. Do you mean the third level of consciousness? 
 
A.S. Yes; the one of the knowledge of the Tree of Life. I am starting to be really interested. 
 
J.D. Ok. As long as wisdom and maturity grow, the human being starts to discern that the bad 
shouldn’t be chased or rejected. Progressively, he lays down his arms and stops fighting 
against what he estimated bad or unjust. Therefore he enters a period of acceptation towards 
what disturbs him, and here starts the real work that will lead him towards the sovereignty of 
his life. He doesn’t speak of “future” anymore but of “becoming”, nor of “having” but 
“being”, “success and failure” are replaced by “attainment”. With time, he becomes aware 
that the situations that disturb him and that block his fulfilment are only projections of his 
subconscious, which often take place without his knowledge, against his own will. At this 
moment, he starts to repatriate in himself what he sees in his surroundings, and after having 
identified what causes the situation, he will welcome this subconscious memory, which will 
transform through the alchemy of the heart up to the memories contained at the cellular level. 
With joy, he will see the situation release to his advantage, without having acted outside at all. 
 



A.S. Wait, it is difficult to understand, could you give an example? 
 
J.D. With pleasure. I have a couple of friends in France who thought about buying a house 
totally adequate for their activities. The problem was that it was more than necessary to sale 
first the one in which they used to live to have the money needed to buy the future house. 
Various visitors had come, without any result. One day, a couple was very enthusiastic to buy 
their house, but the lady refused because, as she said: “I am too close from my parents”. This 
couple of friends, disappointed by this reaction and seeing the deadline approaching regarding 
the signature for their future accommodation did wonder about this lady’s reaction. “Do we 
have rejection towards our parents? Let’s not forget that they lived in the same village and we 
sometimes had to go though difficult situations with them”. These friends accepted that in 
their subconscious there were attachments, rejections and non-erased resentments. In a heart 
outburst they inwardly did thank this possible buyer for having shown them the blockage that 
was obstructing the sale of their house. They did use diamond water to deprogram this from 
their own cells and a few days later new visitors came and bought their house. 
 
A.S. Is it always that easy? 
 
J.D. No, because the love of the heart is necessary, without judgement and so without any 
reaction so that the alchemy can operate. And sometimes, between the acceptation and the 
welcoming, reactions of anger and others obstruct the inner transformation. It is then needed 
to wait until these reactions calm down. 
 
A.S. So, if I have well understood, the other is a medium who announces us more or less 
hardly what we have in our cellular recordings. 
 
J.D. Exactly. I can see that you are less and less sceptical. Bravo! 
 
A.S. And what about the 4th level of consciousness? 
 
J.D. I will try to tell you about it, although I am a beginner in this passage. At this stage, the 
human being doesn’t identify anymore to the form in which he is incarnated or to the 
incarnated soul by itself either. He is into a space of supra-consciousness, doted of a supra-
mental. He can feel that he is only love in a perpetual state of presence underlying the form, 
considering that the atom is already a form. In other words, for him matter is only a dream, an 
illusion that he has chosen to experiment in order to climb the ladder of his own growth. He 
feels achieved and aware of the PRESENCE that fills the void in between the atoms, he feels 
present in all that is and spreads in all things. In that state of consciousness, he can see behind 
the appearances and discern the extreme sacred perfection that rules the events of his life and 
of the world that surrounds him. This level is called: “The knowledge of the Tree of 
Immortality”. 
 
A.S. I cannot understand what you are saying, I still have a long way to go before getting 
there, but I will be on my way. 
 
J.D. Did you know that your sceptical attitude in the beginning of this interview was 
manifesting an incredulous memory in my subconscious? 
I thank you for having showed it to me. I am happy to see that it did greatly transform. 
 
A.S Well, I can see that you don’t miss any of it! 



 
J.D. See you soon my dear friend, and have a nice journey towards yourself!        
 
 
 
     
 
  
 
 
 
 
   
 
    
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THIRD PART 
 
CHAPTER I 
 
 
There is, in the present generation and those to come, a royal lineage exempted of all karma. 
These beings have demonstrated since many lives their attachment towards the Creator of the 
universes. 
 
They have washed their robe in the blood of the lamb, were persecuted for the name of God. 
 
Although they are incarnated in imperfect physical vehicles, they will soon reveal themselves 
as my representatives on Earth. 
 
Do not admire them, do not venerate them! Because they are not without fault or slavery, due 
to this flesh that is since a long time shrouded in lie. 
 
But respect the messages they announce, the sciences they transmit, and the love they share. 
Help them to stay standing in adversity and temptations.  
 
The final resolution is close, it is now necessary to arm yourselves with love and trust in your 
inner power that was anaesthetised until now. Do not be afraid to lose everything to become 
the being that you already are without knowing it. Do not fear going beyond dependences to 
conformism, to traditions and to the constraints expressed by familial and social systems. 
 
You are a part of this large family generated by the planetary Christ as second “Adam”, 
because you have acquired the necessary attributes while drinking his blood and eating his 
flesh. Your flesh, your physical body starts to resemble in all aspects this high level 
consciousness and His Soul runs in your blood. Master Jesus was the first born and the 
powerful example of the quality of invincible love that flows in you. 
 
Amongst you, some will become aware of their status and of the role they have decided to 
play on the worldwide scene. They will first be 12, then 26, then 54 to reach the number of 
120 in order to accompany HIM WHO COMES. 
 
As everything will take place, they will go though a geographical relocation and a realignment 
of their competences. Later on, the number of 120 will be completed by those of the young 
generations, who will have matured in the mean time. 
 
When their number will be revealed, they will be brought in a spaceship where their 
respective higher self resides. They are awaited there to go through a metamorphosis, which 
will entrust them of incorruptibility and of the essential capacities to allow the rescue of those, 
whose heart flutters with love for all that is. 
 
Little by little you will notice that there is only one man in evolution on the planet, and each 
human being constitutes one cell of his material body. The non-incarnated humans compose 
his anti-matter body. 
 



The second Christic Adam is a germ-cell of the entire potential plan of this body, containing 
the Alpha and the Omega; The beginning and the end of the human story since the original 
dream of the Creator. 
 
As each dream or idea, the application in the materialised creation was requiring sketches, 
which were becoming finer from cycle to cycle, incalculable according to your understanding 
of time. The wastes attributable to the refining periods are at each end of a cycle recycled into 
mineral matter. Here we are talking about the second death or the Gehenna of which was 
talking the Master Jesus.  
 
In the chaos that is presently emerging, you notice the craziness and the lack of intelligence 
that manifest through the gross dross of the planetary man’s body. Don’t blame them! They 
are the residual ashes of your purification, but the non-extinct charcoals are rekindled for 
now, in order to perfect the current refining and to burn the matrix of the deceitful memories. 
Now you can see why evil and its devils are represented in a fire scenery belonging to hell. 
 
The beings opposed to evolution and who manipulate humankind represent this devil of which 
we were talking about and they make you live lives that are sometimes difficult, as into the 
fire, so that your cellular memories, which resemble them, can be consumed and you can get 
out of it purified. 
 
This devil which is mentioned in Apocalypse chapter 12:12 constitute this category, this part 
of the planetary body that has lost the power to fly and to quit the Earth. They are animated by 
a great anger since they see the trap closing down on them. 
 
I suggest you to be vigilant so that the flames of these diabolic ashes do not take you away in 
this present activation. 
 
The Christic diamond that you are requires a solid anchorage into the Earth, and so, the 
progressive uprooting of the illusory matrix will take place without destroying you. 
 
Have you noticed the functioning of the human body? 
 
When you eat, your system of digestive alchemy transforms the food by destroying its shape, 
and then it distributes what the cells need and rejects the superfluous. 
 
The planetary human body eats the food of its thoughts, words and actions and then normally 
rejects the form that is getting recycled into energetic matter.  
 
It happened too many times that humankind confuses the form with the essence that composes 
it, creating this way a constipation of its pleasant or unpleasant memories. This gives birth to 
rituals and repetitive ceremonies emptied of their energy and of their original sense, of which 
those who prostrate before images take delight in. 
 
To let go of the form means: Forgetting about the third dimension rituals; not putting the new 
knowledge in ancient systems of functioning, as the new wine into the old wine skins. 
 
Lose the compiling and linear memory that counts the factual forms from the past to the 
future while concealing the present. 
 



Close the door to all that shines, to all that charms and seduces. Be in connection with the 
verticality of the out of time moment that is the spark of the present. Accept your 
imperfections and love them. Become aware of what the movie of your surroundings shows 
you about your subconscious film. Love each image of this content and let this transmutation 
force that is the Christ’s energy in you act. 
 
Above all, do not correct yourself and do not correct anyone. Let go of the event and feel 
within the inner silence the effects produced in an active acceptation and not in a passive 
submission. 
 
Because upon which criteria would you correct yourself? All the parameters of good and evil 
collapse and become obsolete. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER II 
 
Who amongst you is standing? 
 
Are you able to discern what is really taking place behind the appearance of the events? 
 
Many signs are taking place right now at the down of the new day. 
 
The various organs of the humankind’s body, composed of various ethnic groups, express that 
which wasn’t yet revealed: old tumours and karmic abscesses do sometimes violently 
manifest under the effect of the purifying law. 
 
Mother Earth discharges its heavy memories through specific human groups, which 
subconsciously participate to this cleaning while getting carried away into wars and genocides 
movements. 
 
Apparently it seems horrible, but in truth it is actually purification, an energetic 
transformation of the cores or compact masses of heavy thoughts and emotions, through the 
fact of expressions into blood. 
 
The apostle Paul used to say: “There is no forgiveness without blood shed”. Here is a 
scientific law which is the base of animal sacrifices offered to the Gods in the ancient times. 
These animals used to suck in, to take upon themselves the polluting thought shapes of those 
that were offering them. These animals were dying in sacred conditions and at specific 
periods. 
 
Please know that each thought, word, judgement of sectarianism poisons the Earth and its 
subtle bodies, which can only purify themselves by using the racial organ, the characteristics 
of which will make it propitious to channel, in the same way as a lighting conductor would 
do, these psychic wastes that will finally strongly push this particular group to concretize it 
through violent actions. The level of evolution of these beings doesn’t allow them to 
recognize these energies in themselves in order to transmute them with love, faith and 
humility without striking the other. 
 
These violent discharge abscesses are somehow a detoxification consequence of this 
subconscious incapacity to recognize in each of you, these memories of judgement and 
separation that constantly feed the household of these murders. 
 
Although it is not advised to dramatize nor feel guilty, but simply look in the self what the 
surroundings is showing; discern what you do not like of yourself in the other; accept and 
welcome in your heart this part that was unknown until now; thank life and the other who has 
demonstrated it. From this moment on, this identified memory, following the example of the 
prodigal son comes back to your inner Christ with love. With time this Christic capacity of 
transmutation increases, you progressively become more sovereign of yourself and of the 
events, your physical body raises its vibrations, influencing all the energetic trellis of the 
human race and favouring the awakening of others and the decrease of bloody wars. 
 
You will very quickly notice that your difficulties will smooth out since they will be less and 
less fed by these memories in current transformation. 
 



Here is an essential key of growth that leads to the sovereignty of your life so that finally, 
instead of suffering the events you can create them according to your soul’s desire. 
 
It is absolutely impossible for you to see behaviour patterns in others if you do not have them 
inside yourself! In other words, it is impossible to love or hate anything else but a part of 
oneself expressed by the surroundings. 
 
Love and hate, so attraction and repulsion, constitute the two faces of the same money coin. 
Divine Love is not partial, knows no attachments and no rejections. 
 
It is a vertical love that diffracts itself through the consciousness of good and evil, of which 
the subconscious memories are impregnated, in order to translate themselves into a duality 
composed of possessive attachments and more or les brutal rejections. At this level, the 
human beings are as bewitched by those energies and are led to possess human beings, 
countries, money, intellectual knowledge etc… The property instinct is a consequence of this, 
causing the man to protect himself and to attack those who threaten these benefits. 
 
In the end, this man defines his life’s objective, hoping the success of his program, in which 
he can fail and experiment failure. It is a life full of fights, of sufferings and sometimes 
illnesses. 
 
You, who are on this non-ordinary path, consider your life as an experience that leads to the 
achievement of what you have neglected for a very long time. In this case, there is no longer 
any success or failure, but a daily food of love and intelligence where you gather noble 
matters to build your present time. 
 
In this way you get out of the consciousness of good and evil to step over the barrier that 
separates you from the consciousness of the Tree of Life. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER III 
 
You often consider a truth through its psycho-emotional or intellectual shape, which fits in 
and complements the ego’s needs. 
 
Often, scientific truths look like dogmatic reassuring slogans, waved to the profit of human 
vanity. 
 
Each being sees things differently; each is unique and accepts his truth, which is never exactly 
the same as others. 
 
     So, what is truth? 
 
It is the acceptation that each of us sees his reality according to his level of consciousness, 
that each has his truth, which shouldn’t become a pretext to separation and debate, but an 
encouragement to exchange, to tolerant dialogue, to the enrichment coming out of it. 
 
Each human being stands in this world thanks to his truth. To aggress a being through proofs 
proves to be an intellectual dictatorship and a manipulation. 
 
To let him experiment this truth, is to allow him harvest the pleasant or unpleasant fruit of it. 
So, he can get his own teachings from it and grow to his own rhythm. 
 
Besides, this human truth is a necessary illusion since it forms the soil in which a superior 
reality will take roots. This illusion has to be fully lived and integrated to awaken to a greater 
discernment. This is a part of the soul’s growth. To judge and to correct can bring to a stop of 
growth detrimental to the human being. 
 
“You will know the truth and the truth will set you free” said the Master. The truth that sets us 
free is the one that doesn’t incite us to take a stand, but at the opposite to install yourself in the 
centre of the heart that lives in you. 
 
It is one, indivisible and without polarity. It expresses itself through your conscious acts from 
which habits are excluded. 
 
In this case all of your being reflects the coloured authenticity of a power, which fragrance is 
the one of the wonderful vulnerability of the little child. 
 
To convince the other relates to mental war and your truth seems a lie for the person who 
cannot yet see in it a complementarity. 
 
The lie is the shade of the truth when this one is still too dense to let light shine through it. 
 
The limited truth invariably attracts its opposite, in other words, the lie. So it is changeable 
and alterable. 
 
The various religious and nationalists truths produce bitter fruits in this world because they 
separate while imposing modes of behaviour. 
 



The truth I am talking about consist in integrating up to your atoms your real identity, this is 
to say that you are a perfect replica of the Divine. The liberating truth will spring up in you 
when you will accept the fact that everything is perfect here and now in the work of the 
Creator; when you will cease to believe that you are a human being dependant of situations 
and when you will realise that you create the whole of what you live even in the most infinite 
details. 
 
At least, when you will feel that the other is an extension of the One who lives in you and of 
whom you physically experiment the sensations due to His Presence, then, you will take 
delight in the feeling of your presence in the other, and of his presence in yourself. You will 
be ONE, you will recognize a beloved brother or sister behind the illusory masks of the 
deceitful.   
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER IV 
 
The waiting and the demand cease when the outside is integrated to the inside and they are no 
longer separated. 
 
The subject and the object merge in a sensation of completeness, which makes the answer pop 
out in the same time as the question. 
 
This is why, when you will have acquired this new level of consciousness, it will not any 
longer be necessary to ask, nor to channel information coming from non-incarnated beings. 
You will have direct access to the completeness of your divine souls. The guides will then 
become your elder brothers and will communicate with you in a relationship of sharing but 
not anymore of guidance. 
 
Considering the growing number of mediums on Earth, besides prophesized in the Bible (Joël 
chap 2:28 to 32) it is necessary to discern the level of purity of the receiver, what determines 
the likelihood of the message and the authenticity of its origin. 
 
Now, if you integrate that life is in all beings, in all matter, in all events good or bad, you will 
start to discern a multitude of messages that will guide you. You will then have incarnated and 
tangible answers. It is perfect channelling without any risk of distortion. 
 
God loves you far too much to only give answers through mediums. Even in the desert you 
would have the necessary information for your evolution. 
 
Look at what is going on in Nature: Do fishes ask the terrestrial beings for information? Do 
dogs ask birds? 
 
They have the answers thanks to the surroundings that is theirs and cannot really 
communicate with another reign other than through possible observation. 
 
When you ask for information through a medium, please be aware that there is possible 
distortion sometimes with blocking consequences for your growth. 
 
King Salomon expelled all the mediums from Israel three thousands years ago, aware that it 
was interfering with the initial plane regarding the Messianic lineage. 
 
If you look at the other as a prophet who expresses the memorized parts in you, then you have 
a right understanding of what you create, without being aware of it, in your every day’s life.  
From then on, you are able to accept with your head, welcome with the heart, be thankful for 
this discovery and your life will be embellished. 
 
At this moment each prophet becomes a delicious meal, each difficulty becomes an 
opportunity for the opening of the heart. 
 
In this joyful and light work, you learn to cross the bridge that leads from the acceptation of 
what happens to the welcoming within love and acknowledgment towards this event and those 
who have expressed it. 
 



This bridge is made of various reactions such as anger, humiliation, sorrow etc… All these 
energies of reaction contain a great emotional force trapped inside the barriers of the mental 
principles of good and evil. While deeply examining this, you can undo these judgemental 
concepts by simply saying: This is how it is! This is a present that I cannot discern because I 
am blinded by my emotional reactions! 
 
After a certain amount of time, your eyes open up and you discover, amazed, the importance 
of what you become aware of and the impact that it will have in your life. These emotional 
energies will be released from their conceptual jail and will contribute in opening the heart of 
the soul. 
 
This path can be followed for each memory, if you wish so, fro your highest happiness. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER V 
 
The beauty of what you experiment remains most of the time unseen by your own eyes. Your 
difficulty to extricate yourself from the illusory matrix of good and bad, settles you in a never-
ending Mary-goes-round, which drags you down to the incessant vertigo of attractions and 
repulsions. 
 
Become the vertical being such as the tight rope walker well anchored on his thread, firmly 
maintaining in its centre the balancing pole of good and evil. These two extremities of the 
horizontal axe insure him a deeply rooted in the Earth gravity centre, at the tip of the 
imaginary triangle, providing him with balance and stability in his move. 
 
In the same way, good and evil in each of you are used as the fuel that feeds the balance in the 
movement of evolution. 
 
Evil is only a polarity of the universe, it is only the way you look at it that makes your life 
difficult. 
 
Let go of this look, which is now used and see evil as a young and clumsy loving courtesan, 
seduced by the pretty princess of the good. They are often separated, divorced because of the 
wall of anti-symptomatic morality, which only wants to look at and appreciate the good. 
Those who, on the opposite, are into immorality and even amorality have created the same 
wall while appreciating only evil. 
 
May the power game between good and evil cease! One always attracts the other since they 
are in love with each other, and in the middle, there is you, the priest who will celebrate their 
wedding, the reconciler who has lost his morality and his value judgements. 
 
Each action in thoughts, in words, defined as being positive will end up attracting its magnet 
of negative polarity expressed by the other, because this one being prisoner of your cellular 
subconscious cannot take the necessary path to embrace the positive part that you express. 
And this because most of the time, you ignore its existence and sometimes because the heart’s 
intelligence and humility haven’t been able to influence your mental. 
 
This new way to look at these two polarities brings this anchorage, this stature in the Christ’s 
plenitude, as Paul was saying. We are talking about a state of being and not a furtive 
gesticulation of the wanting to do well. It is the installation on the throne of awakened 
consciousness where your physical body expands and spreads out up to the sensation of being 
present in all that lives. 
 
On the other end, if you maintain your attention on good and evil, while giving preference to 
one rather than the other, observing who will be victorious, you are like the person who 
watches a sportive competition where two teams confront each other. The supporters of one 
team hope for the opposite result compared to the supporters of the opposite side. 
 
There are those who organise the match, there are the paid players who are your governmental 
and religious elites, and there are all those who pay to watch and encourage the victory of one 
of the two teams. 
 



Those who have created the event do not care about the result, because they gain a power that 
is always stronger while cheerfully feeding the ego of the members of the audience. Those 
last ones could be your ego that is leading the game, that manipulates, that is the director of 
your positive expressions in order to have victory over the so-called “evil that is in you”. This 
ego, not yet aligned on the soul, gains power, gains muscles and sucks your blood because 
you subconsciously participate in his fantasy. It uses the subconscious patterns exactly as the 
teams that are on the playground. The teams of cellular memories, well paid in strength and 
energy, get bigger and end up by dominating and leading your behaviours. The swinging to 
and fro end up by tiring out intelligence and love, and the human being loses his sovereignty. 
 
This time is over for those who decide so, look straight ahead of you without diverting your 
attention towards one or the other end of the balancing pole. 
 
You are capable to do this, you exit to accomplish this. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER VI 
 
Do you possess anything on this planet? Are you in despair when you lose a beloved being or 
when you lose a job or money? 
 
Possession is the consequence of fear due to ignorance of who you are. It is an illusion, which 
reveals to be less and less necessary in these times of end of a cycle, and him who persists in 
possessing ends up being possessed himself, and remote-controlled by the growing greed in 
himself. 
 
Possession towards a human being and towards material things make us become dependant of 
them, and during the loss you enter in withdrawal symptoms and pain. 
 
In the same way, attachment to dogmas, to familial scenarios, relationship patterns, as well as 
a behaviour mode confines you inside a closed perimeter of repetitive actions such as a 
collective ritual. 
 
This produces an image of yourself in the vision of the other, whom will modify his behaviour 
in relation to your image and not in relation with what you really are; this is how an energetic 
matrix is being woven, in which many end up being trapped and constrained, in order to act 
comfortably within the society. 
 
The attachment to qualities and to manifested competencies is a security guard rail until you 
become aware and accept the faults and the in aptitudes specifically opposite to each 
expressed act. Imagine that a man carries a heavy luggage on his left shoulder; he cannot walk 
without losing balance and will finally fall. Therefore he will grasp, without never letting go, 
the security guard rail that is on his right side: the security guard rail of behaviours, thoughts, 
emotions, relationships, intellectual knowledge and material goods. 
 
With each event this man reacts to keep holding the security guard rail, but if he starts to 
make an inventory of what is in the bag, he will less and less need to hold on to his life 
scenario. 
 
He happens very often that this scenario of the personality occults the route sheet planned by 
the soul. After a certain amount of years and according to the spiritual vitality of the 
incarnated soul, the cells of the physical body end up becoming hybrid by dint of undergoing 
antagonist psychic frequencies of the soul and the personality. Many forms of cancer are the 
end result of what has just been said. 
 
Observe yourself in details. See how the manifested vanity serves as security guard rail to 
whom that possesses, without being aware of it sometimes, memories of low self esteem and 
mediocrity. 
 
Fear and the lack of humility often keep us from accepting this obviousness. 
 
As long as there is no acknowledgment of these two sides, there is no real advance in the 
growth proposed by the soul. 
 
If step by step you acknowledge each manifested quality (the good) as being associated to its 
complementary fault (the bad), which is hidden in your cellular memories and of which you 



used to not be aware until now, these two parts will cease to oppose each other and neutralize 
by the action of love in your heart, fed by your sincere intention to unite them. This wedding 
will bring them to a neutral point where you will no longer have to act by compensation. 
 
Therefore, the balancing pole of which we were talking about in a previous chapter will start 
to become shorter, because you will have an anchorage in verticality that will affirm itself. 
And when you will only have the central core of all these dualities left, the balancing pole, 
reduced to its minimum, will be vertically held in your hands, such as a golden sceptre that 
will prove your sovereignty recovered at least. 
 
In this place, possession will only be a vague memory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER VII 
 
 
At this moment in time the increasing of the frequency of the energetic trellis of the human 
race causes stimulations, brutal amplifications of these non-acknowledged memories in each 
of us. 
 
These non-conscious energies start to swollen up and become more and more powerful up to 
the point sometimes when they push the individual towards destructive behaviours, acts that 
progressively bring him to disease, to death or to jail. 
 
This is why we call this time the time of Apocalypse, or revelation time. Individually you 
reveal yourself; you become nude in order to be refined and purified. 
 
 The religious and social moralities that define what is good or bad will no longer be 
sufficient; they will no longer be able to contain within an anti-symptomatic mental repression 
the impulses induced by the memories of the cellular software. 
 
So look well at the mote that is in your neighbour’s eye to define it, to accept it and to 
welcome it in your heart. Therefore the mote that is hidden in the subconscious drawers will 
get transmuted. Then be infinitely thankful to your neighbour, in the emotion of your heart, 
for having helped you with this newly acknowledged memory and for having, thanks to him, a 
more complete and deeper knowledge of what composes you. At last, affirm your intention to 
transform this child-memory into a wise and mature adult. 
 
Effectively, the worldwide lightening will be accelerated if you are only a small number to 
accomplish this joyful work. You will see the proof of it in the changes that you will go 
through and that you will observe amongst your surroundings. 
 
This will also soften the effects of the passage towards this new Earth and you will receive joy 
and balance that will clear of undergrowth the way for those who look at you. 
 
You are so loved that your decision to do so will attract many visible and invisible helps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



CHAPTER VIII 
 
Genesis 1: 6 and 7 
 
6: And God said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it divide the 
waters from the waters.  
7: And God made the firmament, and divided the waters which were under the firmament 
from the waters which were above the firmament: and it was so.  
 
According to this text of the Genesis there were waters gathered together unto one place under 
the firmament (verse 9), and waters above the firmament, around the terrestrial globe. 
 
We could believe that the waters from above the firmament were the clouds. But it seems that 
it was not the case, because chapter 2: 5 and 6 says: 
 
5: And every plant of the field before it was in the earth, and every herb of the field before it 
grew: for the LORD God had not caused it to rain upon the earth, and there was not a man to 
till the ground.  
6: But there went up a mist from the earth, and watered the whole face of the ground. 
  
So the climate and temperature were ideal, without extremes. 
There was only one race and men used to eat raw fruits and were totally healthy. The sky 
couldn’t seem blue, but probably showed a rainbow moving according to the sun’s moves. 
 
Later on, the negatives forces created by the human beings through their thoughts and acts of 
non-love lowered the planet’s frequencies. This one, as an electron, went out of its orbit 
moving away from the sun. The waters above the firmament fell down in cloudbursts during 
the episode of Noah’s Flood. 
 
We can understand the scepticism of the contemporaries of Noah who couldn’t believe in the 
possibility of rain and even in rain itself. It had never occurred. 
 
The poles went brutally cold and the equator went strongly hotter; the unique human race 
diffracted in for races of different colours. Men started to eat cereals, meat and they started to 
cook food. 
 
The waters from heaven entirely covering the planet, mountains had to rise up; valleys had to 
come down to collect these waters that had become salted, so that they would not cover the 
earth again. This is what King David says in Psalm 104: 6 to 9.       
 
This explains the disproportion between the 79% of seas and the 29% of emerged lands on 
Earth. 
 
One day, “The Earth will move from its place” (Dialogues avec l’Ange. Gitta Mallaz. Aubier 
publishing). Noah saw a rainbow: it was a promise of a return to the original state; it was the 
sign of an alliance with a humanity that will find again consciousness and love. 
 
We can see here that water, sensitive, alive as every genuine matter, acts and reacts according 
to the consciousness and the purity of those who use it. 
It is a sort of Christ-catalyst between solid matters and more subtle matters. 



CHAPTER IX 
 
Daniel’s Prophecy 
 
During a night of August 1994, a voice told me: “Look in the prophecy of the King of the 
North and King of the South (Daniel’s prophecy), it starts now”. August 17th 1994. 
 
On that day, French magistrates, murdered in Algeria by fundamentalists, were receiving 
posthumous honours at the Elysée. 
 
I understood then that the King of the South was symbolising those of the religious 
fundamentalism, the King of the North representing the whole of the occidental States of 
which America is the leader. 
 
This prophecy concerning us starts at verse 40 of the chapter 11 of Daniel. It explains that the 
forces of the King of the South will harass the King of the North. This one will then surge 
down on the King of the South with his powerful army. 
 
This prophecy has seen its manifestation start in august 1994, and 7 years later, in September 
2001, a more acute step was taking place with the terrorist attacks in the USA, followed by 
the counterattack against the fundamentalist system in place in Afghanistan. 
 
What will we see in seven years, in 2008? Perhaps: “The abomination that makes desolate set 
up” of which chapter 12 talks about. My personal deduction (That engages only me) is that 
this abomination represents the global government, which is presently acting to end up to such 
a chaos that the Nations will clamour for a government able to bring back order and security. 
This is the moment when this government will be revealed in the daylight, presenting itself as 
the world saviour and promising global peace. 
 
Another message announced me this: “An important man will be murdered. This event will 
mark the settling of the abomination that makes desolate set up and the cessation of the never-
ending sacrifice”. 
 
The cessation of the never-ending sacrifice is the cessation of the war. The wars are violent 
abscesses, which allow, in the way as sacrifices in the ancient temples, to canalize our 
emotions and thought of non-love towards those who will express then wildly; and this allows 
the planet’s aura to keep a balance that is vital for the entire humanity. 
 
Then the prophecy tells us that 1290 days will remain, happy the one who can wait until the 
1335 days. 
 
I did count these days from October 2008 and it takes us to the spring of 2012. At this date, it 
will be one century since the Titanic will have sunk in April 1912. This wreck of human 
vanity and pride was indeed a prophetic message of what awaits us if we follow as robots the 
governmental obedience’s and their procession of intimidation encouraging the fears of war, 
starvation, and epidemics. Then there will be the 45 crucial days during which, the die being 
cast, each will be led either towards life and love, or towards slavery and sadness. 
 



Here is other information received through clairaudience during the night: “The great 
tribulation (announced by Jesus) will come through Russia because the Russian government 
will want to repress the changes of behaviours of the mass”. 
 
This secret government of extra- terrestrial origin is represented by the word “devil” in the 
Bible and particularly in Apocalypse 12:12. We sometimes call them the illuminate. Here is 
information about this: “The illuminate have lost the power to fly and to leave the Earth, they 
are animated by a great anger because the trap is closing down on them”. 
 
Now a message full of hope regarding someone who will accompany the new avatar: “King 
Henri of France, has revealed himself on June 18th 1998, he will be a lighthouse for 
humanity”. 
 
So France does play a primordial role in the unfolding of this prophecy.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     *  * 
 
 
 
      * 
  


